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Summary
Trailing edge flaps on wind turbine blades have been investigated for several years. Aero-servo-
elastic simulations carried out with different simulation tools, trailing edge flaps configurations
and controller designs proved that trailing edge flaps are a suitable solution for reducing some
of the wind turbine fatigue and extreme loads. This potential was confirmed with wind tunnel
tests made on blade sections with trailing edge flaps and on a scaled two-bladed wind turbine in
a wind tunnel. The work presented in this thesis includes a full-scale test run on a Vestas V27
wind turbine equipped with three trailing edge flaps on one blade, located on the Risøcampus in
Roskilde, Denmark.
This thesis is divided into three parts: the controller design, results from simulations, and results
from the experiments.
The trailing edge flaps controller designed for this project is based on a frequency-weighted model
predictive control, tuned in order to target only the flapwise blade root loads at the frequencies
contributing the most to blade root fatigue damage (the 1P, 2P and 3P frequencies), and to avoid
unnecessary wear and tear of the actuators at high frequencies. A disturbance model consisting in
periodic disturbances at the rotor speed harmonic frequencies and a quasi-steady input disturbance
is aggregated to an analytical model of a spinning blade with trailing edge flaps.
Simulations on a multi-meagawatt wind turbine show the potential of the trailing edge flaps to
reduce the flapwise blade root fatigue loads by 23%, but also the main shaft and the tower fatigue
loads by up to 32%. Extreme loads during normal production also benefit from the trailing edge
flaps.
At last, the same controller was run on the Vestas V27 wind turbine located at the Risø campus
of the Technical University of Denmark, in Roskilde, Denmark. One blade of the turbine was
equipped with three independent trailing edge flaps. In spite of the failure of several sensors and
actuators, the test of the trailing edge flaps controller described in this thesis showed a consistent
flapwise blade root fatigue load reduction. An average of 14% load reduction was achieved during
a 38 minute test.
However, the experiment also highlighted the weaknesses of the controller. The trailing edge flap
controller should be made more adaptive in order to cope with the very different wind conditions
that can be expected on-site.
The contributions of the thesis have been documented in a series of scientific papers. The papers
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form the main part of this thesis.
Resume´
Bevægelige bagkanter p˚a vindmøllevinger, s˚akaldte flaps, har i de seneste a˚rti været genstand for
betydelig forskning. Gennem aero-servo-elastiske simuleringer med forskellige beregningsværktøjer
og styringsrutiner er det p˚a vist at udvalgte flapkonstruktioner kan reducere b˚a de udmattelses- og
ekstremlaster p˚a vindmøller. Dette potentiale har ligeledes været bekræftet med vindtunnelforsøg
p˚a vingesektioner og p˚a en nedskaleret mølle med to vinger. Arbejdet, der præsenteres i denne
afhandling, indeholder en fuldskalatest p˚a en Vestas V27 vindmølle p˚a Risø ved Roskilde udstyret
med tre bagkantsflaps p˚a den ene vinge.
Afhandlingen er opdelt i tre dele: Design af flapstyring, resultater fra simuleringer og resultater
fra fuldskalatesten.
Den præsenterede flapstyring er en frekvens-vægtet model-prediktiv styring, som er indstillet til at
reducere flapvise vingerods-udmattelseslaster. Dette opn˚as ved kun at behandlede de frekvenser
som bidrager mest til de flapvise vingerods-udmattelseslaster (1P, 2P og 3P frekvenserne). Der
undg˚as et unødigt slid p˚a flap-aktuatorerne ved at forsøge at behandle højere frekvenser. En
beskrivelse af forstyrrelserne fra b˚ade det rotorhastighedsperiodiske og det kvasistatiske er samlet til
en analytisk prediktions-model for simulering af gensvar af en roterende vinge med bagkantsflapper
i et fluktuerende vindfelt.
Simuleringer p˚a en multimegawatt vindmølle viser de bevægelige bagkanters evne til at reducere de
flapvise vingerods-udmattelseslaster med 23% og ligeledes udmattelseslaster i hovedaksel og t˚arnet
med op til 32%. Ekstremlaster under normal drift reduceres ogs˚a med bevægelige bagkanter.
Afslutningsvis er flapstyringen afprøvet eksperimentelt p˚a Vestas V27 møllen med de tre flaps p˚a
den ene vinge. P˚a trods af komplikationer med svigt af sensorer og aktuatorer blev der opn˚aet en
entydig reduktion af de flapvise vingerods-udmattelseslaster. I en sammenhængende periode p˚a 38
minutter blev der opn˚aet en gennemsnitlig reduktion p˚a 14%.
Eksperimentet viste imidlertid ogs˚a nogle svagheder ved styringsrutinen for de bevægelige bagkan-
ter. Styringen skal i praksis gøres mere adaptiv for at tilpasse sig til de forskellige variationer i
vindtilstande, der optræder i virkeligheden.
De enkelte dele af afhandlingen er blevet søgt publiceret i en række videnskabelige artikler ved
konferencer og i tidsskrifter. Disse artikler udgør en hovedpart af afhandlingen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Smart rotor concept
The wind energy market grew significantly in the last decade, with the wind energy contribution to
the global energy market being larger and larger. Wind energy research has focused in improving
the integration of wind turbines in the electrical grids and in reducing the cost of wind energy, in
an effort to increase even more the share of wind energy in the world.
Increasing the rotor size, and thus the swept area, for the same drive train and rated power, has
been one of the solutions to decrease the cost of wind energy, especially at low turbulence sites.
The leading wind turbine manufacturers now market turbines with rotor diameters over 100 m and
nominal power from 3 to 6 MW. Increasing the rotor area increases the energy harvested by the
rotor, but also increases significantly the fatigue and extreme loads of the wind turbine. Research
is now being focused in reducing the wind turbine loads, by using new control strategies, new
sensors and new actuators.
1.1.1 Pitch control for load alleviation
The loads acting on the wind turbine are a combination of aerodynamic, gravity, centrifugal and
inertia loads. They originate in the wind conditions, such as the wind shear, the wind turbulence or
the wind dissymmetry, or in control induced phenomena like a grid loss or an emergency shutdown
etc. [21, 43, 4].
This work focuses on pitch regulated wind turbines, where the blades are pitched out of the wind
to decrease the energy capture. Stall regulated turbines are not considered.
Pitch regulated wind turbines can alleviate some of those loads by using the pitch actuators not
only to perform power control, but also for load alleviation. Cyclic pitch and individual pitch
control are already implemented in some of the commercial wind turbines.
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Cyclic pitch control originated in the rotorcraft community. It consists in pitching the three blades
with a 120 degree phase shift to alleviate the 1P and higher harmonic loads. The 1P loads are
loads occuring at the 1P frequency, corresponding to one event per rotor revolution. The 2P and
3P frequencies are twice and thrice higher. In the case of positive wind shear, where the wind
speed is higher at the rotor top than at the rotor bottom, cyclic pitch can reduce the main shaft
tilt moment by pitching the blade out of the wind when it reaches the rotor top, and pitching it
in the wind at the rotor bottom.
The natural extension to cyclic pitch is individual pitch control where each blade can pitch inde-
pendently of the two other blades. It is one of the most advanced active control to alleviate loads
implemented in today’s turbines [18, 19, 40, 51, 30]. Both cyclic and individual pitch controls
proved to be succesfull in reducing fatigue loads in the blades (10 to 20%), as well as in the main
shaft and in the tower. However, cyclic and individual pitch controls have known limitations.
The load reduction is limited by the pitch actuator ability to pitch blades which weigh several
tonnes. Most of today’s actuators bound the pitch controller to target the 1P loads only. Cyclic
and individual pitch control also require a higher pitch activity which wear and tear both the pitch
actuators and the blade bearings. Problems also raise with modern blades which are longer and
less stiff in torsion and can not tolerate fast pitch actuation speeds.
1.1.2 “Smart” rotor
Because of the limitation of cyclic and individual pitch control, research have focused during the
last decade on more advanced methods to reduce further the wind turbine loads. Both passive and
active load reduction devices are being researched and tested.
1.1.2.1 Passive load control
Passive load control concepts have the advantage of not requiring any extra sensor and actua-
tor. This is of great importance for wind turbine manufacturers and owners when considering
maintenance and operating expenses (OPEX). The two most researched rotor passive load control
concepts are twist-bending coupled blades and swept blades.
Twist-bending coupled blades consist in coupling the bending of the blade with its spanwise twist
[49, 22], for example by laying the composite layers of the blade with an angle with respect to
the elastic center line of the blade. When the blade bends flapwise, the twist-bending coupling
twists the blade in or out of the wind, which tends to reduce the amplitude of the flapwise bending
moment of the blade. This method reduces both fatigue and extreme loads.
In swept blades, the aerodynamic center of the airfoils is moved further from the blade axis, so that
an extra aerodynamic loading of the blade result in the twist of the blade [10, 28]. Backward swept
blades (pitch to feather) decrease the flapwise blade root fatigue loads, while forward swept blades
increase them. Drawbacks of swept blades are an increase of the edgewise loads as well as the
blade pitch moment, and a small reduction of the annual energy production. Their manufacturing
and transport can also be an issue.
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1.1.2.2 Active load control
In order to reduce even further and in a more efficient way the loads on the rotor, several concepts
of “smart” rotors have been investigated in the litterature. A “smart” rotor consists in distributed
sensors (accelerometers, strain gages, Pitot tubes, pressure tabs etc.) and actuators (trailing edge
flaps, microtabs [56], boundary layer suction or blowing jets, plasma actuators etc.) along the
blades. This thesis only deals about trailing edge flaps. Barlas and van Kuik [12] wrote a detailed
overview of the different “smart” rotor concepts being researched.
Trailing edge flaps are probably the most studied actuators within the “smart” rotor concept and
have been thoroughly investigated for several years now [20]. Research on trailing edge flaps on
wind turbine blades ranges from simulations and modeling to wind tunnel tests on 2D blade airfoils
[7, 11, 59] and on a 2-bladed scaled turbine [58], and a full scale test on a Vestas V27 wind turbine
presented with this thesis.
Basualdo [13] and Buhl et al. [20] showed the potential of trailing edge flaps to alleviate flapwise
blade root fatigue loads by running 2D aeroelastic simulations. At the same time, Troldborg [55]
studied the influence of parameters like the trailing edge flap shape and size with CFD simulations
in order to optimise the flap design for wind turbine applications. Andersen et al. [8], Gaunaa
[27] and Bergami and Gaunaa [17] developed an analytical model of the unsteady aerodynamic
force distribution on an airfoil with variable camberline, based on the thin airfoil theory [53, 41].
This model was implemented in HAWC2 and used by Andersen et al. [9] to run 3D aeroelastic
simulations of the 5 MW NREL reference turbine [37]. A 25% flapwise blade root fatigue load
reduction was achieved.
The ultimate goal of trailing edge flaps is to reduce the cost of wind energy. Berg et al. [15] showed
that trailing edge flaps could lead to a 5 to 9% cost of energy reduction. Simulations were run
with the FAST and CurveFAST aero-sero-elastic simulation codes.
Some wind tunnel tests were then performed at DTU Wind Energy, Technical University of Den-
mark. Andersen et al. [7] and Bak et al. [11] tested in a wind tunnel both open loop and closed
loop controls on the Risø-B1-18 wind turbine airfoil equipped with a piezo electric active trailing
edge flap. Closed loop controls are based on the Pitot tube measurements and on the pressure
difference between the suction and the pressure side at the airfoil leading edge. Van Wingerden et
al. [59] also performed wind tunnel tests at Delft University of Technology on a scaled rotor blade
equipped with two trailing edge flaps. At last, van Wingerden et al. [58] realised a wind tunnel
test on a two-bladed scaled turbine. They reduced the variance of the flapwise blade root loads by
90%.
Various controllers for trailing edge flaps, using different control theories and sensors, have been
investigated. Behrens and Jun Zhu [14] simulated with a CFD code a controller based on the
trailing edge flap hinge moment only. Lackner et al. [38] designed a PID Individual Flap Control
based on the Individual Pitch Control scheme, using the Coleman transformation to make the
system linear time invariant. This controller requires balde root strain gages and a rotor azimuth
position sensor. Van Wingerden et al. [59, 58] used subspace system identification to fine tune
the PD controller used in their wind tunnel test, and developed a feedback controller based on
H∞-loop shaping combined with a fixed-structure feedforward control which they succesfuly tested
on the scaled turbine in a wind tunnel. Rice et al. [50] focused on a robust and distributed control
in order to ensure stability of the controller despite non linearities and model mismatch. At last,
Wilson et al. [60] designed PD feedback controllers based on tip deflection or tip deflection rate,
and showed a decrease in the standard deviation of the flapwise blade root moments.
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1.2 Model Predictive Control
Model Predictive Control (MPC) [45, 42] is an advanced control theory that has been used in
the process industry since the 1980s. In [45], Mayne et al. give the following definition: “Model
predictive control (MPC) or receding horizon control (RHC) is a form of control in which the
current control action is obtained by solving on-line, at each sampling instant, a finite horizon
open-loop optimal control problem, using the current state of the plant as the initial state; the
optimization yields an optimal control sequence and the first control in this sequence is applied to
the plant.”
The following introduction to model predictive control (Figure 1.1) is restricted to the basic for-
mulation of linear state-space nominal model predictive control.
The following discrete time linear invariant system is considered:
x(k + 1) =Ax(k) +Bu(k) +Gd(k) (1.1a)
z(k) =Cx(k) (1.1b)
where x is the state of the system, u is the control input, d is the measurable disturbance and z
the control output. The control objective is to minimise, at each time step k, the quadratic cost
Ψ(k) subject to some constraints on the inputs u ∈ U.
A basic quadratic cost consists in costs on both the inputs and the outputs:
Ψ(k) =
i=k+N∑
i=k
(‖u(i)‖2Q + ‖z(i)‖2R) (1.2)
=U(k)′QU(k) + Z(K)′RZ(k) (1.3)
where U(k) =
[
u(k) u(k + 1) . . . u(k +N)
]′
, Z(k) =
[
z(k) z(k + 1) . . . z(k +N)
]′
,
Q = IN ⊗ Q, R = IN ⊗ R, N the horizon length, ⊗ the Kronecker product and IN the identity
matrix of size N .
The outputs Z(k) are themselves functions of the inputs U(k) and the disturbances D(k) =[
d(k) d(k + 1) . . . d(k +N)
]′
:
z(k)
z(k + 1)
...
zˆ(k +N)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Z(k)
=

C
CA
...
CAN

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Φ
x(k) +

0 0
CB 0
...
. . .
. . .
CAN−1B · · · CB 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γ

u(k)
u(k + 1)
...
u(k +N)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
U(k)
+

0 0
CG 0
...
. . .
. . .
CAN−1G · · · CG 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γd

d(k)
d(k + 1)
...
d(k +N)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
D(k)
(1.4a)
Z(k) =Φx(k) + ΓU(k) + ΓdD(k) (1.4b)
Combining 1.3 and 1.4b leads to
Ψ(k) ≡U(k)′ [Q+ Γ′RΓ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
H
U(k) + [Γ′RΦx(k) + Γ′RΓdD(k)]′︸ ︷︷ ︸
g
U(k) (1.5)
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k k+1 k+N
reference trajectory
measured outputs
predicted outputs
measured inputs
predicted inputs
inputs constraints
Figure 1.1: Model predictive control scheme: the predicted inputs are calculated in order to
minimise a quadratic cost on, for example, the predicted inputs (dashed blue line) and the difference
between the predicted outputs (dashed green line) and the reference trajectory (solid red line).
where the ≡ sign denotes that the terms independent of U(k) have beem omitted.
The MPC optimisation problem can be written as the quadratic program
min
U(k)
Ψ(k) =
1
2
U(k)′HU(k) + g′U(k) (1.6a)
s.t. u ∈ U (1.6b)
The quadratic program is solved at each time step k. The first element u(k) is then applied to the
system, and the MPC optimisation problem is run again at the next time step.
This basic structure can easily be adapted to take into account constraints on the outputs, to
consider different horizon lengths for the costs on the inputs and on the outputs or to add a cost
on the inputs increment as well. Some very efficient codes [5, 26, 3, 44] to solve the quadratic
program 1.6a and 1.6b already exist, which makes this formulation of model predictive control
implementable on a real-time hardware. The work described in this thesis aims at implementing
a model predictive control in a wind turbine. The frequency-weighted model predictive controls
detailed further in the thesis keep the same structure of the quadratic program.
The advantages of model predictive control over other control theories are its ability to operate
closer to limits and to handle constraints. The performance of all smart rotor concepts is restricted
by constraints on the actuators; for example in the case of trailing edge flaps, limits on the rate
at which the flaps can be moved and maximum flap deflection in each direction. The presence of
these constraints makes model predictive control a suitable candidate.
Model predictive control has been applied to wind energy. Henriksen et al. [34, 35, 33] designed a
wind turbine model predictive controller and a non linear model predictive control for a floating
wind turbine. Thomsen et al. [54] worked on robust stability in model predictive control. Evans
et al. [25] is also working on robust model predictive control of wind turbines.
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Figure 1.2: Picture of the V27 demonstrator turbine. The cherry picker is used to access the
hatches in the blade when servicing the actuators and the sensors.
1.3 ATEF project and V27 demonstrator
This thesis is part of the Adaptive Trailing Edge Flap (ATEF) project launched in 2008, in a
collaboration between the Risø DTU, DTU MEK and Vestas Wind Systems A/S [1]. One of the
work packages consisted in proving load alleviation on the Vestas V27 wind turbine located at the
Risø campus of the Technical University of Denmark (Figure 1.2).
The V27 turbine is an horizontal axis wind turbine, with a nominal power of 225 kW, and a rotor
diameter of 27 m. It operates at two constant rotor speeds, 32 rpm at wind speeds lower than
4 to 5 m.s−1 and 43 rpm at higher wind speeds. The collective pitch of the turbine is used for
regulating the power production only. Designed in the eighties, the Vestas V27 is a rather stiff
turbine, compared to modern turbines.
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Trailing Edge Flaps
controller
- Paper A (ACC)
- Paper B (IEEE)
Frequency-weighted
Model Predictive Control
- Report [24]
Full-scale test
- Paper E (AIAA)
- Paper F (WE)
Analytical linear model
of a blade with TEF
- Report [23]
Simulations
- Paper C (EWEA)
- Paper D (WE)
Figure 1.3: Research areas covered in this thesis
1.4 Contributions
The “smart” rotor concept gathers research in various areas like sensors, actuators, control theory,
2D and 3D aerodynamics, wind turbine modeling, simulation models, wind tunnel tests etc. The
research presented in this thesis is driven by the full-scale test on the V27 wind turbine with
trailing edge flaps, and by the constraints related to the experiment in terms of sensors, actuators
and hardware available. Figure 1.3 summarises the research areas covered in this thesis.
Model Predictive Control was chosen for its ability to handle constraints. The trailing edge flaps
on the test turbine are expected to operate up to their maximum deflections because they are too
small to alleviate fully the flapwise blade root loads. The technical report “Frequency-weighted
model predictive control” [24] describes three approaches to perform frequency-weighted model
predictive control, by introducing filters, zero-phase filters or discrete Fourier transform in the cost
function.
The design model for the trailing edge flap controller is an analytical linear model of a spinning
blade with trailing edge flaps. Both blade root strain gages and leading edge Pitot tubes, present
on the demonstrator blade, are part of this design model. The model is described in the technical
report “Analytical linear model of a blade with trailing edge flaps (for design of model based
controls)” [23].
Papers A and B describe the trailing edge flaps controller, the Kalman filter used to estimate
the model states and the wind speed estimator necessary to perform gain scheduling of the the
controller. Paper A describes how to use the frequency-weighted model predictive control in order
to target at loads with specific frequencies and to avoid unnecessary high frequency actuation of
the trailing edge flaps. In paper B, the three approaches of frequency-weighted model predictive
control are studied, highlighting the benefits and the drawbacks of each method based on Flex5
simulations of the V27 turbine. Results from the full-scale test are also presented.
Papers C and D present results from simulations. In paper C, the results from simulations of
the trailing edge flaps controller on a multi-megawatt wind turbine are presented. Only normal
production load cases are considered. Fatigue and extreme load reductions, as well as power loss
and trailing edge flap activity are investigated. Paper D focuses on robustness studies regarding
the simulation models: the same trailing edge flaps controller, with the same tuning, is used in
both Flex5 and HAWC2 simulations with different model complexities.
Papers E and F describe the results from the full-scale test. In paper E, only open-loop controls
were performed. In paper F, fatigue load reduction achieved on the test turbine is presented. A
14% flapwise blade root fatigue load reduction was achieved in a 38 minute test. This papers also
shows some comparisons with Flex5 simulations.
8 Introduction
1.5 Outline of the thesis
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 summarise the main conclusions of the papers included in this thesis, and
include some details and comments which could not be inserted in the published or submitted
papers.
Chapter 2 is dedicated to the trailing edge flap controller design, including the wind speed estima-
tor, the Kalman filter, the design model and the frequency-weighted model preditive control. It is
based on papers A and B and on the technical reports [23] and [24].
Chapter 3 summarises the results of the simulations. It is based on papers A, C and D.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the results from the full-scale test on the Vestas V27 wind turbine (papers
E and F). Both open loop and closed loop tests were run.
Chapter 2
Control system design
This chapter summarises papers A and B and technical reports [23] and [24]. Some further expla-
nations on the wind turbine loads, the wind speed estimator and the disturbance model are given
in this chapter.
The trailing edge flaps controller design is restricted by the experimental setup of the demonstrator
turbine, regarding the available sensors, actuators and controller hardware. In particular, the pitch
controller of the demonstrator turbine could not be modified, and the trailing edge flaps controller
runs independently of the wind turbine controller (Figure 2.1). This setup has the advantage of
being relatively easy to implement on the demonstrator turbine. Such a setup is however not
optimal, and the trailing edge flaps controller has to be designed in order to avoid any interaction
between the two controllers which could lead to instabilities. On the V27, the pitch controller
performs power control only, pitching out of the wind when the produced power is higher than the
turbine nominal power. The pitch is thus actuated at frequencies below the 1P frequency. On the
other hand, the trailing edge flap controller performs loads control only, and acts at frequencies
higher than or equal to the 1P frequency.
The trailing edge flaps controller loop includes a wind speed estimator, a predictive Kalman filter
and a model predictive control of the trailing edge flaps. Those three components of the controller
are detailed in this chapter. A low-level controller, provided by the actuator manufacturer, ensures
that the actuators track the reference command.
2.1 Wind turbine loads
The trailing edge flaps controller main objective is to reduce the flapwise blade root fatigue loads.
Understanding the origin of those fatigue loads is necessary to design an efficient trailing edge flaps
controller.
The flapwise blade root fatigue loads are dominated by the aerodynamic loads. Figure 2.2 shows
that the dominant relative contribution to the flapwise blade root fatigue damage of the NREL off-
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the pitch controller and the trailing edge flaps controller of the V27 wind
turbine. P is the produced power, ϕ the pitch angle, Mf the flapwise blade root moment of the
blade with trailing edge flaps, β the trailing edge flap angles, γ the estimated wind speed and x
the design model states.
shore 5 MW reference wind turbine [37] occurs above rated power, at the 1P, 2P and 3P frequencies
[16].
A non turbulent wind which hits the rotor with a yaw or tilt angle angle w.r.t. to the rotor plane,
or with a non-null wind shear, creates loads which are rotor azimuth dependent (Figure 2.3). Most
of the energy of those loads is at the 1P frequency, corresponding to one event per rotor revolution.
Tower shadow, which reduces the wind speed around the tower, creates a more sudden change in
the inflow seen by the rotating blade, both in terms of wind speed and inflow angle. It results in
the excitation of the wind turbine eigenmodes and thus transfers energy at the frequencies of the
wind turbine eigenmodes. The tower shadow excites mainly the blade first eigenfrequencies.
Most of the energy of the wind turbulence is contained in the low frequencies, below 0.5 Hz
(Figure 2.4). However, wind turbulence does not only generate time dependent wind speeds and
directions, but also induces wind speeds and directions which depend on the rotor azimuth angle.
A rotating blade goes then through areas with azimuth dependent wind speeds and directions. As
a consequence, the wind speed seen by a rotating blade, at a given radius, also shows a strong 1P
to 3P content. This is called rotational sampling.
As a conclusion, even if the free wind speed is highly stochastic, the wind speed seen by a rotating
blade has a high content at the 1P frequency and at higher harmonics (2P and 3P). This makes
it possible then to get a rough estimate of the predicted wind speeds seen by the rotating blade,
which improves significantly the performance of the trailing edge flaps controller.
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Figure 2.2: Flapwise blade root bending moment, relative contributions to fatigue damage ratio,
as function of frequency and mean wind speed bin. Dashed white lines mark the 1P and 3P
frequencies, red colored patches identify higher fatigue contributions. From Bergami [16]
.
2.2 Wind speed estimator and gain scheduling
The blade model, and especially the DC gain from trailing edge flaps to flapwise blade root moment,
varies as a function of the mean free wind speed. The higher the wind speed, the higher the DC
gain from trailing edge flap angle to flapwise blade root moment (Figure 2.5). Gain scheduling on
the mean free wind speed is thus required to ensure performance of the trailing edge flaps controller
over the whole operating wind speeds range (from around 4 to 20 m/s during the full-scale test).
The mean free wind speed, which is similar to a time average over a few rotor rotations and a spatial
average over the rotor area, can not be measured directly with the available sensors. Østergaard
et al. developed a method to estimate accurately the effective wind speed of a wind turbine [46].
Such a method can not be used on the V27 because of its fixed rotor speed. The mean free wind
speed is instead estimated roughly from the pitch position and the flapwise blade root moment:
below rated power, the pitch position is close to 0, and the flapwise blade root moment increases
as a function of the mean free wind speed. Above rated power, the pitch position increases and
the flapwise blade root moment decreases as a function of the mean free wind speed (Figure 2.6).
A low-pass filter ensures that the estimated free wind speed is a smooth function of time.
Such a simplified method is not very accurate, especially around rated power, but has the advantage
of being fast to compute, and of requiring only the flapwise blade root moment and the pitch
position. These two sensors are among the available sensors to the trailing edge flap controller.
A small error on the estimated mean free wind speed is however not critical as it is only used for
gain scheduling and not for power control.
Gain scheduling of the matrices for both the Kalman filter and the Model Predictive Control is
based on this estimated mean free wind speed γ, by linear interpolating the Kalman filter and the
MPC matrices.
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cone and tilt
+ wind shear and yaw error
+ tower shadow
+ blade first eigenmode
+ wind turbulence
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the flapwise blade root bending moment on a stiff wind turbine with
a non-null cone and tilt angle (blue). Wind shear and a yaw error are then added to the inflow
(green). Taking into account the tower shadow creates sudden changes in the flapwise blade root
moment when the blade passes the tower (red) and excites the first blade eigenmode (light blue).
At last, on top of this inflow is added the wind turbulence (black).
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Figure 2.4: Spectral density of the wind speed simulated at the turbine hub (red) and at a given
radius of a rotating blade (blue). The rotor rotates at around 43 rpm, the 1P frequency is around
0.7 Hz. The 1P and higher harmonics present in the spectral density of the wind speed seen by
the rotating blade are due to the rotational sampling of the turbulent wind.
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Figure 2.5: Normalised DC gain, from trailing edge flap angle to flapwise blade root bending
moment for a rotating blade, at different mean free wind speeds.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the pitch angle and flapwise blade root moment (BRM) of the V27 at
different mean free wind speeds. Data are normalised.
2.3 Model Predictive Control
2.3.1 Design model
The performance of model-based controls depends highly on the accuracy of the design model of
the controlled system.
Andersen et al. [9] showed that the trailing edge flaps controller should react fast to the mesured
disturbances in order to keep a high efficiency of the trailing edge flaps. A 50 ms delay would
almost half the fatigue load reduction compared to the case with no delays. Such a result, even
if it’s obtained with a simple proportional controller on the high pass filtered flapwise blade root
moment, and without retuning the controller to take into account the delay, indicates that delays
should be kept to a minimum. The V27 high rotor speed corresponds to around 30 degrees rotation
per 100 ms. Wind conditions may vary a lot 30 degrees apart of each other, which confirms that
delays have to be kept small. It was thus decided to run the trailing edge flaps controller at 50 Hz
at least, corresponding to a 5.2 degree rotation of the rotor. Non-linear model predictive control,
which is very CPU consuming, was thus not an option. Linear design models, derived from system
identification or from first principle models, are then required.
Van der Veen et al. developed and tested on a scaled turbine with trailing edge flaps a method
to perform closed-loop system identification of wind turbines [57, 36]. This specific method is
pertinent for identifying the design model of the rotating blade with trailing edge flaps as it is
designed to identify the model without capturing the strong periodic components in the outputs
due to wind shear, gravity or tower shadow for example. However, system identification is a time
consuming task which requires several hours of measurements at a given wind condition. During
the system identification, the trailing edge flaps are actuated at frequencies which cover at least
the frequencies of interest for the controller, i.e. up to the first blade eigenfrequency. Such a high
activity of the actuators could have damaged the prototype trailing edge flaps. It was then decided
to test system identification at the end of the test plan, but not to use it to derive the design
models.
Accurate linearised models of the whole wind turbine can also be generated from aero-servo-elastic
tools like HAWCStab2 [31] for example. However, such models are very large, several hundreds
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states, and are not suited for controller design.
Instead, an analytical linear model of a rotating blade with trailing edge flaps was developed from
first principle models. The structural model of the blade is based on the modal approach, where
the blade dynamics is modeled by a linear combination of the dynamics of its first eigenmodes
[32]. The aerodynamics of the induced velocity and of the 2D airfoil lift and drag coefficients are
neglected in the design model because their time constants are respectively significantly larger and
smaller than the time constants of interest for the trailing edge flaps controller, i.e. the 1P to 4P
frequencies.
In spite of those simplifications, the Bode plots, from trailing edge flap angle to flapwise blade root
moment, of the analytical linear model and of the Flex5 models match very well. The Flex5 model
of the V27 turbine was derived from an older Flex4 model (See Section 3.1.2). Figure 2.7 shows
the Bode plots of the analytical linear model where the blade is modeled by two states only (1st
blade eigenmode), and of the Flex5 models where the wind turbine is modeled as a stiff turbine,
except for the first blade eigenmode, and as a flexible turbine as used to carry out simulations. In
this figure, the turbine operates at its high rotor speed. The Flex5 non-linear simulations are run
with a trailing edge flap stroke of +/-5 degrees, which is close to the maximum trailing edge flap
deflection angle achievable on the demonstrator turbine. Differences in phase at high frequencies
are due to the extra phase lags present in the 2D aerodynamics model of the airfoil [8], which are
modeled in Flex5 but not in the analytical model. Differences between the Flex5 stiff and flexible
models around the 1P and the 5P frequencies are the consequence of respectively the first tower
and the second blade eigenmode.
The analytical linear blade model has the advantage of matching well the Flex5 model at the
frequencies of interest between the 1P and the 4P frequencies, with only two states. However,
this method requires an accurate structural (mass and stiffness distribution etc.) and aerodynamic
model (airfoils lift and drag coefficients) of the real blade. This analytical design model does
not adapt to the actual blade properties, and would thus be slightly off because of production
geometrical tolerances or operating conditions like ice on the blades or erosion of the profiles. Such
a problem does not happen with system identification when performed on-site. Figure 2.8 shows a
comparison of the Bode plots of the analytical linear model and of the identified linear model, from
trailing edge flap angle to flapwise blade root moment, for the V27 demonstrator turbine. This
comparison clearly shows an important difference in the first blade eigenfrequency between the
analytical model and the identified model. No accurate mass and stiffness distribution of the blade
with trailing edge flaps were available. Their estimate lead to a difference in the blade flapwise
eigenfrequency of around 10%.
The analytical blade model, linearised at the steady point reached for a γ mean free wind speed,
is then:
x˙b =Ab(γ)xb + Bb(γ)u +Gb(γ)d + wb (2.1a)
z =Cbxb (2.1b)
y =Cmb xb + v (2.1c)
where xb =
[
x1 x˙1
]′
is the vector of the blade states. x1 is the blade eigenmode generalised co-
ordinate. u = [β]
′
is the inputs vectors of the trailing edge flap angles. The measured disturbances
d are either the pitch position only d = [ϕ] or the pitch angle and the Pitot tube measurements
VP : d =
[
ϕ VP
]′
. The output z and the measurement y are the flapwise blade root bending
moment. wb is the process noise, and v is the measurement noise.
The trailing edge flaps actuators are assumed to be perfect.
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Figure 2.7: Bode plot for the SISO system trailing edge flap angle to flapwise blade root moment,
when the V27 turbine operates at its high rotor speed (43 rpm). The blue line refers to simulations
run in Flex, with a stiff turbine where only the first blade eigenmode is flexible. The red line refers
to simulations run in Flex with the model of a turbine where all the main turbine components
are modeled as flexible structures. The thick black line refers to the analytical linear model as
described in this thesis.
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Figure 2.8: Bode plots from actual trailing edge flap angle position to flapwise blade root moment,
for the identified model (thick red line), the analytical model used in the design of the model
predictive control (thick black line), and for a tuned analytical model where the trailing edge
flap efficiency has been reduced by 20% and the blade mass and stiffness distribution have been
modified in order to decrease the blade first flapwise eigenfrequency (thin black line). The system
identification was performed when the turbine was operating at its low rotor speed (32 rpm). The
analytical models are derived at the same rotor speed. The responses from a sine actuation of the
trailing edge flap, at different frequencies, at the high rotor speed (green circles) and at the low
rotor speed (blue crosses) are also plotted.
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More details about the derivation of the analytical linear model and more comparisons with Flex5
simulations can be found in [23].
2.3.2 Disturbance models
The blade model previously described does not include any models of the disturbances creating the
flapwise blade root loads. The disturbance model is thus a very important part of the controller
design in order to improve the estimation of the blade states and the prediction of the model
outputs. An accurate disturbance model improves significantly the performance of the trailing
edge flaps controller.
As seen in Section 2.1, the highest contribution to the fatigue flapwise blade root loads comes from
the 1P to 3P cyclic loads created by the external loads (wind shear, yaw error, tower shadow, wind
turbulence etc.). Some periodic disturbance states ζ1P , ζ2P , ζ3P , respectively at the 1P, 2P and
3P frequencies, are added to model the wind speed change as seen by a rotating blade. Those
periodic disturbance states model the effect of wind shear, yaw error or even tower shadow and
spatial wind turbulence on the rotating blade. The disturbances ζ1P , ζ2P , ζ3P are sine functions at
the fixed 1P, 2P and 3P frequencies. Only the sine frequency is fixed in the disturbance model, the
amplitude and the phase are estimated indirectly by the Kalman filter based on the measurements
and on the blade model. The disturbances amplitude and phase then varies depending on the local
wind conditions, on site.

ζ˙1P
ζ¨1P
ζ˙2P
ζ¨2P
ζ˙3P
ζ¨3P

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ζ˙P
=

0 1 0 0 0 0
−ω21P (γ) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 −ω22P (γ) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 −ω23P (γ) 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
AP (γ)

ζ1P
ζ˙1P
ζ2P
ζ˙2P
ζ3P
ζ˙3P

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ζP
+

wP1
wP2
wP3
wP4
wP5
wP6

︸ ︷︷ ︸
wP
(2.2)
where ζP is the vector of periodic disturbances, wP is a vector of process white noise wP (0, QP (γ)),
and ω1P (γ), ω2P (γ) and ω3P (γ) are respectively the 1P, 2P and 3P frequencies.
The periodic disturbances are assumed to act like a change in wind speed measured by a Pitot
tube on the blade. Newton’s second law applied to the first blade eigenmode is [23]:
M1g x¨1 + C
1
g x˙1 +K
1
g x˘1 =
∂Fg(1)
∂x1
(1)x˘1 +
∂Fg(1)
∂ϕ
ϕ˘+
3∑
F=1
∂Fg(1)
∂β(F )
(F )β(F )
+
3∑
P=1
∂Fg(1)
∂V rely4 (I(P ))
(P )V˘ rely4 (I(P ))
+
3∑
P=1
∂Fg(1)
∂V relz4 (I(P ))
(P )V˘ relz4 (I(P )) (2.3)
The periodic disturbances are assumed to model a change in the wind speed measured by the
Pitot tubes, in the direction of the mean free wind speed (z4 in [23]). The governing equation (2.3)
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becomes then
M1g x¨1 + C
1
g x˙1 +K
1
g x˘1 =
∂Fg(1)
∂x1
(1)x˘1 +
∂Fg(1)
∂ϕ
ϕ˘+
3∑
F=1
∂Fg(1)
∂β(F )
(F )β(F )
+
3∑
P=1
∂Fg(1)
∂V rely4 (I(P ))
(P )V˘ rely4 (I(P ))
+
3∑
P=1
∂Fg(1)
∂V relz4 (I(P ))
(P )
(
V˘ relz4 (I(P ))− ζ1P − ζ2P − ζ3P
)
+
3∑
P=1
∂Fg(1)
∂V relz4 (I(P ))
(P )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aζ
(ζ1P + ζ2P + ζ3P ) (2.4)
Another input disturbance state ζss is added to the model in order to cope with the low frequencies
plant/model mismatch. It is modeled as the integral of a white noise.
ζ˙ss =ζss + wss (2.5)
where wss is a process white noise wss(0, Qss(γ)).
If the first blade eigenmode and the 1P, 2P and 3P periodic disturbances are considered, the
controller design model becomes:

g˙
g¨
ζ˙1P
ζ¨1P
ζ˙2P
ζ¨2P
ζ˙3P
ζ¨3P
ζ˙ss

=

Ab(γ)
0 0 0 0 0 0
Aζ 0 Aζ 0 Aζ 0
1
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
AP (γ)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


g
g˙
ζ1P
ζ˙1P
ζ2P
ζ˙2P
ζ3P
ζ˙3P
ζss

+

Bb(γ)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

u+

Gb(γ)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

d+
 wbwP
wss

(2.6a)
z =y =
[
Cb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
]

g
g˙
ζ1P
ζ˙1P
ζ2P
ζ˙2P
ζ3P
ζ˙3P
ζss

+ v (2.6b)
Note that if Pitot tube measurements are used with this disturbance model, the measurable dis-
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turbances vector d becomes
d =

ϕ˘
V˘ rely4 (I(1))
V˘ rely4 (I(2))
V˘ rely4 (I(3))
V˘ relz4 (I(1))− ζ1P − ζ2P − ζ3P
V˘ relz4 (I(2))− ζ1P − ζ2P − ζ3P
V˘ relz4 (I(3))− ζ1P − ζ2P − ζ3P

(2.7)
2.3.3 Kalman filter
The discretised controller design model is now noted:
xk+1 =Axk +Buk +Gdk + wk (2.8a)
yk =C
mxk + vk (2.8b)
where wk is the process white noise, wk (0, Q(γ)), and vk is the observation noise, vk (0, R(γ)).
wk and vk are assumed to be non correlated zero-mean Gaussian white noise.
At each time step k+ 1, a steady-state predictive Kalman filter estimates the states at time k+ 1
xˆk+1|k based on the measurements yk, the inputs uk, the measurable disturbances dk and the
estimated states xˆk|k−1 at time step k.
xˆk+1|k = (A(γ)−K(γ)Cm) xˆk|k−1 +B(γ)uk +G(γ)dk +K(γ)yk (2.9)
where K(γ) is the Kalman gain, and is calculated oﬄine.
Because this filter is not adaptive, it is necessary to estimate the covariance Q(γ) and R(γ) oﬄine,
before running the simulations or the tests. The tuning of those covariances is not a trivial task
and a poor tuning may lead to high loads increase in the turbine (Paper A). The tuning is made
partly on a trial and error basis.
A first estimate of the variance wb of the blade model is obtained by running Flex5 simulations
and comparing the blade eigenmode generalised coordinates as simulated in Flex5 and estimated
by the Kalman filter.
The variance wP and wss of the disturbances are tuned so that they actually capture the dis-
turbances they are modeled for: the periodic disturbances should capture only the disturbances
at the frequency they are designed for, and the quasi-steady disturbance should capture only the
very slow disturbances. A high variance wP allows the amplitude and the phase of the periodic
disturbances to vary substantially. If the variance is too high, the disturbance may capture some
events at higher frequencies than required and the disturbance model is no longer accurate. If the
variance is too low, the amplitude of the phase of the periodic disturbances can no longer vary
fast enough to capture change in local wind conditions. For example, it may not be fast enough to
capture a change of wind shear from positive shear to negative shear. The disturbance state may
then be out of phase, modeling a positive shear while the actual shear is negative, and the trailing
edge flap controller may then act out of phase, resulting in loads increase. By the same token,
a too high variance wss would result in the quasi-steady disturbance capturing high frequency
disturbances like the 1P disturbance with the wrong model.
The tuning of the estimator is crucial for the performance of the trailing edge flap controller. In
particular, the tuning of the variance of the disturbances depend on the local wind conditions and
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different values should be used depending on the wind turbulence intensity for example. An adap-
tive estimator which would adapt better to the local wind conditions would improve substantially
the performance of the controller.
2.3.4 Frequency-weighted model predictive control
The trailing edge flaps controller main objective is to reduce the flapwise blade root fatigue loads.
The 1P loads have the largest contribution to those fatigue loads, followed by the 2P and the 3P
loads, and the loads at the first blade eigenfrequency. The following requirements apply thus to
the controller:
• the trailing edge flaps should not target loads at frequencies lower than the 1P frequency. It
is important that, at each rotor rotation, the full trailing edge flaps amplitude is available in
order to target the 1P loads. If the flaps were used to reduce the low frequency loads, the
ability of the flaps to alleviate the 1P loads would be reduced, and the flapwise blade root
fatigue load reduction would be decreased as well. Tuning the trailing edge flap controller not
to target the low frequency loads also reduces the risk of interaction with the pitch controller.
• the trailing edge flaps should not target loads at frequencies higher than the first blade
eigenfrequency. Such loads do not create much fatigue damage of the blade, and using the
flaps to target them would unnecessarily wear the actuators. The design model is moreover
not accurate enough at such frequencies.
Three different approaches of frequency-weighted model predictive control are tested. They are all
based on conventional model predictive which require the solution of
min
Uˆ
Ψ(k) =
1
2
Uˆ ′HUˆ + g′Uˆ (2.10a)
s.t. Umin ≤ Uˆ ≤ Umax (2.10b)
where Uˆ is the vector of predicted inputs within the horizon, Umin and Umax are constraints on
the inputs, and Ψ(k) is a quadratic cost function. Efficient codes [5, 26, 3, 44] exist to solve such
a nominal quadratic program, which makes the implementation of this model predictive control
in a wind turbine possible. The three approaches consist then in deriving the different H and g
matrices of the cost function.
Method A:
The first natural approach consists in writing a model predictive control cost function based on
the filtered predicted inputs and outputs. Lowpass, highpass, bandpass or bandstop filters are
designed in order to emphasise the frequencies of the inputs and outputs which are targeted. The
trailing edge flaps actuation at frequencies below the 1P frequency and above the 3P frequency or
the first blade eigenfrequency should have a higher cost than the actuation at frequencies between
the 1P frequency and the 3P frequency. The model predictive control cost function consists then in
a cost on the bandstop filtered inputs; the bandstop filter is tuned to decrease the inputs amplitude
at the 1P to 3P frequencies. For the same reasons, a cost on the bandpass filtered flapwise blade
root moment is added in order to focus the controller on the frequencies of interest for reducing
the flapwise blade root fatigue loads.
Figure 2.9 illustrates this frequency-weigthed model predictive control. In this example, the cost on
the predicted filtered flapwise blade root moment only depends on the 1P content of the predicted
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flapwise blade root moment. On the other hand, the cost on the predicted filtered trailing edge
flap angle depends mainly on the high frequency content of the predicted inputs.
The cost function Ψ(k) is the sum of a quadratic cost on the difference between the filtered predicted
outputs z˜(k+ i|k) and the set points r(k+ i|k) and a quadratic cost on the filtered predicted inputs
u˜(k + i|k).
Ψ(k) =
N∑
i=1
1
2
‖z˜(k + i|k)− r(k + i|k)‖2Qz˜ +
N∑
i=1
1
2
‖u˜(k + i|k)‖2Qu˜ (2.11a)
≡1
2
Uˆ ′ (Hz˜(γ) +Hu˜) Uˆ + g(γ)′Uˆ (2.11b)
with
g(γ) =Mz˜,R(γ)R+Mz˜,D(γ)Dˆ +Mz˜,x1(γ)xˆ(k + 1|k) +Mz˜,xz˜ (γ)xz(k + 1|k) +Mu˜,xu˜xu(k + 1|k)
(2.12)
where Uˆ is the vector of predicted inputs uˆ(k + i|k) within the MPC horizon, R is the vector of
set points, Dˆ is the vector of predicted measurable disturbances dˆ(k+ i|k), xˆ(k+ 1|k) is the vector
of the estimated design model states, xz(k + 1|k) and xu(k + 1|k) are the states of respectively
the output and input filters. Hz˜(γ), Hu˜, Mz˜,R(γ), Mz˜,D(γ), Mz˜,x1(γ), Mz˜,xz˜ (γ), Mu˜,xu˜ are the
Model Predictive Control matrices which are calculated oﬄine. The sign ≡ denotes that the terms
independent of Uˆ have been removed from the equation as they are irrelevant when solving the
quadratic program (2.10a) and (2.10b). N is the horizon length of the model predictive control.
Method B:
Another approach, similar to the previous one, consists in using zero-phase filters instead of con-
ventional filters which add time lags in the system and reduce the performance of the frequency-
weighted model predictive control. Figure 2.9 shows an important time lag on the filtered flapwise
blade root moment which will lead to a lagged response from the trailing edge flaps, and thus a
loss of efficiency of the controlled flaps. Such lags do not appear when zero-phase filters are used.
The cost function Ψ(k) is the sum of a quadratic cost on the difference between the zero-phase
filtered predicted outputs z˜(k+i|k) and the set points r(k+i|k) and a quadratic cost on the filtered
predicted inputs u˜(k + i|k):
Ψ(k) =
N∑
i=1
1
2
‖←→z (k + i|k)− r(k + i|k)‖2Q←→z +
N∑
i=1
1
2
‖←→u (k + i|k)‖2Q←→u (2.13a)
≡1
2
Uˆ ′
(
H←→
Z
(γ) +H←→
U
)
Uˆ + g(γ)′Uˆ (2.13b)
with
g(γ) =M←→z ,Zm(γ)Zm +M←→z ,x1(γ)x1 +M←→z ,D(γ)Dˆ +M←→z ,R(γ)R+M←→u ,UmUm (2.14)
where Zm and Um are respectively the vector of measured outputs and inputs, and H←→Z (γ), H←→U ,
M←→z ,Zm(γ), M←→z ,x1(γ), M←→z ,D(γ), M←→z ,R(γ), and M←→u ,Um are the Model Predictive Control ma-
trices calculated oﬄine. The design of model predictive control with costs on zero-phase filtered
inputs and outputs is more complicated than the design with cost on filtered inputs and outputs.
However, the model predictive control with costs on the zero-phase filtered inputs and outputs
give substantially better results than when conventional filters are used. Moreover, those two ap-
proaches require similar horizon length. The quadratic programs solved at each time step have
thus the same size, and the controllers run at approximately the same speed.
Method C:
At last, frequency-weighted model predictive control can be performed by adding costs in the
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frequency domain instead of the time domain. The Discrete Fourier Transform is performed on
vectors including both measured data and predicted data, and the costs are added on the amplitude
of the Discrete Fourier Transform coefficients of the inputs and outputs.
Ψ(k) =
Nf∑
f=1
1
2
‖Xz(f |k)‖2QXz +
Nf∑
f=1
1
2
‖Xu(f |k)‖2QXu (2.15)
whereXz(f |k) andXu(f |k) are the amplitude of the Fourrier coefficients of respectively the flapwise
blade root moment and the trailing edge flap angle, and Nf is the number of frequencies available
in the Discrete Fourier Transform.
Ψ(k) ≡1
2
Uˆ ′ (<U22 +HZfft(γ)) Uˆ +
[
<′U12Um +MZfft,x1(γ)xˆ(k + 1|k) +MZfft,Dˆ(γ)Dˆ +MZfft,Zm(γ)Zm
]′
Uˆ
(2.16)
where <U22 , HZfft(γ), <U12 , MZfft,x1(γ), MZfft,Dˆ(γ) and MZfft,Zm(γ) are the model predictive
control matrices, calculated oﬄine. This last approach has the advantage of giving a lot of flexibility
in the frequencies to target. However, it requires longer horizons than the two previous approaches,
which made this solution not suitable for the test on the demonstrator turbine.
More details about the three approaches can be found in paper B and in the technical report [24].
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of the three approaches for performing frequency-weighted model predictive
control. z(k + i|k) is the output at time step k + i predicted at time step k. The tilde denotes
filtered values, and the over left-right arrow zero-phase filtered values. The same notation applies
to the inputs u(k + i|k). Grey areas represent the costs.
Chapter 3
Simulations
This chapter summarises papers C, A and D.
3.1 Simulation models
3.1.1 Aero-servo-elastic code for wind turbines with trailing edge flaps
The aero-servo-elastic code used for simulation of wind turbine power production and loads is Flex5,
developed at the department of Mechanical Engineering of the Technical University of Denmark
DTU MEK [48]. In Flex5, the tower, the shaft and the blades structure are parameterised by their
first mode shapes. This modal approach is an efficient way to keep the number of the model states
low, and thus to increase the simulation speed. The rotor aerodynamics is based on the Blade
Element Momentum (BEM) theory with Glauert and Prandtl corrections [32, 21]. The original
2D blade section aerodynamics is based on the Øye dynamic stall model [47].
The ATEFlap model, an aerodynamics model of a deformable 2D airfoil, was implemented in Flex5
in order to simulate wind turbines with trailing edge flaps. The ATEFlap model combines Gaunaa’s
thin airfoil model [27] with the Beddoes Leishmann dynamic stall model described by Hansen et
al. [29]. More information about the ATEFlap model can be found in Bergami and Gaunaa [17].
Some minor modifications were made in order to make the code compatible with Flex5, and to
meet the requirements a wind turbine manufacturer has. The code was modified to ensure that
the quasi-steady values of lift, drag and moment coefficients given by the ATEFlap model match
exactly the input polar files. This is important especially regarding power production.
A rough validation of the implementation of the ATEFlap model in Flex5 is made by comparing
simulations run with the Øye dynamic stall model and with the ATEFlap model, with trailing edge
flaps fixed in their neutral position (Figure 3.1). There is a good agreement in the amplitude of the
1P flapwise blade root loads. However, simulations with the ATEFlap model show smaller 2P and
3P loads. Time lags become more important at those frequencies, which highlights the differences
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Figure 3.1: Normalised spectral densities of the flapwise and edgewise blade root moments, when
simulations are run with the Øye dynamic stall model or the ATEFlap aerodynamics model.
between the two models. Fatigue and extreme loads of a wind turbine would thus depend on the
aerodynamics model used. When calculating fatigue or extreme load reduction, it is important to
run all simulations, with and without active trailing edge flaps, with the same model: the ATEFlap
model.
No trailing edge flap actuator model is coded in Flex5. Perfect actuators are assumed.
3.1.2 Flex5 model of the V27 wind turbine
The Vestas V27 wind turbine was designed in the eighties, without using advanced aero-servo-
elastic tool like Flex5. An old Flex4 model of the V27 existed however. This model was not
used for design of the turbine, but for some further studies. This Flex4 model was updated to fit
Flex5 requirements. Technical documents about the specific demonstrator V27 turbine located at
Risø DTU were used to adjust the model. Further tuning was performed after the first measurement
campaign on the instrumented V27 turbine.
The V27 Flex5 simulations match fairly the measurements (Figure 3.2). It is however important
to keep in mind that this model is still approximative, and does not have the accuracy that models
of modern wind turbines have. In particular, the turbine controller, the blade profiles and the
structural properties of the modified blade are thought to be points of the model where the level
of tuning is uncertain.
Figure 3.2 shows a comparison of the flapwise and edgewise blade root moment spectral densities
as simulated in Flex5/VTS and in HAWC2, and as measured on the demonstrator turbine. This
comparison, based on 16 minute measurements, is not meant to be a validation of the model which
would have required a longer measurement campaign and a better instrumented turbine and site.
However, this comparison shows that the model is accurate enough to be used to get preliminary
results. Differences between the measured and the simulated edgewise bending moment highlights
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a small difference in the frequency of the first blade edgewise eigenmode due to an error in the
estimate of the mass and stiffness distribution of the modified blade. The first blade flapwise
eigenmode is more excited in the simulations than in the measurements as well. This could be the
consequence of an error in the modeling of either the wind turbine or the inflow conditions. This
comparison was made with the first set of actuators tested on the demonstrator turbine.
3.2 Trailing edge flap controller implementation
The trailing edge flaps controller is coded in C++ and compiled into a Dynamic-Link Library
(DLL). Coding in C++ allows the use of efficient libraries like the CBLAS library [2] for performing
efficient algebra calculations and the qpOASES library [5, 26] for solving the quadratic program
of the model predictive control. The C++ code also has the possibility to be compiled into a DLL
for use in Flex5 simulations, and into a .out library for use the National Instruments real-time
controller in the wind turbine. Almost the same code is then used in the simulations and on the
turbine, which limits the risks of errors in the code running in the turbine; debugging a code is
time consuming and could have been critical considering the short time available for the full-scale
test. The implementation of the trailing edge flaps controller in Flex5 as a linked DLL also limits
the risks of introducing errors in the Flex5 code.
A Runge-Kutta-Nystro¨m integration scheme [32] is used in Flex5 to solve the second order differ-
ential equations resulting from the first principle models (Newton’s second law). This integration
scheme consists in four steps. At each time step k, the two first steps consist in calculating some
estimations at time steps k+ 12 , the third step is an estimation at time step k+ 1 and the last step
gives the best estimates of the wind turbine states at time step k + 1.
The trailing edge flaps controller is called only at the last step of the Runge-Kutta-Nystro¨m
integration scheme. The required measurements are then passed to the DLL, and the calculated
predicted inputs uˆ(k+ 1|k) are passed from the DLL to Flex5. The predicted inputs uˆ(k+ 1|k) are
however used in the Flex5 code only at the next time step in order to reproduce the experimental
setup and the time necessary to compute the algorithm from measurements to trailing edge flap
set point. At each time step, in Flex5, the trailing edge flaps controller is called following the call
of the pitch controller.
3.3 MPC performance, fatigue and extreme loads
Comparing results from the litterature to results from this work is not trivial, because the authors
run simulations with different simulations tools, wind turbine models, and load cases. Flapwise
blade root fatigue load reduction documented in the litterature goes from 5 to 50%. Because
trailing edge flaps are meant for modern flexible turbines, the results presented in this section are
not for the Vestas V27 turbine, but for a generic multi-megawatt turbine equipped with trailing
edge flaps on its three blades. Simulations are run for the IEC 61400-1, ed.3 normal production
load cases only (ntm turbulence only). The trailing edge flaps controller explicitely targets the
flapwise blade root fatigue loads only. However, impact of the trailing edge flaps on the rest of the
turbine is studied: both fatigue and extreme loads, in the blades, the main bearing and the tower
are calculated.
Simulations show a significant fatigue and extreme load reduction in all the main wind turbine
components (Table 3.1). Flapwise blade root fatigue loads, which are the only explicitely targeted
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the spectral densities of the simulated (Flex5/VTS and HAWC2) and
the measured blade root bending moments for the V27 blade with trailing edge flaps when the TEF
are fixed in their neutral position. Frequencies are normalized with respect to the 1P frequency.
The power spectral densities are also normalized.
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Table 3.1: Fatigue and extreme load reduction achieved with trailing edge flaps. The Flex5 simu-
lations are run on a generic multi-megawatt wind turbine.
Sensor Fatigue [%] Extreme [%]
Blade
Flapwise BRM -22.8 -6.8
Edgewise BRM -3.0 -4.0
Flapwise BTM +2.1 -2.8
Edgewise BTM +6.9 +6.8
Bearing
Tilt moment -32.1 -11.0
Yaw moment -32.2 -4.7
Driving moment +0.7 +2.2
Tower
Tilt top -23.0 -6.9
Yaw top -24.4 -10.2
Equivalent bottom -11.7 -17.5
by the trailing edge flaps controller, are reduced by 23%. The main bearing and the tower also
benefit largely from the trailing edge flaps: the main bearing tilt and yaw moments are reduced
by 32%, and the tower fatigue loads by 11 to 24%. Extreme loads reductions should be considered
with caution, as only normal production load cases were simulated. Extreme loads could happen
during other load cases.
Those significant load reductions are however achieved at the cost of a power loss and a high
activity of the trailing edge flaps. Power loss and trailing edge flap activity are two important
factors when calculating the cost of energy. Such drawbacks of the use of trailing edge flaps should
be improved.
The trailing edge flap controller was tuned in order to achieve a maximum flapwise blade root load
reduction, without taking into account the power loss and the trailing edge flaps activity. A softer
tuning of the trailing edge flaps controller would decrease the trailing edge flap activity and the
power loss, without sacrificing much on the load reduction. The trailing edge flaps could also only
be used above rated power, where there is no power loss, and where the flapwise blade root fatigue
load reduction is the highest.
3.4 Robustness
The trailing edge flaps controller was designed in order to be tested on-site, on a real wind turbine.
It is thus important to check the robustness of the controller before going on-site, and to make
sure that no severe damage will happen to the wind turbine. The simulations presented in this
section were run with the flexible generic multi-megawatt wind turbine.
The trailing edge flaps controller detailed in this report, and tested in simulations and on-site, is
not designed explicitely to be robust. Robust model predictive control exists [25], but it could not
be used real-time for this application because of the high CPU cost of robust model predictive
control. Simulations on Flex5, with this trailing edge flaps controller, showed good results and
no loads increase which would have damaged the turbine. However, the controller design model
and the simulation model are very similar, both in terms of blade properties (mass, stiffness, twist
distribution etc.) and in terms of governing equations (modal modeling of the blade structure).
It is thus wise to run more simulations in order to check, at least partially, the robustness of the
controller.
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Partial robustness regarding those two aspects is tested by running:
• Flex5 simulations with slightly different blade properties (mass distribution and trailing edge
flap efficiency)
• HAWC2 simulations. HAWC2 [39] is another aero-servo-elastic code developed at the Tech-
nical University of Denmark, DTU Wind Energy. The structural model is based on a multi-
body finite element formulation [52]. HAWC2, in particular, has the advantage of modeling
the blade torsion degree of freedom, which is thought to be important when simulating blades
with trailing edge flaps.
The Flex5 simulations show that the trailing edge flaps controller performance is not altered by
a blade mass increase or decrease of 5%. However, assuming a trailing edge flap efficiency 50%
higher in the design model than in the simulation model leads to critical fatigue and extreme
loads increase at the blade tip. There is a large uncertainty on the aerodynamic properties of the
V27 airfoil with the trailing edge flap because no wind tunnel tests were performed. It is thus
recommended to assume, in the controller design model, a lower than expected trailing edge flap
efficiency.
The use of trailing edge flaps increase significantly the aerodynamic moment coefficient of the
airfoils, leading to higher torsion and twist in the blade. The torsion degree of freedom of the blade
is not part of the Flex5 model, but is included in the HAWC2 finite element beam formulation.
As expected, the introduction of the blade torsion degree of freedom leads to a lower flapwise
fatigue load reduction, with a higher trailing edge flap activity. However, it did not yield to any
instabilities. Modeling the blades with the non-linear multi-body formulation yields however to
an unwanted actuation of the trailing edge flaps at high frequencies (between 7 and 12 times the
1P frequency). This would not happen with the real actuators as they would not be fast enough
to be actuated at such high frequencies. However, tuning the trailing edge flaps controller less
aggressive removed the unwanted excitation of the actuators at those high frequencies, with only
small decrease of the loads reduction.
Such simulations do not guarantee that the trailing edge flaps controller will not be unstable on
the demonstrator turbine. However, they indicate how to tune the controller in order to be more
conservative and reduce the risk of instability. It also helps to understand how to tune the controller
on-site if the controller does not act as expected.
Chapter 4
Experiments
This chapter summarises papers E and F.
4.1 Setup
The demonstrator turbine is the Vestas V27 located on Risø campus of the Technical University
of Denmark in Roskilde, Denmark. This turbine has the advantage of being small and robust, and
being located on the campus. It was thus relatively easy to access the turbine and especially the
trailing edge flaps for maintenance and updates. The downside is that the turbine is smaller and
stiffer than modern turbines, and is not a variable speed turbine. Figure 4.1 shows the installation
of the rotor with the trailing edge flaps on the V27 wind turbine.
Three independent trailing edge flaps, each of them 100mm wide and 700mm long, are mounted on
one of the three blades. A cabinet box with the data acquisition system, the real-time controllers
and the input and output modules is fixed in the turbine spinner (Figure 4.2). Several watertight
hatches are mounted on the blade in order to ease access to the actuators, the sensors, and the
wires. Power is provided to the cabinet box and the actuators throught a slip ring mounted between
the nacelle and the hub (Figure 4.3).
Two set of actuators were tested during the project. A first actuator system consisted in piezo
electric benders excited by an actuation voltage varying from -350V to 900V. Those benders were
protected by a rubber structure (Figure 4.4). Strain gages located on the piezo benders were used
as position sensors. Those actuators had the advantage of being flexible, but they were not strong
enough to compensate for the aerodynamic and the centrifugal loads under normal operation, and
they were very fragile. Only a few open-loop tests with limited trailing edge flap deflection were
run with those actuators.
The second set of actuators were hinged flaps actuated by a linear motor (Figure 4.5). Those
actuators were able to achieve a much higher flap deflection, and were able to track well the set
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Figure 4.1: Installation of the rotor with the trailing edge flaps on the V27 wind turbine.
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Figure 4.2: Photo of the turbine spinner. The cabinet box is fixed on the inner part of the spinner.
Figure 4.3: Photo of the slip ring which conducts the electricity from the power supplies in the
nacelle to the cabinet box in the spinner and the actuators in the blades.
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Figure 4.4: Design of the pizeo electric flap actuator.
Figure 4.5: Design of the linear motor flap actuator.
point at frequencies up to the 2P frequency. Only results from the second set of actuators are
presented in this section.
The trailing edge flaps ability to alter the flapwise blade root bending moment is not large enough
to fully alleviate the flapwise blade root fatigue loads under the wind conditions of this specific
site. Longer or wider trailing edge flaps, with a larger deflection would have been necessary. Both
actuators were designed so that the blade with its trailing edge flaps fixed in their neutral position
has the same aerodynamic properties as the two other blades. However, the implementation of the
trailing edge flaps in the blade implied structural modification of the blade, especially concerning
the mass distribution and the edgewise stiffness. As a consequence, the eigenfrequencies of the
blade with trailing edge flaps differed slightly from the two other blades.
The demonstrator turbine was also fully instrumented for the purpose of the test (Figure 4.6).
Sensors in the blade included three Pitot tubes and three sets of pressure holes at the leading
edge of the blade, in front of each trailing edge flap, strain gages at the blade root, to measure
flapwise and edgewise bending moments, strain gages on the actuators to measure the flap hinge
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Figure 4.6: Photo of the V27 blade before being mounted on the turbine. The trailing edge flaps,
the Pitot tubes and the pressure tabs are protected to avoid any damage during the installation
and intrusion of water in the Pitot tubes and the pressure tabs.
moment, and some accelerometers. A pitch position sensor, strain gages on the main shaft, an
accelerometer in the nacelle and strain gages at the tower top and tower bottom were also installed.
A meteorological mast measuring wind speeds and wind directions at the hub height, as well as at
the rotor top and bottom height is located around 70 meters west of the turbine.
Several actuators and sensors failed before running the tests with the second set of actuators. In
spite of several hours spent fixing them in the nacelle, the spinner or the blade (Figure 4.7), some
of them could not be repaired before running the tests. Problems were encountered with the two
inner actuators, so the tests were run with the outer actuator only. The pitch position sensor failed
as well, making online gain scheduling of the trailing edge flaps controller impossible. Problems
were also encountered with some of the pressure transducers. At last, the meteorological conditions
did not allow an accurate calibration of the blade root strain gages before the tests; approximate
values were used when running the model predictive control.
4.2 Implementation
The controller hardware (Figure 4.8) consists in two real-time controllers (cRio 9024) and a data
acquisition system (cDAQ). The high-level controller, which runs on one of the cRio 9024, includes
the filtering, if necessary, of the measurement data and the open-loop and close-loop controller
algorithm. The low-level controller, which runs on the second cRio 9024, is the local PID controller
of the actuators. The mini PC sitting in the spinner is accessed remotely from the computer in
the control room. Tests of the open-loop and closed-loop controllers is made throught a Labview
graphical interface running on the mini PC.
The C++ code of the trailing edge flap controller used to compile the DLL for simulations is wrapped
with two inputs and outputs functions, which make the link between the trailing edge flap controller
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Figure 4.7: Photo of the V27 demonstrator turbine. Before running the tests, the rotor is locked
with the blade with trailing edge flaps pointed downwards in order to allow access to the blade for
checking the actuators and sensors, and remove the protections.
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Figure 4.8: Diagram of the controller hardware configuration.
and the Labview code. Because the operating system running on the cRio is VxWorks, and not
Windows, DLLs do not run on the cRio. The C++ code is instead compiled as a .out library using
a C++ compiler from WindRiver [6]. The .out library is linked to the Labview code with the Call
Library Function Node (Figure 4.9).
4.3 Results
Only results from the second actuators tests are presented in this section. Results from the first
set of actuators can be found in Paper E.
4.3.1 Measurement methodology
Proving load reduction with mesurements is not as trivial as in simulations because of the stochastic
nature of the wind.
Comparing the loads on the blade with trailing edge flaps with the load on the two other blades is
not necessarily conclusive because the loads on the two blades without trailing edge flaps depend
on the loads on the blade with trailing edge flaps.
It was then decided to run the tests by alternating 2-minute periods with active flaps with 2-
minute periods with the flaps fixed in their neutral position. Two minutes is estimated to be
long enough to see the effects of the trailing edge flaps on the loads, and short enough to have
consecutive time series with wind conditions similar enough to able comparison of the time series.
The spectral densities of the two-minute time series with the same wind conditions and trailing
edge flap controller status are then averaged together (figure 4.10). Time series during which either
the data acquisition or the actuator failed are removed before postprocessing.
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Figure 4.9: Print screen of the part of the Labview code which links the shared library where the
trailing edge flaps controller is run with the Labview code.
Figure 4.10: Illustration of measurement methodology used to compare spectral densities and
equivalent fatigue damage when trailing edge flaps are active or fixed in their neutral position [1].
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4.3.2 Open loop controls
The trailing edge flap is first actuated at fixed frequencies, between the 1P frequency and the first
blade eigenfrequency, in order to test the system, get a better idea of the load alleviation ability of
the trailing edge flap, and compare the measurements with the simulations. A clear flapwise blade
root response is observed, at each frequency (Figure 4.11). Note that the test with a trailing edge
flap frequency of 1.8Hz, close to the first blade eigenfrequency, was run at a lower trailing edge
flap amplitude to avoid a too high excitation of the blade.
Comparison of the measurements with the simulations show that the trailing edge flap efficiency
in the simulation model should be reduced by 20% in order to match better the measurements.
4.3.3 Model predictive control
The frequency-weighted model predictive control with costs on the bandpass zero-phase filtered
flapwise blade root moment and on the bandstop zero-phase filtered trailing edge flap angle was
tested succesully on the V27 demonstrator turbine. The controller was tuned to alleviate the 1P
and 2P loads only. The controller had to be adapted in order to take into account the failed sensors:
gain scheduling was no longer possible. The estimated mean free wind speed was then updated by
hand, based on the measurements of the meteorological mast. The controller run at 50Hz.
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the results of a 38 minute test, consisting in 10 2-minute time series
with active flaps alternating with 9 2-minute time series with flaps fixed in their neutral position.
The plot of the spectral density of the flapwise blade root moment with active and fixed flaps
shows a clear reduction of the amplitude of the 1P and 2P loads. This reduction translates into
a consistent fatigue load reduction, where the fatigue damage when flaps are active are usually
between 5 and 20% lower than the previous and next time series, with fixed flaps. An average
flapwise blade root fatigue load reduction of 14% is achieved during this 38 minute test.
Figure 4.14 shows results from another 64-minute test. The wind conditions during this test were
different from the previous test: the wind speed was higher, close to rated power, and the wind
was coming from onshore, resulting in higher wind turbulence. The meteorological mast was in
the wake of the wind turbine. The study of the flapwise blade root equivalent fatigue load of those
32 2-minute time series shows that the trailing edge flap controller reduced the loads for the first
13 time series, but then increase them consistently by 5 to 15%. The controller seems to work well
again for the last three time series. These results clearly show a lack of robustness or adaptability
of the trailing edge flap controller. Three possible reasons for explaining that the controller did
not work correctly during this test were identified:
• The mean free wind speed was poorly estimated. The mean free wind speed, used for gain
scheduling, was estimated from wind speed measurements from the meterological mast, which
was in the wind turbine wake. The mean free wind speed was maybe underestimated by a
few m.s−1.
• The pitch controller and the trailing edge flaps controller may have worked against each
other. Unfortunately, the pitch position was not logged and it is thus not possible to check
whether the pitch controller was influenced by the traiing edge flap controller. The study
of the spectral density of the flapwise blade root moment does not show suspicious loads at
frequencies others than the 1P, 2P and 3P frequencies and first flapwise eigenfrequency.
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Figure 4.11: Measurements, sine actuation. Flapwise blade root moment (top) and trailing edge
flap angle (bottom) spectral densities when the trailing edge flap is actuated as a sine function
at frequencies of 1Hz (thin black line), 1.2Hz (thin grey line), 1.6Hz (thick black line) and 1.8Hz
(thick grey line).
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Figure 4.12: Flapwise blade root moment (top) and trailing edge flap angle (bottom) spectral
densities when the trailing edge flaps are fixed in their neutral position (red) and when they are
controlled with a model predictive control (blue).
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Figure 4.13: Normalised flapwise blade root equivalent fatigue load for the 19 consecutive 2-minute
tests with successful load reduction. Tests with fixed trailing edge flaps are marked with red crosses,
tests with active trailing edge flap are marked with blue circles.
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Figure 4.14: Normalised flapwise blade root equivalent fatigue load for the 32 consecutive 2-minute
tests when load reduction is not always achieved. Tests with fixed trailing edge flaps are marked
with red crosses, tests with active trailing edge flap are marked with blue circles.
• Most probably, the tuning of the trailing edge flap controller, and especially the Kalman filter,
was not good for those specific wind conditions. It is not possible to compare directly the
wind conditions when the trailing edge flap controller successed or failed reducing the flapwise
blade root fatigue loads because the meteorological mast was in the wake of the wind turbine
when it failed decreasing the loads. However, the spectral density of the flapwise blade root
moment when the trailing edge flaps are fixed show that the amplitude of the 2P and 3P loads
were significantly higher during the tests where the trailing edge flap controller failed. The
standard deviation of the flapwise blade root moment was 17% higher when the controller
failed than when it succeded in decreasing the loads. This indicates that the wind turbulence
was significantly higher when the trailing edge flap controller failed. This test reinforces the
idea that the disturbance model and the estimator should be improved.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and future development
The work presented in this thesis includes the design of a trailing edge flaps controller based on
frequency-weighted model predictive control, and its test both in simulations and on a full-scale
experiment.
A simplified analytical linear model of a rotating blade with trailing edge flaps, which consists in
only two states, is used to design the trailing edge flaps controller. I can be adapted whether Pitot
tubes are available on the blade or not. This simplified linear model, from trailing edge flap angle
or pitch angle to flapwise blade root bending moment, matches well the Flex5 non-linear model.
Three different approaches of frequency-weighted model predictive control are described. The two
first methods keep costs of the model predictive control in the time domain: the cost function is
a quadratic cost on respectively the filtered and the zero-phase filtered inputs and outputs. The
inputs and outputs filters are then designed in order to increase the amplitude of the inputs and
outputs frequencies which have to be targeted by the trailing edge flaps. Using zero-phase filters
(forward-backward filters) instead of conventional filters improves significantly the performance of
the controller, especially when high order filters with high phase lags are used. In the third method,
the costs are added on the amplitude of the Fourier transform coefficients of the inputs and the
outputs. The advantage of this method is to be very flexible in its way to add costs at the different
frequencies. However, this method requires longer horizons, and is not suited for applications with
targeted frequencies significantly smaller than the controller sampling frequency.
The use of the frequency-weighted model predictive control with costs on the zero-phase filtered
predicted inputs and ouputs proved to be successful both in simulations and experiments. The
controller was fast enough to be run at 50 Hz on a real-time cRio 9024. Introducing high-order
zero-phase filters in the cost function helped the controller to target the 1P and 2P loads: the
absence og high frequency content in the trailing edge flap actuation helped reducing the wear and
tear of the actuators, during the full-scale test. At last, the model predictive control handled well
the tight constraints on the trailing edge flap deflection.
The full-scale experiment on a Vestas V27 wind turbine equipped with three trailing edge flaps
on one blade was a success. In spite of failed sensors and actuators, a consistent flapwise blade
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root fatigue load reduction was achieved. An average of 14% load reduction was reached on a 38
minute test.
The experiment, in spite of its success, also highlighted several weaknesses of the trailing edge
flaps controller presented in this thesis. The controller’s lack of adaptability lead to performance
which were very dependent on the wind conditions, and the trailing edge flaps controller was also
increasing the flapwise blade root fatigue loads during given wind conditions. Improvements should
be made especially on the disturbance model and the estimator in order to make them adaptable
to the local wind conditions. Reliability of the trailing edge flaps and the sensors was also an issue
during the test: they are subject to harsh conditions like vibrations, water, debris in the blade,
corrosion etc.
A future development of this trailing edge flap controller would be to combine it with the pitch
controller and to target at the power production and at several of the wind turbine loads. Model-
based controls, and model predictive control as an example, would be very good candidates for
these Multiple Inputs Multiple Outputs systems. Another research area concerns extreme loads:
trailing edge flaps should be used in combination with the pitch actuators to tackle the turbine
extreme loads.
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Model Predictive Control of Trailing Edge Flaps on a Wind Turbine
blade
Damien Castaignet, Niels K. Poulsen, Thomas Buhl and Jens Jakob Wedel-Heinen
Abstract— Trailing Edge Flaps on wind turbine blades have
been studied in order to achieve fatigue load reduction on
the turbine components. We show in this paper how Model
Predictive Control can be used to do frequency weighted control
of the trailing edge flaps in order to reduce fatigue damage
on the blade root. The design model is based on a modal
model of the blade structure and a steady state aerodynamic
model of the blade airfoils. Depending on the output filter, loads
within different frequency range are decreased. A fine tuning
of the Kalman filter and of the cost function allows to decrease
significantly the blade root loads without damaging excessively
the trailing edge flap actuators.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wind turbines rotor size has increased significantly over
the last years in order to harvest more energy and to reduce
the cost of wind energy. A large part of modern wind turbines
have now blades longer than 40 m. This increase in blades
size results in an increase in both fatigue and extreme loads
in the main components of the turbine: blades, drive train,
tower, foundations etc. Decreasing those loads is important
in order to keep the cost of energy low.
Some modern Megawatt size turbines use cyclic pitch or
individual pitch control in order to alleviate some of these
loads [1], [2]. Larsen et al. [1] showed that blade flap fatigue
loads can be reduced by 28% using individual pitch control.
Since 2003, Trailing Edge Flaps (TEF) have been studied as
a possible way to alleviate even more loads [3], [4]. Those
actuators have the advantage of controlling the flow locally,
where it has the most impact on the loads [5]. They can
also be actuated at a higher frequency than the pitch system.
Wind tunnel experiments on a 2D section of a blade equipped
with active trailing edge flaps [6], [7] and on a scaled rotating
two-bladed smart rotor [8] confirm their potential . At last,
a full scale test was carried out on a Vestas V27 turbine at
Risø DTU [9].
Several control strategies have been investigated. Lackner
et al. designed a PID Individual Flap Control based on
the Individual Pitch Control scheme, using the Coleman
transformation to make the system linear time invariant [10].
Van Wingerden et al. used subspace system identification to
fine tune the PD controller used in their wind tunnel test [7].
Rice et al. focused on a robust and distributed control in order
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the Vestas V27 blade equipped with trailing edge
flaps (blue) and Pitot tubes (red).
to ensure stability of the controller despite non linearities and
model mismatch [11]. At last, Wilson et al. designed PD
feedback controllers based on tip deflection or tip deflection
rate, and showed a decrease in the standard deviation of the
root flap bending moments [12].
This paper shows the design of a Model Predictive Control
(MPC) in order to do frequency weighted control on the
blade root flap bending moment variations. The system is
based on the experimental V27 turbine located at Risø DTU
and equipped with 3 independent trailing edge flaps [9].
II. MODEL/SYSTEM
A. System
The Vestas V27 turbine is a pitch controlled horizontal axis
wind turbine, with a nominal power of 225kW, and 13 meter
long blades. The model predictive control described in this
paper is meant to be tested in the future on the V27 turbine
located at Risø DTU, National Laboratory for Sustainable
Energy, Roskilde, Denmark. The turbine has been equipped
with trailing edge flaps and extra sensors for the purpose of
the ATEF project. One of the 3 blades is equipped with 3
independent trailing edge flaps (Fig. 1). Among the sensors
available for this experiment are 3 Pitot tubes at the leading
edge of the blade, and strain gages at the blade root [9].
The pitch control of the V27 turbine is unchanged. The
controller described in this paper only actuates the trailing
edge flaps. It aims at decreasing the blade root fatigue loads,
while the pitch controller regulates the power production.
The configuration of actuators and sensors used in this
paper matches the experimental blade available within this
project.
B. Non-linear model
The design model of the model predictive control includes
only the structural and the aerodynamic model of the blade.
This model is based on the non-linear aero-elastic model of
a wind turbine developed at DTU Mechanical Engineering
and implemented in the aero-elastic code Flex [13].
1) Structural model: The blade structure is modeled by
its mode shapes. It takes into account the blade deflection
in 2 directions: flapwise and edgewise. If the Ng first
mode shapes of the blade are considered, then the flapwise
and edgewise deflections of the blade section x at time t,
respectively uz(x, t) and uy(x, t), are:
uz(x, t) :=
Ng∑
i=1
gi(t)u
i
z(x), uy(x, t) :=
Ng∑
i=1
gi(t)u
i
y(x),
uiz(x) and uiy(x) are respectively the flapwise and edgewise
deflection of the blade section x under mode shape i. gi(t)
are the generalised coordinates associated to mode shape i.
A generalised mass Mgi , stiffness Kgi and damping Cgi are
associated to each of the mode shapes. The torsion mode of
the blade is neglected in this model due to the high torsion
stiffness of the V27 blade.
Newton’s second law applies to each of the generalised
modes: Mgi g¨i + Cgi g˙i +Kgigi = Fgi . Fgi , the generalised
force for mode shape i, is the work done by the external loads
(aerodynamic, centrifugal and gravity loads) on this mode
shape: Fgi =
∫
pz(x)u
i
z(x)dx +
∫
py(x)u
i
y(x)dx, where
pz(x) and py(x) are the external loads, respectively flapwise
and edgewise, acting on blade section x.
2) Aerodynamic model: The aerodynamic forces on an
airfoil with a trailing edge flap depend on the local wind
speed Vr(x, t), the local angle of attack α(x, t) and the
trailing edge flap angle β(x, t). The relative wind speed
Vr(x, t) seen by the airfoil is calculated as Vr(x, t) :=
V0(x, t) +W(x, t)−Vb(x, t), where V0 is the free wind
speed, W the induced velocities and Vb the blade velocity.
The induced velocities depend on the thrust generated on the
rotor by the aerodynamic forces. They are derived from the
unsteady Blade Element Momentum [13].
At last, a dynamic stall model is used in order to derive the
dynamic lift and drag dynamic coefficients, CL and CD, of
the airfoil with a given angle of attack α, a trailing edge flap
angle β and a relative wind speed Vr. The dynamic stall
model used in this paper is the one derived by Andersen
and al. [14]. The flapwise and edgewise aerodynamic loads,
paeroz (x) and paeroy (x), are derived from the lift and drag
coefficients:
paeroz (x) :=
1
2
ρ|Vr|2C(x) (CL(x) cos(α) + CD(x) sin(α)) ,
paeroy (x) :=
1
2
ρ|Vr|2C(x) (−CL(x) sin(α) + CD(x) cos(α)) ,
where ρ is the air density, and C(x) the airfoil chord length.
3) Differential equations: Finally, the system of differen-
tial equations modeling the blade structure is, for each mode
shape j:
Mgj g¨j + Cgj g˙j +Kgjgj =Fgj (gi, g˙i, ω, ϕ,V0,W, βj). (1)
The differential equations relative to the dynamic stall model
and the induced velocities can be found in [14] and [13].
4) Blade root moment: The flap blade root moment,
measured by a strain gage, is Mz5 := EI ∂
2uz(x,t)
∂x2 , where E
is the blade root’s modulus of elasticity, flapwise, and I its
moment of inertia.
C. Linear model
Some simplifications are made on the non-linear model
previously described before it is linearised.
• Only the first mode of the blade (dominated by flapwise
deflections) is taken into account. The V27 blade is
small and stiff, and simulations and measurements show
that the second mode is hardly excited.
• The rotor speed is considered constant; the Vestas V27
turbine generator is fixed speed.
• Aerodynamic lags are also neglected. The Vestas V27 is
a pitch controlled wind turbine. In normal production,
the flow around the airfoils stays attached and aerody-
namic lags are then negligible.
• Induced velocities, which have a slow dynamic, are
considered constant.
• Relative wind speeds Vr(x, t) can not be measured at
each point of the blade. 3 Pitot tubes along the blade
measure the local wind speeds in the airfoil plan. Those
measurements VP are interpolated along the blade.
The system of differential equations (1) is simplified and
linearised at a given steady-state point. The upperscript 0
refers to the steady-state point values and tilded variables are
the difference between a variable and its steady-state value:
F˜gi = Fgi − F 0gi . β is the vector of the TEF angles. ∇x =
∂F˜g1
∂x are the gradients of the generalised force for mode
shape 1. The linearised generalised force for the first mode
shape is then:
F˜g1 =∇g˜1 g˜1 +∇ ˙˜g1 ˙˜g1 +∇ϕ˜ϕ˜+∇β˜ β˜ +∇V˜PV˜P.
The differential equation (1) becomes
Mg1 ¨˜g1 + Cg1 ˙˜g1 +Kg1 g˜1 =∇g1 g˜1 +∇ ˙˜g1 ˙˜g1
+∇ϕ˜ϕ˜+∇β˜ β˜ +∇V˜PV˜P,
and the blade root flap moment M˜f = EI ∂
2u1z(x)
∂x2 g˜1. Written
as a state-space form, the blade model is:
x˙ =Ax+ Bu+Gd, y = Cx, z = Cmx, (2)
where the state vector x :=
(
g˜1
˙˜g1
)
, the input vector u := β˜,
the measured disturbance vector d :=
(
ϕ˜
V˜P
)
, the output
vector y :=
(
M˜f
)
, the measurement vector z :=
(
M˜f
)
and
the state space matrices are
A :=
[
0 1
M−1g1 (∇g˜1 −Kg1) M−1g1
(
∇ ˙˜g1 − Cg1
) ]
, (3)
B :=M−1g1 ∇β˜ , (4)
G :=
[
M−1g1 ∇ϕ˜ M−1g1 ∇V˜P
]
, (5)
C :=Cm =
[
EI
∂2u1z(x)
∂x2 0
]
. (6)
This system is both observable and controllable.
III. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
A. Objective
The controller’s objective is to reduce the fatigue loads
at the blade root, or in other terms, to maximise the life
time of the blade root. The fatigue damage of a blade is
estimated by the equivalent number of cycles it has been
through. The calculation of this equivalent number of cycles
is based on the Rainflow counting of the loads history and the
Wo¨hler curve of the material. This method can not be used
to design the Model Predictive Control. But [15] showed
the relation between the fatigue damage and the spectral
properties of the loads. The controller’s objective is then to
reduce the amplitude of the blade root moment variations at
given frequencies.
B. Model
The linearized system (2) is, for the purpose of control
design, discretized at the sampling frequency (50 Hz). In
order to handle uncertainties and disturbances, the model
is augmented with noise terms. It is assumed that both the
process (wk) and the measurement noise (νk) are sequences
of zero mean, Gaussian white noise: wk ∈ N (0, R1) and
νk ∈ N (0, R2).
xk+1 =Adxk + Bduk +Gddk +wk,
yk =Cdxk, zk = Cdmxk + νk
The aero-elastic code Flex uses the same modal approach
as the linear model of the blade described previously. So
the covariances R1 and R2 can be estimated by comparing
the model output with simulation results with same inputs.
Those covariances can then be tuned by running simulations
with different values.
Basically we will control the trailing edge flaps in a LQ
manner, but will emphasise some frequency regions in order
to reduce the loads. For that purpose, we introduce some
filters in the cost function:
xy˘k+1 =A
y˘xy˘k + B
y˘yk, y˘k = Cy˘xy˘k +D
y˘yk, (7)
xu˘k+1 =Au˘xu˘k + Bu˘uk, u˘k = Cu˘xu˘k + Du˘uk. (8)
At each time step k, knowing the initial conditions x0 =
xk, x
y˘
0 = x
y˘
k and xu˘0 = xu˘k , predicting the distur-
bances D =
[
d′k . . . d
′
k+N−1
]′
and the inputs U =[
u′k . . . u
′
k+N−1
]′
over the horizon length N , the
outputs Y =
[
y′k+1 . . . y
′
k+N
]′
and the filtered out-
puts Y˘ =
[
y˘′k+1 . . . y˘
′
k+N
]′
can be predicted and
the filtered inputs U˘ =
[
u˘′k+1 . . . u˘
′
k+N
]′
can be
calculated over the horizon length N :
Y =Φx0 + ΓU + ΓdD + ξ (9)
Y˘ =Φy˘x
y˘
0 + Γy˘Y + ξ˘ (10)
U˘ =Φu˘x
u˘
0 + Γu˘U (11)
where ξ and ξ˘ are zero mean, Gaussian white noise and
Φ =

CA
CA2
.
.
.
CAN
Φy˘ =

Cy˘
Cy˘Ay˘
.
.
.
Cy˘Ay˘N−1
Φu˘ =

Cu˘
Cu˘Au˘
.
.
.
Cu˘Au˘N−1

Γ =

CB 0 . . . 0
CAB CB
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
CAN−1B . . . . . . CB

Γd is defined in a similar way as Γ.
Γy˘ =

Dy˘ 0 . . . 0
Cy˘By˘ Dy˘
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Cy˘AN−1y˘ By˘ . . . Cy˘By˘ Dy˘

and Γu˘ is defined in a similar way as Γy˘ .
C. Cost function and constraints
The purpose of the controller is to decrease the variations
of the blade root flap moment with emphasise on some given
frequencies. It is important to preserve the actuators as well,
by avoiding unnecessary actuations.
The cost function φ consists in:
• a cost φy˘ on the filtered outputs in order to do frequency
weighted control on the blade root flap moment
• a cost φu on the TEF angles
• a cost φu˘ on the filtered inputs so that actuation of the
TEF at high frequencies can be avoided.
φ =
N∑
i=1
||y˘i||2Wy˘︸ ︷︷ ︸
φy˘
+
N∑
i=1
||ui||2Wu︸ ︷︷ ︸
φu
+
N∑
i=1
||u˘i||2Wu˘︸ ︷︷ ︸
φu˘
=
1
2
[
Y˘ ′WY˘ Y˘ + U
′WUU + U˘ ′WU˘ U˘
]
(12)
Combining (9), (10), (11) and (12) leads to Φ = 12U ′HU +
b′U + c, where
H =Γ′Γ′y˘WY˘ Γy˘Γ +WU + Γ
′
u˘WU˘Γu˘y,
b =Γ′Γ′y˘WY˘
(
Φy˘x
y˘
0 + Γy˘ (Φx0 + ΓdD)
)
+ Γ′u˘WU˘Φu˘x
u˘
0 ,
and c is a term independent of U . Hard constraints are added
on the TEF angles and angle rates.
U := {U ∈ [Umin, Umax],∆U ∈ [∆Umin,∆Umax]},
where ∆U is the vector of TEF angles difference [ul+1 −
ul]l∈[0;N−1]. Extreme flapwise bending moment is not an
issue for this controller, so constraints on the states are not
necessary.
So, the model predictive control consists in
solving, at each time step, the quadratic program
minU∈U
(
1
2U
′HU + b′U
)
.
x(1
) [−
]
Time [−]
x(2
) [−
]
Time [−] 
 
Simulated state
Estimated state
99% confidence interval
Fig. 2. Estimated (blue) and true (red) states of the system. The 99%
confidence interval is indicated in dash green.
D. Kalman filter
Blade deflection and deflection rate are not easy to mea-
sure on a turbine. A Kalman filter is necessary to estimate
the states. The predictive Kalman filter is prefered over the
ordinary filter in order to ease the implementation of the
controller in the real turbine.
At each time step k, xˆk+1|k is the states estimates at the
next time step k+1, based on the inputs uk, the disturbances
dk and the measurements yk at time step k.
xˆk+1|k =
(
Ad −KCdm
)
xˆk|k−1 + Bduk +Gddk +Kyk
where K = AdPCd′
(
CdPCd′ +R2
)−1
and P is the
solution of the discrete time algebraic Riccati equation
AdPAd′ − P −KCdPAd′ +R1 = 0.
Fig. 2 shows that the first state of the system, proportional
to the blade deflection, is well estimated by the predictive
Kalman filter and is most of the time within the 99%
confidence interval. The second state, proportional to the
blade deflection rate, is not predicted as well as the first
state because of a plant-model mismatch. Input or output
disturbance models are usually used in order to deal with
this mismatch and to achieve offset-free MPC [16]. As the
objective of this controller is to reduce the variance of the
output, those disturbance states are not strictly needed.
E. Gain scheduling
Some non linearities of the system are due to the non-
linearity of the lift and drag polars of the blade airfoils.
Depending on the free wind speed, the airfoils operates in
different regions of their polar curves. Those non-linearities
are minimised by using gain scheduling on the average free
wind speed inflow V . The model matrices A, B, C, Cm
and G, and therefore Φ, Φy˘ , Φu˘, Γ, Γd, Γy˘ , Γu˘ and K all
depend on V . They are calculated offline at several values
of V , and they are interpolated online depending on the free
wind speed.
Defining the mean free wind speed V is tricky because
of the spatial and time turbulence of the wind. Ostergaard
et al. designed a wind speed estimator based on the rotor
speed, the aerodynamic torque and the pitch angle [17]. The
estimated effective wind speed is meant to be used for gain
scheduling of their controllers. Instead, the mean free wind
speed V seen by the V27 turbine is estimated from a look-
up table function of the pitch angle and the flap blade root
moment of the 3 blades.
Low pass filters ensures that the estimated effective wind
speed is a smooth function of time.
IV. RESULTS
A. Simulation code
Numerical analysis is carried out with the aeroelastic code
Flex5, developed by DTU Mechanical Engineering. It is a
state-of-the art Blade Element Momentum code based on the
modal approach. Both blades and tower are flexible, modeled
by as many mode shapes as required. It has all the usual
engineering models used in the wind turbine simulation tools,
such as Prandtl-Glauert tip correction, dynamic wake model,
turbulent wind, oblique inflow model etc. The dynamic
stall model originally coded in Flex5 works only for rigid
blade sections [18]. The implementation of the trailing edge
flaps aerodynamics in Flex5 is based on the model written
by Andersen et al. [14]. Flex5 has a fixed-step solver; a
frequency of 50 Hz is used in those simulations.
Notice that the simulation model Flex5 differs significantly
from the design model (2). The simulation model takes into
account the induced velocities lags, the aerodynamic lags
and the elasticity of all the turbine components. The blade
is no longer modeled by its first mode only, but by its three
first modes. The pitch is actuated in order to regulate the
produced power, and the rotor speed is no longer strictly
constant. The Flex5 code has been used for a long time, and
its results match reasonably the measurements made on real
turbines.
The open source code qpOASES [19][20] is used to solve
the quadratic program, real-time, at 50 Hz.
B. Blade root flap moment spectral density
Fig. 3 shows the typical spectral density of the flapwise
blade root moment when the turbine is in normal produc-
tion. The 1P frequency corresponds to one event per rotor
revolution, the 2P and 3P frequencies are the double and
the triple of the 1P frequency. Loads at those frequencies
are consequences of events such as tower shadow, wind
shear or yaw misalignment. Loads can also be seen at the
first flapwise and the first edgewise eigenfrequencies of the
blade. Those modes are usually well damped, either by
the structural damping of the blade or by the aerodynamic
damping.
Fatigue damage of the blade root depends on the number
of load cycles the blade is going through, but also on the
amplitude of those cycles. Loads at frequencies 1P, 2P and
3P are the most important loads regarding fatigue damage of
the blade.
C. Frequency weighted control of the blade root moment
The model predictive control described in this paper is
designed in order to alleviate loads at given frequencies. This
is done by tuning the filter on the outputs (7). A Butterworth
bandpass filter of low order is used to decrease the loads at
frequencies between the cut-in and the cut-out frequencies.
The purpose of the controller is not to reduce the mean blade
root flap moment, so the steady-state gain of the filter has to
be 0.
In a first time, 3 bandpass filters are designed so that the
controllers MPC 1, MPC 2 and MPC 3 alleviate respectively
the 1P, 2P and 3P loads. Simulations are run with Flex5 with
those 3 controllers, with exactly the same wind conditions.
Fig. 3 shows the spectral densities of the blade root flap
moment and of one of the 3 TEF angle. The 3 controllers
manage to reduce the loads within the frequency range they
have been designed for, MPC 1 being the best to reduce
the 1P loads, MPC 2 the 2P loads and MPC 3 the 3P
loads. Each of those 3 controllers reduce loads at frequencies
between 1P and 3P. But, on the other hand, they increase
the amplitude of the loads at frequencies higher than 3P:
those high frequency, high amplitude loads damage a lot
the materials. This wrong behavior of the controller is a
consequence of a plant-model mismatch. The model does
not include a dynamic model of the aero forces around the
airfoil. At high actuation frequencies, the time lag between
the TEF position and the change in lift coefficient can no
longer be neglected, and the fact that it is not included in
the design model of the MPC may end up in those extra
loads.
This mismatch can be minimised by fine tuning the
Kalman filter, and increasing the variance on the measure-
ment noise ν. Two new controllers, MPC 4 and MPC 5,
are designed in order to alleviate the loads at frequencies
between 1P and 3P. The Kalman filter of MPC 4 is the same
as the one used in MPC 1 to MPC 3. In MPC 5, the Kalman
filter is tuned in order to avoid the extra loads at frequencies
higher than 3P. Fig. 4 shows that MPC 5 is as good as MPC 4
to alleviate loads at frequencies between 1P and 3P, and,
at the same time, it does no longer increase the loads at
frequencies close to 4P.
A last improvement of the MPC consists in decreasing
the TEF activity at high frequencies, where they do not help
reducing the blade root loads, but where they wear out the
actuator systems. The filter on the inputs (8) is used for this
purpose: a Butterworth high pass filter is designed in order
to emphasise the cost on the high frequency trailing edge
flaps actuation. MPC 6 is similar to MPC 5, but with this
extra cost on the high pass filtered inputs. Figure 5 shows the
results of simulations made with these controllers: the blade
root loads with controllers MPC 5 and MPC 6 are similar
over the whole spectrum, but actuators controlled by MPC 6
have a much lower activity at high frequencies. The damage
of the blade root is unchanged, while the fatigue damage of
the actuator system is decreased.
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Fig. 3. Blade root flap moment (top) and trailing edge flaps angle (bottom)
spectral density when TEF are not actuated (baseline test) and when
controllers MPC 1, MPC 2 or MPC 3 are used to control the TEF. Those
controllers aim at alleviating the blade root flap moment at respectively the
1P, 2P and 3P frequencies.
V. CONCLUSION
A model predictive control has been designed in order
to alleviate blade root loads with emphasize on given load
frequencies. This controller, while used with the Flex5 sim-
ulation code, shows its ability to focus on fixed frequencies.
The tuning of the Kalman filter and of the inputs filter are
essential in order to reach a good trade off between blade
damage and actuator damage. Robustness and stability will
have to be tested before testing on the V27 turbine at Risø
DTU, National Laboratories for Sustainable Energy.
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Frequency-Weighted Model Predictive Control
of Trailing Edge Flaps on a Wind Turbine Blade
Damien Castaignet, Ian Couchman, Niels K. Poulsen, Thomas Buhl, and Jens Jakob Wedel-Heinen
Abstract—This paper presents the load reduction achieved with
trailing edges flaps during a full-scale test on a Vestas V27 wind
turbine. The trailing edge flap controller is a frequency-weighted
linear model predictive control (MPC) where the quadratic
cost consists in costs on the zero-phase filtered flapwise blade
root moment and trailing edge flap deflection. Consistent load
reduction is achieved during the full-scale test. An average of
13.8% flapwise blade root fatigue load reduction is achieved
during a 38 minute test with a 70 cm long hinged trailing edge
flap on the 13 m long V27 blade.
Index Terms—Model predictive control, load alleviation, trail-
ing edge flaps, wind energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wind turbine rotor size has increased significantly over the
last years, with most of the major wind turbine manufacturers
now marketing turbines with rotor diameters larger than 100
m. Increasing the blade span is an effective way to increase
the power production of a turbine, but it comes at the cost
of increased loads on all the turbine components. The fatigue
and extreme loads that a wind turbine undergoes during its 20
year lifetime drive the design of the main components; e.g. the
blades, the tower, the drive train and the foundation [1]. The
requirement to sustain higher loads leads typically to heavier
and more expensive components. With the energy prices from
a wind farm being dominated by capital expenditure, the
search for load alleviating technologies is well motivated.
The forces and moments a wind turbine experiences origi-
nate from a number of sources: wind conditions, such as wind
turbulence or wind shear, tower shadow, resonance of wind
turbine modes, yaw misalignment of the turbine, emergency
shutdowns, grid loss etc [2]. Some modern wind turbines use
cyclic pitch or individual pitch in order to alleviate some of the
loads. Cyclic pitch, a technology developed by the rotorcraft
community, involves pitching the three blades with a fixed
angle phase shift (in the case of a 3 bladed wind turbine,
120 degrees). It is used to alleviate tilt and yaw loads on the
rotor. The natural extension to cyclic pitch is individual pitch
control (IPC) where each blade can pitch independently of the
two other blades. IPC is the one of the most advanced active
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control to alleviate loads in todays turbines [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7] but its performance is limited by the relatively slow pitch
actuators and by the necessity to limit pitch actuation in order
to preserve the actuators and the blade bearings. Some passive
load controls, like prebent blades, swept blades [8], [9] or
bending/twist-coupled blades [10], [11], show also promising
load reductions.
In order to reduce even further and in a more efficient
way the loads on the rotor, several concepts of “smart”
rotors have been investigated. A “smart” rotor consists in
distributed sensors (accelerometers, strain gauges, Pitot tubes,
pressure tabs etc.) and actuators (trailing edge flaps, microtabs,
boundary layer suction or blowing jets, plasma actuators etc.)
along the blades. A detailed overview of different “smart” rotor
concepts is given in [12].
Trailing edge flaps on turbine blades have been investigated
for several years. CFD simulations [13] and 2D [14], [15]
and 3D [16], [17] aeroelastic simulations confirmed the high
potential of trailing edge flaps to reduce flapwise blade root
fatigue loads. Wind tunnel tests on a blade section [18], [19],
[20] as well as on a scaled turbine [21] corroborated the ability
of the trailing edge flaps to reduce loads. At last, a full scale
test was carried out on a Vestas V27 turbine at Risø DTU.
Only open loop controls were tested at that time [22].
Several control strategies have been investigated as well.
Lackner et al. designed a PID Individual Flap Control based
on the Individual Pitch Control scheme, using the Coleman
transformation to make the system linear time invariant [23].
Van Wingerden et al. used subspace system identification to
fine tune the PD controller used in their wind tunnel test
[19], and developed a feedback controller based on H∞-loop
shaping combined with a fixed-structure feedforward control
which they succesfuly tested on the scaled turbine in a wind
tunnel [21]. Rice et al. focused on a robust and distributed
control in order to ensure stability of the controller despite
non linearities and model mismatch [24]. At last, Wilson et
al. designed PD feedback controllers based on tip deflection
or tip deflection rate, and showed a decrease in the standard
deviation of the root flap bending moments [25].
The performance of all smart rotor concepts is restricted
by constraints on the actuators; for example in the case of
trailing edge flaps, limits on the rate at which the flaps can
be moved and maximum flap deflection in each direction.
The presence of these constraints makes model predictive
control a suitable candidate. In the model predictive control
paradigm, the current control input is set by solving a finite
horizon, open-loop optimal control problem, with the current
state providing the initial condition for the model of the plant,
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Fig. 1. Power spectral density of the flapwise blade root bending moment
of the V27. It shows peaks at the 1P, 2P and 3P frequencies, and at the blade
first flapwise and edgewise eigenfrequencies.
see [26]. This methodology allows constraints to be explicitly
accounted for without surrendering performance.
The main contribution of this paper is the design and
implementation and test of a model predictive controller for a
full scale site test on the aforementioned V27.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Process
This paper focuses on normal production load cases, where
the most important contribution to the wind induced fatigue
loads in the rotor are the consequences of azimuth-dependent
wind conditions, like wind shear, wind slope, yaw error, tower
shadow, local turbulence etc. The frequency of those azimuth-
dependent loads are function of the rotor speed. Their spectral
density clearly shows the first harmonics of the rotor speed.
Those harmonics are typically noted 1P, 2P, 3P, etc. where the
1P frequency corresponds to one event per rotor revolution,
and the 2P and 3P frequencies are twice and three times larger
(Fig. 1).
Besides the 1P, 2P and 3P loads, the first blade eigen-
frequencies are seen in the PSD of the blade root moment.
They are the consequence of the excitation of an eigenmode
of the turbine which is dominated by flapwise or edgewise
blade vibrations. In Fig. 1 both the first flapwise and edgewise
eigenfrequencies of the blade are observed.
Those varying loads are responsible for the fatigue damage
of the turbine components. All the turbine components are
designed in order to last for a given amount of time: they
have to resist to both the fatigue and extreme loads that the
turbine will face during this time. Reducing the fatigue can
lead to a cheaper design of the wind turbine, and thus a cost
of energy reduction.
B. Actuation and sensing mechanisms
Trailing edge flaps are local active flow control device. They
modify the aerodynamic properties (lift, drag and moment
coefficients) of the airfoil by changing its camber. By modu-
lating the local forces at some blade sections, it is possible to
compensate for the loads variations due to the varying local
wind speeds seen by the rotating blade. Trailing edge flaps are
usually mounted towards the tip of the blade, where they have
the largest impact.
The sensors available for the purpose of the controller are,
in this demonstrator, the blade root strain gage measuring the
flapwise blade root moment, the Pitot tubes and the pitch
position sensor. The sensors in the nacelle, the tower or
on the met mast are not available to the controller in this
demonstrator.
C. Controller objectives
The most direct purpose of trailing edge flaps is to reduce
blade root flapwise fatigue loads. The reduction in blade root
fatigue loads usually leads to reduction of fatigue and extreme
loads in all the major components of the turbine [17].
The fatigue damage of the material is estimated by the
equivalent stress range σeq: the fatigue damage of a material
going throught Ni cycles of s stress range σi is equivalent
to the fatigue damage of the same material going thought
Neq cycles with a stress range σeq. An approximation of the
Wo¨hler curve is used to calculate σeq:
σeq =
∑
i
σi
(
Ni
Neq
)1/m
. (1)
m is a material constant between 8 and 12 for glass fibres.
Such a function is not quadratic, and a cost function which
would consist in minimising σeq for the flapwise blade root
moment could not be solved by a quadratic program. But it
is noticed that the flapwise blade root fatigue loads are due
mainly to the 1P loads, and secondarily to the 2P and 3P loads.
The objective of the controller is thus to reduce the amplitude
of the 1P, 2P and 3P loads. Loads with frequencies lower
than the 1P frequency should not be targeted; they are due
to the free wind speed fluctuations and reducing them would
result in important power loss. Besides, they do no contribute
significantly to the blade fatigue loads. Loads with frequencies
higher than the 3P frequency have also a negligible impact
on fatigue loads due to their low amplitude. They should not
be targeted as they would add unnecessary actuation of the
trailing edge flaps. Moreover, the design model is not accurate
for such frequencies and an attempt of the controller to reduce
the amplitude of loads with such high frequencies may make
actually lead to an increase of those loads.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT
An already existing V27 turbine has been modified for
the purpose of the project. Trailing edge flaps have been
implemented on one of the blades in order to demonstrate
the feasibility of the “smart” rotor and the performance of the
model predictive control.
A. Wind turbine
The Vestas V27 turbine is an horizontal axis wind turbine,
with a nominal power of 225kW, and 13 meter long blades.
Even if it was designed in the eighties, it is, like most of
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today’s turbines, a pitch controlled turbine. The blades are
pitched in or out of the wind in order to regulate the power
production of the rotor. The flow remains most of the time
attached to the airfoil, which is necessary for fully benefiting
from the trailing edge flaps. The V27 operated at two different
rotor speeds: around 32 rpm for wind speeds below 4 to 5
m.s−1, and around 43 rpm for higher wind speeds.
A meteorological mast is located 70m west of the Vestas
V27. It measures the wind speeds and directions at different
heights. The test site is located on the seaside: the sea is west
of the wind turbine, some fields are east of the turbine, some
buildings and a small village are north and south of the turbine.
This gives very different wind conditions depending on the
wind direction. A bigger turbine is located 100m south of the
Vestas V27: the V27 can also be tested in wake conditions.
The V27 turbine used for the Adaptive Trailing Edge Flap
(ATEF) project is located at Risø DTU, National Laboratory
for Sustainable Energy, Roskilde, Denmark.
B. Actuators and sensors
As it has been stated by van Wingerden and al [21], “the
most challenging part in the design of the “smart” rotor is the
design of the actuator”. One of the original blades of the V27
has been modified and is now equipped with 3 independent
trailing edge flaps (Fig. 2). The total length of the flaps is 15%
of the blade span.
Extra sensors have also been mounted on the turbine for
the purpose of the experiment. The sensors available for the
trailing edge flaps controller include three Pitot tubes located
at the leading edge of the blade, in the middle of each trailing
edge flap, pressure tabs at the leading edge of the blade,
in the middle of each trailing edge flap, strain gages at the
blade root, flapwise and edgewise, accelerometers in the blade,
pitch position. The Pitot tubes are 5-hole probes, which are
calibrated in order to output the local angle of attack and
relative wind speed. Other sensors are available for logging
only: accelerometers in the nacelle, strain gages at the tower
bottom, power production, nacelle anenometer etc. They are
used for monitoring the turbine and investigating the effect of
the flaps on the whole turbine.
The configuration of actuators and sensors used in this paper
matches the experimental blade available within the ATEF
project.
C. Real-Time environment
The V27 pitch controller has not been modified. The trailing
edge flaps controller described in this paper runs independently
of the pitch controller, on a separate hardware.
The trailing edge flaps controller runs on a NI cRio 9024,
which is a Real-Time controller from National Instruments
running at 800 MHz and having 512 MB DRAM. The
NI cRio 9024 is phisically located in the spinner of the turbine.
A graphical interface runs on a separate computer located in
a control room.
Logging from the sensors is made with several
NI cDAQ 9172, sitting in the spinner, the nacelle and
next to the met mast.
IV. DESIGN MODEL
Considering that only one blade is equipped with trailing
edge flaps, and that only the blade sensors are available for
the controller, it has been decided to limit the design model
to a single rotating blade. The tower and the shaft flexibilities
are not modeled. First, a non-linear model is derived in order
to calculate the steady-point of the system, for different free
wind speeds. It is then simplified and linearised analytically.
A. Non-linear model
The non-linear model of the rotating blade includes all the
main models used in the aero-elastic code Flex developped
at DTU Mechanical Engineering: dynamic stall and wake
models, tip loss, centrifugal loads etc. [27]
1) Structural model: Generalised coordinates and blade
eigenmodes are used to model the structure of the blade. It
is assumed that the deflection of a blade section at radius r,
r ∈ [0;L], at time t can be decoupled into a time depen-
dent function (the generalised coordinates) and a spanwise
dependent function (the blade eigenmodes). L is the blade
length. The more eigenmodes are taken into account, the more
accurate the model is. But the V27 blade is so stiff that most of
the blade deflection is due to the first blade eigenmode only.
The next eigenmodes have high eigenfrequencies which are
hardly excited.
The flapwise deflection uz(r, t) and the edgewise deflection
uy(r, t) of blade section r at time t can thus be simplified into:
uz(r, t) = g(t)u
1
z(r), uy(r, t) = g(t)u
1
y(r) (2)
u1z(r) and u1y(r) are respectively the flapwise and edgewise
deflection of the blade section r under the first mode shape.
g(t) is the generalised coordinate associated to the first mode
shape.
The torsion of the blade is not part of this model. This is
not an issue for the V27 blade due to its high torsion stiffness,
but may be an issue for larger blades.
2) Aerodynamic model: The aerodynamic forces on an
airfoil with a trailing edge flap depend on the local relative
wind speed Vr(r, t), the local angle of attack α(r, t) and
the trailing edge flap angle β(r, t). The relative wind speed
Vr(r, t) seen by the airfoil is the sum of the free wind speed
Fig. 2. Illustration of the Vestas V27 blade equipped with trailing edge flaps,
passive transient pieces and Pitot tubes.
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V0(r, t), the induced velocities W(r, t) and the opposite of
the airfoil speed −Vb(r, t):
Vr(r, t) :=V0(r, t) +W(r, t)−Vb(r, t). (3)
:= denotes the assignment symbol. The induced velocities are
induced by the spinning rotor, which slows down the wind
when approaching the rotor. They are mainly dependent on
the thrust generated on the rotor by the aerodynamic forces.
They are derived from the unsteady Blade Element Momentum
[27].
At last, a dynamic stall model is used in order to derive
the dynamic lift and drag coefficients, CL and CD, of the
airfoil with a given angle of attack α, trailing edge flap angle
β and relative wind speed Vr. Andersen and al. derived such a
dynamic stall model for an airfoil with a trailing edge flap [28].
The flapwise and edgewise aerodynamic loads, paeroz (r, t) and
paeroy (r, t), are derived from the lift and drag coefficients:
paeroz (r, t, β) :=
1
2
ρ|Vr|2C(r) (CL(r, t, β) cos(α)
+CD(r, t, β) sin(α)) (4a)
paeroy (r, t, β) :=
1
2
ρ|Vr|2C(r) (−CL(r, t, β) sin(α)
+CD(r, t, β) cos(α)) (4b)
where ρ is the air density, and C(r) the airfoil chord length
at the blade section r.
3) Differential equation: Newton’s second law applies to
the generalised coordinate g(t):
Mg g¨ + Cg g˙ +Kgg =Fg(β). (5)
Mg , Cg and Kg are respectively the generalised mass, damp-
ing and stiffness associated to the first blade eigenmode. They
depend on the blade structure properties only.
The generalised force Fg is the work done by the external
loads (aerodynamic, centrifugal, inertia and gravity loads) on
the first blade eigenmode:
Fg(t) =
∫
pz(r, t)uz(r, t) dr +
∫
py(r, t)uy(r, t) dr.
py(r, t) and pz(r, t) are the external loads, respectively flap-
wise and edgewise, acting on the blade section at a radius
r.
The differential equations relative to the dynamic stall
model and the induced velocities can be found in [28] and
[27].
4) Blade root moment: The flapwise blade root moment,
measured by a strain gage, is Mz := EI ∂
2uz(x,t)
∂x2 , where E
is the blade root’s modulus of elasticity, flapwise, and I its
moment of inertia.
Note that actuators are modeled as perfect actuators: the
demand and the response of the trailing edge flap are identical.
B. Linear model
Several simplifications are made on the non-linear model
previously described before it is linearised:
• The rotor speed is considered constant. The Vestas V27
turbine generator has 2 fixed generator speeds: a low
speed for low wind speeds, and a faster speed for higher
wind speeds. The switch between the low and the high
speeds happens at wind speeds of 4 to 5 ms−1. For the
test, two different controllers are used depending on the
rotor speed;
• Airfoil aerodynamics lags are also neglected. The Vestas
V27 is a pitch controlled wind turbine. In normal pro-
duction, the flow around the airfoils stays attached, and
the airfoil aerodynamic lags are then negligible. The lift
and drag coefficients CL(r, t, β) and CD(r, t, β) in (4b)
and (4a) are thus steady-state values;
• Induced velocities, which have a slow dynamic, are
considered constant;
• Gravity loads are neglected. In normal production, the
pitch angle is small and gravity loads have thus an impact
mainly on the edgewise blade loads; and
• The blade is equipped with three independent flaps. In
the rest of the paper, the vector β is the vector of the
three trailing edge flap angles.
The governing nonlinear equations are expressed, after
applying the previous simplifications, as:
x˙ =f(x, u, d) (6)
where x := (g, g˙) is the vector of the wind turbine blade states,
u := (β) is the vector of the control inputs and d := (ϕ) is the
vector of the measured disturbances. The pitch position ϕ is
considered as a measured disturbance and not a control input
because the pitch actuator is controlled by another actuator,
and the trailing edge flaps controller can only have access to
the pitch position.
The nonlinear equations (6) are linearised by using the
first order term of Taylor expansion in the neighbourhood
of the operating points (x∗, u∗, d∗) which are solutions of
f(x∗, u∗, d∗) = 0. The operating points are function of the
mean free wind speed V , and are calculated for different values
of V within the operating range, with a 2 ms−1 step.
The linearised generalised force for the first mode shape is
then:
F g =
∂Fg
∂g
∣∣∣∣
g=g∗
(γ)g +
∂Fg
∂g˙
∣∣∣∣
g˙=0
(γ)g˙ +
∂Fg
∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕ∗
(γ)ϕ
+
∂Fg
∂β
∣∣∣∣
β=β∗
(γ)β
where variables with a are the difference between a variable
and its steady-state value: Fg = Fg−F ∗g and γ is an estimate
of the mean free wind speed V .
The differential equation (5) is thus
Mg g¨ + Cg g˙ +Kgg =
∂Fg
∂g
∣∣∣∣
g=g∗
(γ)g +
∂Fg
∂g˙
∣∣∣∣
g˙=0
(γ)g˙
+
∂Fg
∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕ∗
(γ)ϕ+
∂Fg
∂β
∣∣∣∣
β=β∗
(γ)β
and the blade root flap moment Mf = EI ∂
2u1z(x)
∂x2 g.
The blade design model is, written as a state-space form:
x˙b =Ab(γ)xb + Bb(γ)u+Gb(γ)d (7a)
z =Cbxb, y = Cmb xb (7b)
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where the state vector xb :=
(
g, g˙
)
, the input vector u := β,
the measured disturbance vector d := (ϕ), the output vector
z :=
(
Mf
)
, the measurement vector y :=
(
Mf
)
and the state
space matrices are
Ab(γ) :=
[
0 1
A1(γ) A2(γ)
]
(8a)
Bb(γ) :=
[
0
M−1g
∂Fg
∂β
∣∣∣
β=β∗
(γ)
]
(8b)
Gb(γ) :=
[
0
M−1g
∂Fg
∂ϕ
∣∣∣
ϕ=ϕ∗
(γ)
]
(8c)
Cb :=Cmb =
[
EI
∂2u1z(x)
∂x2 0
]
(8d)
with
A1(γ) :=M−1g
(
∂Fg
∂g
∣∣∣∣
g=g∗
(γ)−Kg
)
(9a)
A2(γ) :=M−1g
(
∂Fg
∂g˙
∣∣∣∣
g˙=0
(γ)− Cg
)
. (9b)
Fig. 3, 4 and 5 show a comparison of the following models:
• the Flex code, where the V27 turbine is modeled as a
flexible turbine. This is the model used to simulate the
turbine when testing the controller. Gravity is turned off
in these simulations in order to make comparison easier;
• the Flex code, where most of the turbine degrees of
freedom are stiff. Only the blade first mode is made
flexible. This model is the closest to the design model
developed in this section;
• the blade non linear model developed in section IV-A
(Fig. 4 and 5 only); and
• the blade linear model developed in section IV-B.
Fig. 3 shows the Bode plots for the SISO system trailing
edge flap angle to flapwise blade root moment, at a fixed
rotor speed and pitch position. The Bode plot is derived at
a fixed wind speed, below the rated wind speed. The Bode
plots for the non-linear model are derived by actuating the
trailing edge flaps at their maximum amplitude. They show a
good agreement of the linear model with the simulation model
for the frequencies of interest, between 0.5P and 4P. The small
drops around 1P and 5P are however not captured by the linear
model. They are due to the fore-aft tower mode and the blade
second eigenmode.
The flapwise blade root moment response to a discrete
change in wind speed (Fig. 4) and in trailing edge flap angle
(Fig. 5), both below rated power and above rated power, shows
also a good agreement between the different models. The
steady-state error that can be noticed between the Flex models
and the non-linear and linear blade model is the consequence
of the induced velocities.
V. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
A. Model Predictive Control
The pitch controller of the V27 test turbine has not been
modified for use with the flaps. It only aims at maximising
the power production in normal production by pitching the
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Fig. 3. Bode plot for the SISO system trailing edge flap angle to flapwise
blade root moment. The x markers refer to simulations run in Flex, with a
stiff turbine where only the first blade eigenmode is flexible. The star markers
refer to simulations run in Flex with the model of a turbine where all the main
turbine components are modeled as flexible structures. The thick line refers
to the analytical linear model as described in this paper. The frequencies are
normalised with the 1P frequency.
blades out of the wind when power production exceeds the
turbine nominal power. The trailing edge flaps controller runs
in parallel to the pitch controller, and aims at reducing the
flapwise blade root loads only (Fig. 6). A low-level PID
controller designed by the actuator manufacturer ensures that
the actuators follow the target signal from the trailing edge
flap controller at frequencies up to around 3P.
The trailing edge flaps controller described in this paper
is a linear model predictive control (MPC). Model predictive
control is the only advanced control technique that has been
widely used in industrial process control [29]. Non linear MPC
would be too slow to run real-time at a sampling frequency
high enough to limit the time delays in the system. Linear
MPC is chosen instead, and gain scheduling is used to deal
with some of the non linearities of the system.
In the linear MPC described in this paper, an optimal time
series of inputs Uˆ = [uˆ(k + 1|k), ..., uˆ(k +N |n)]′ minimising
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Fig. 5. Discrete change in trailing edge flap angle. Time series of blade
root flap moment Mz , when a discrete change in trailing edge flap angle is
introduced at time t = 0. Four models are used: the Flex V27 model where
all the turbine components are modeled as flexible (thick black line), the Flex
V27 model where only the blade first mode is kept flexible (thin black line),
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a quadratic cost function Ψ(k) is calculated, at each time step:
min
Uˆ
Ψ(k) =
1
2
Uˆ ′HUˆ + g′Uˆ (10)
s.t. Umin ≤ Uˆ ≤ Umax (11)
where uˆ(k+ i|k) is the predicted optimal input at time k+ i,
calculated at the time step k, N is the horizon length, Umin
and Umax are the constraints on the inputs. The matrices H
and g describe the quadratic cost function, they are function
of, amongst others, the predicted disturbances and the system
states. Only the first computed input uˆ(k + 1|k) is used as a
target for the actuators, and the optimisation problem is solved
again at the next time step, updated with new measurements.
The convex optimisation problem is solved using qpOASES,
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the pitch controller and the trailing edge flaps controller
of the V27 wind turbine.
an open-source quadratic program suited for model predictive
control [30], [31].
Linear MPC is a well-known control theory. This paper
focuses on the aspects of the MPC which are specific to this
application: the disturbance model which is required in order
to improve the prediction of the outputs (Section V-C), the
predictive Kalman filter which estimates the design model
states. including the disturbance states (Section V-D), the
gain scheduling (Section V-B) and the different quadratic cost
functions which allows frequency-weighted control with MPC
(Sections VI-A, VI-B and VI-C).
B. Wind speed estimator and gain scheduling
The linear blade model (8a) to (8d) is a function of an
estimated mean free wind speed γ. No wind speed sensors
are available for the trailing edge flaps controller in the test
turbine. The mean free wind speed V seen by the V27 turbine
is estimated from a look-up table function of the pitch angle
and the flap blade root moment of the 3 blades: below rated
power, the blade root flapwise moment increases as a function
of the mean wind speed, and the pitch angle remains close to 0
degree, whereas above rated power, the blades are pitched out
of the wind and the blade root flapwise moment decreases
as the wind speed increase. A low pass filter ensures that
the estimated effective wind speed γ is a smooth function
of time. The linear blade model (8a) to (8d) is a function of
an estimated mean free wind speed γ. No wind speed sensors
are available for the trailing edge flaps controller in the test
turbine. The mean free wind speed V seen by the V27 turbine
is estimated from a look-up table function of the pitch angle
and the flap blade root moment of the 3 blades: below rated
power, the blade root flapwise moment increases as a function
of the mean wind speed, and the pitch angle remains close to
0 degree, whereas above rated power, the blades are pitched
out of the wind and the blade root flapwise moment decreases
as the wind speed increase. A low pass filter ensures that the
estimated effective wind speed γ is a smooth function of time.
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C. Disturbance states
The linear blade model (8a) to (8d) does not include any
model of the wind speed seen by the rotating blade, which is
at the origin of most of the flapwise blade root fatigue loads
targeted by the model predictive control. It is added to the
blade model as a disturbance model, where the wind speed
seen by the spinning blade is modeled by its first harmonics,
using sine functions with the 1P, 2P and 3P frequencies. An
extra input disturbance state, an integral of a white noise, is
added to handle a quasi steady-state plant-model mismatch.
The Kalman filter is used to estimate those disturbance states,
including the amplitude and the phase of the 3 harmonics of
the wind speed seen by the rotating blade.
The augmented system is[
x˙b
ζ˙
]
=
[
Ab(γ) Gζ(γ)
0 Aζ(γ)
] [
xb
ζ
]
+
[
Bb(γ)
0
]
u
+
[
Gb(γ)
0
]
d (12a)
z =
[
Cb 0
] [ xb
ζ
]
(12b)
y =
[
Cmb 0
] [ xb
ζ
]
(12c)
where Aζ(γ) and Gζ(γ) are the disturbance model matrices.
The system (12a) to (12c) is discretised at the controller
sampling frequency (50 Hz):
xk+1 =A(γ)xk +B(γ)uk +G(γ)dk (13a)
zk =Cxk (13b)
yk =C
mxk (13c)
where xk is the state vector, uk is the control input, dk is
the disturbance vector, zk is the output vector and yk is the
measured output vector.
D. Kalman filter
None of the states xk are measured. A Kalman filter is used
to estimate both the blade states and the disturbance states. The
predictive Kalman filter is prefered over the ordinary filter in
order to ease the implementation of the controller in the real
turbine.
White noises are added to the design model:
xk+1 =A(γ)xk +B(γ)uk +G(γ)dk + wk (14a)
yk =C
mxk + vk (14b)
where wk is the process white noise, wk (0, Qk(γ)), and vk
is the observation noise, vk (0, Rk(γ)).
A first tuning of the covariance matrices Qk(γ) and Rk(γ)
is made by running simulations [32]. The blade states can be
compared to the values provided by Flex5. The noise variance
of the disturbance states depends on the wind conditions. The
noise variances associated to the periodic states have to be low
enough to make sure that those states have the desired 1P, 2P
and 3P frequencies, and high enough to allow the amplitude
and the phase of those quasi-sine functions to change fast
enough to capture well the change in wind shear or yaw
direction for example.
At each time step k, xˆk+1|k is the states estimates at the
next time step k+1, based on the inputs uk, the disturbances
dk and the measurements zk at time step k.
xˆk+1|k =(A(γ)−K(γ)Cm) xˆk|k−1
+B(γ)uk +G(γ)dk +K(γ)yk
where
K(γ) =A(γ)P (γ)Cm
′ (
CmP (γ)Cm
′
+Rk(γ)
)−1
and P (γ) is the solution of the discrete time algebraic Riccati
equation A(γ)P (γ)A′(γ) − P (γ) − K(γ)CmP (γ)A′(γ) +
Qk(γ) = 0.
E. Implementation
The model predictive controller is coded in C++, using the
CBLAS [33] library for performing efficient algebra calcu-
lations, and the quadratic program qpOASES developped at
K. U. Leuven [30]. The same C++ code can be compiled
into either a DLL which can be run with the wind turbine
simulation code Flex5, or into a shared library for use with
the cRio 9024. The shared library is linked to a Labview code
which runs on the cRio 9024.
VI. COST FUNCTIONS FOR FREQUENCY WEIGTHED MPC
A. Costs on filtered inputs and outputs
1) Motivation: Conventional model predictive control pe-
nalises variation of the predicted outputs from the reference
trajectory, regardless of the frequencies of the variations. The
control problem stated in this paper consists in alleviating
only the loads with frequencies between the 1P and the 3P
frequencies. The cost function derived in this section includes
costs on filtered inputs and outputs, in order to emphasise
some frequency regions. This method requires to derive the
predicted filtered inputs and outputs as a function of the
predicted inputs, the predicted disturbances, the model states
and the filter states.
2) Predicted outputs: The predicted outputs are calculated
recursively from (13a) and (13b):
Zˆ =Φ(γ)x1 + Γ(γ)Uˆ + Γd(γ)Dˆ (15)
where Zˆ is the vector of predicted outputs Zˆ :=
[ zˆ(k + 1|k) . . . zˆ(k +N |k) ]′, Uˆ is the vector of pre-
dicted inputs Uˆ := [ uˆ(k + 1|k) . . . uˆ(k +N |k) ]′
and Dˆ is the vector of predicted disturbances Dˆ :=
[ dˆ(k + 1|k) . . . dˆ(k +N |k) ]′. N is the horizon length
of the model predictive control. x1 is the vector of the
design model states. The estimated mean free wind speed γ
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is assumed constant over the horizon length.
Φ(γ) =

CA
CA2
...
CAN

Γ(γ) =

CB 0 . . . 0
CAB CB
.. .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
CAN−1B . . . CAB CB
 .
Γd is similar to Γ, with the G matrix replacing B. For
clarifying the notations, the dependence on γ is sometimes
omitted in the right hand side of the equations.
3) Predicted filtered inputs: Let’s define a state-space,
discrete time, filter on the predicted inputs (A˜, B˜, C˜, D˜):
xu(k + i+ 1|k) =A˜xu(k + i|k) + B˜uˆ(k + i|k) (16a)
u˜(k + i|k) =C˜xu(k + i|k) + D˜uˆ(k + i|k). (16b)
u˜(k+i|k) is the predicted filtered input at time k+i, assumed
at time k.
The vector of predicted filtered inputs U˜ :=[
u˜(k + 1|k) . . . u˜(k +N |k) ]′ is
U˜ =Φu˜xu(k + 1|k) + Γu˜Uˆ (17)
with
Φu˜ =

C˜
C˜A˜
...
C˜A˜N−1
 ,Γu˜ =

D˜ 0 . . . 0
C˜B˜ D˜ 0 0
...
. . .
. . . 0
C˜B˜N−1 . . . C˜B˜ D˜
 .
4) Predicted filtered outputs: The same way, the filtered
predicted outputs Z˜ :=
[
z˜(k + 1|k) . . . z˜(k +N |k) ]′
are calculated as a function of the predicted outputs:
Z˜ =Φz˜xz(k + 1|k) + Γz˜Zˆ. (18)
Combining (15) and (18) yields
Z˜ =Φz˜xz(k + 1|k) + Γz˜
(
Φ(γ)x1 + Γ(γ)Uˆ + Γd(γ)Dˆ
)
.
(19)
5) Cost function: The cost function Ψ(k) is the sum of a
quadratic cost on the difference between the filtered predicted
outputs and the set points Ψz˜(k) and a quadratic cost on the
filtered predicted inputs Ψu˜(k):
Ψ(k) =
N∑
i=1
‖z˜(k + i|k)− r(k + i|k)‖2Qz˜
+
N∑
i=1
‖u˜(k + i|k)‖2Qu˜ (20)
or, in the matrix form
Ψ(k) =
1
2
(
Z˜ −R
)′
Qz˜
(
Z˜ −R
)
+
1
2
U˜ ′Qu˜U˜ . (21)
Qz˜ = IN ⊗Qz˜ and Qu˜ = IN ⊗Qu˜, assuming constant costs
on the filtered inputs Qu˜ and on the filetred output Qz˜ along
the horizon length. ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
Combining (17), (19) and (21):
Ψ(k) ≡1
2
Uˆ ′ (Hz˜(γ) +Hu˜) Uˆ + g(γ)′Uˆ (22)
with
g(γ) :=Mz˜,R(γ)R+Mz˜,D(γ)Dˆ +Mz˜,x1(γ)x1
+Mz˜,xz˜ (γ)xz(k + 1|k) +Mu˜,xu˜xu(k + 1|k) (23)
and
Hz˜(γ) :=Γ
′(γ)Γ′z˜Qz˜Γz˜Γ(γ)
Hu˜ :=Γ
′
u˜Qu˜Γu˜
Mz˜,R(γ) :=− Γ′(γ)Γ′z˜Qz˜
Mz˜,D(γ) :=Γ
′(γ)Γ′z˜Qz˜Γz˜Γd(γ)
Mz˜,x1(γ) :=Γ
′(γ)Γ′z˜Qz˜Γz˜Φ(γ)
Mz˜,xz˜ (γ) :=Γ
′(γ)Γ′z˜Qz˜Φz˜
Mu˜,xu˜ :=Γ
′
u˜Q′u˜Φu˜.
The sign ≡ denotes that the terms independent of Uˆ have
been removed from the equation. Those terms are irrelevant
when it comes to finding the minimum of the cost function
Ψ(k).
The matrices Hz˜(γ), Hu˜, Mz˜,R(γ), Mz˜,D(γ), Mz˜,x1(γ),
Mz˜,xz˜ (γ) and Mu˜,xu˜ are all calculated offline, for several
mean free wind speeds γ. Finding the minimum of the cost
function (21) is a quadratic program of dimension N , similar
to the one for conventional linear model predictive control.
The only additional operations to carry out at each time
step are the matrix multiplications Mz˜,xz˜ (γ)xz(k + 1|k) and
Mu˜,xu˜xu(k + 1|k).
6) Results: In order to evaluate the different cost functions
presented in this paper, a 10 minute simulation of a below
rated normal production load case is run with the different
frequency-weighted model predictive control cost functions
presented in this paper. Comparing the spectral densities of
the blade root flap moment and the trailing edge flap angle
gives an estimate of the performance of the controller. A more
rigorous way to evaluate the performance of the controller is
nevertheless to calculate the blade root flapwise fatigue loads
by the use of the rainflow counting method and the Wo¨hler
curve of the material. The trailing edge flap travel distance
and the mean power production are calculated as well.
Fig. 7 shows the spectral densities of the blade root flap
moment and the trailing edge flap angle, for the baseline case
and for the cases where the flaps are actuated with the MPC
previously described, with the use of low-order (second order)
and high-order (eighth order) filters. Both controllers reduce
significantly the amplitude of the 1P, 2P and 3P loads. But the
use of high-order filters in the cost function shows an increase
of the loads at frequencies between 4 and 4.5P. This is the
consequence of the introduction by the output filters in the cost
function of too large time lags in the system. The time lag of
the output filter at such frequencies is around -130 degrees. As
a consequence, the blade root fatigue loads are only reduced
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Fig. 7. Flapwise blade root moment spectral density (top) and trailing edge
flap angle spectral density (bottom) of a 10 minute simulation. MPC with
costs on filtered inputs and outputs is used to control the trailing edge flaps.
The use of high order filters in the cost function results in an increase of the
flapwsie blade root loads at frequencies between 4 and 4.5P.
by 0.8% when high-order filters are used, whereas they are
reduced by 6.2% with the low-order filters. The extra use of
the trailing edge flaps at the 4P frequency increases the trailing
edge flap travel distance by 77.7%, compared to the simulation
with the low order filters.
B. Costs on zero-phase filtered inputs and outputs
1) Motivation: Filters introduce time lags in the cost func-
tion, which reduces the performance of the controller with
filters, and which forbids the use of high order filters. Such
high-order filters could nevertheless be useful in order to be
able to separate sharply the targeted frequencies, and avoid the
unwished excitation of some frequencies. Forward-backward
filters, which consists in filtering the data forward, and then
filtering the filtered data backwards, are zero-phase filters.
Implementation of such a method in a MPC cost function
is possible because of the finite horizon length used in MPC.
Special attention is put on the filter initial conditions in order
to minimise transients.
2) Zero-phase filtered predicted inputs: At each time step
k, the zero-phase filtering is run on a set of data which includes
the measured inputs in the past Um (NU,m samples), and the
predicted inputs within the horizon length Uˆ (N samples).
Gustafsson’s method to minimise startup and ending transient
implies reflecting the first Nu,r samples of Um and the last
Nu,r samples of Uˆ [34]. The zero-phase filtering is then
applied to the inputs vector Ua :=
[
Um,r Um Uˆ Uˆr
]′
,
with Um,r and Uˆr being respectively the first Nu,r reflected
samples of Um and the last Nu,r reflected samples of Uˆ . The
size of the vector Ua is NUa = nu(NU,m +N + 2Nu,r).
In this section, the system (A˜,B˜,C˜,D˜) denotes the inputs
filter. The right arrow −→ is applied to variables refering to
the forward filtering, the left arrow ←− to variables refering
to backward filtering and the left-right arrow ←→ to variables
refering to forward-backward filtering.
The vector Ua is first filtered forward. The filtered vector−→
Ua is a function of the non filtered vector Ua and the initial
states of the filter −−→xu,1.
−→
Ua :=
−→
ΓuUa +
−→
Φu
−−→xu,1 (24)
where
−→
Γu :=

D˜ 0 0 . . . 0
C˜B˜ D˜ 0 . . . 0
C˜A˜B˜ C˜B˜ D˜ 0 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
C˜A˜NUa−2B˜ . . . C˜A˜B˜ C˜B˜ D˜
 (25)
−→
Φu :=

C˜
C˜A˜
...
C˜A˜NUa−1
 . (26)
(24) is split into two parts: one related to the measured
inputs Um,r and Um, and one related to the predicted inputs
Uˆ and Uˆr:
−−→
Um,r−→
Um−→ˆ
U−→ˆ
Ur
 =
[ −−−→
Γu,11 [0]−−−→
Γu,21
−−−→
Γu,22
]
Um,r
Um
Uˆ
Uˆr
+
[ −−→
φu,1−−→
φu,2
]
−−→xu,1.
(27)
The vector −→Ua is then filtered backwards in order to get the
zero-phase filtered inputs vector ←→Ua .
←→
Ua :=
−→
Γu
′−→Ua +←−Φu←−−xu,1 (28)
with
←−
Φu :=

C˜A˜NUa−1
C˜A˜NUa−2
...
C˜
 . (29)
In order to minimise startup and ending transients, −−→xu,1 and←−−xu,1 are calculated as a function of Ua(1), first sample of the
Ua vector, and
−→
Ua(NUa), last sample of
−→
Ua.
−−→xu,1 =zuUa(1) (30)
←−−xu,1 =zu−→Ua(NUa). (31)
zu is a vector which is a function of the inputs filter only [34],
and is calculated offline. The last sample of −→Ua is calculated
as:
−→
Ua(NUa) =
[ −−−−→
Γu,21,e
−−−−→
Γu,22,e
]
Um,r
Um
Uˆ
Uˆr
+−−−→φu,2,e−−→xu,1
(32)
where −−−−→Γu,21,e, −−−−→Γu,22,e and −−−→φu,2,e are respectively the nu last
lines of
−−−→
Γu,21,
−−−→
Γu,22 and
−−→
φu,2.
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The matrices I←→u ,0, I←→u ,1, I←→u ,r, and I←→u ,m,r are defined as
←→ˆ
U =
[
IN ⊗ Inu [0]
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
I←→u ,0
 ←→ˆU←→ˆ
Ur
 (33)
Ua(1) =
[
Inu [0]
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
I←→u ,1
[
Um,r
Um
]
(34)
[
Uˆ
Uˆr
]
=

Inu
Inu
. . .
Inu
−Inu 2Inu
−Inu 2Inu
. .
. ...

︸ ︷︷ ︸
I←→u ,r
Uˆ (35)
[
Um,r
Um
]
=I←→u ,m,rUm. (36)
Finally, the predicted zero-phase filtered inputs are function
only of the measured inputs Um and the predicted inputs Uˆ :
←→ˆ
U =∆
←→ˆ
U
Uˆ
Uˆ +∆
←→ˆ
U
UmUm (37)
with
∆
←→ˆ
U
Uˆ
:=I←→u ,0
[−−−→
Γu,22
′−−−→Γu,22 +←−−φu,2zu−−−−→Γu,22,e
]
I←→u ,r (38)
∆
←→ˆ
U
Um :=I←→u ,0
[−−−→
Γu,22
′
(−−−→
Γu,21 +
−−→
φu,2zuI←→u ,1
)
+
←−−
φu,2zu
(−−−−→
Γu,21,e +
−−−→
φu,2,ezuI←→u ,1
)]
I←→u ,m,r.
(39)
3) Zero-phase filtered predicted outputs: The zero-phase
filtered predicted outputs←→Z are derived with the same method
as for the zero-phase filtered inputs.
←→
Z :=∆
←→
Z
Zˆ
Zˆ +∆
←→
Z
ZmZm (40)
with
∆
←→
Z
Zˆ
:=I←→z ,0
[−−−→
Γz,22
′−−−→Γz,22 +←−−φz,2zz−−−−→Γz,22,e
]
I←→z ,r (41)
∆
←→
Z
Zm :=I←→z ,0
[−−−→
Γz,22
′
(−−−→
Γz,21 +
−−→
φz,2zzI←→z ,1
)
+
←−−
φz,2zz
(−−−−→
Γz,21,e +
−−−→
φz,2,ezzI←→z ,1
)]
I←→z ,m,r.
(42)
Combining (15) and (40) yields
←→
Z =∆
←→
Z
ZmZm +∆
←→
Z
Zˆ
Φ(γ)x1 +∆
←→
Z
Zˆ
Γd(γ)Dˆ +∆
←→
Z
Zˆ
Γ(γ)Uˆ .
(43)
4) Cost function: The new cost function Ψ(k) including
costs only on zero-phase filtered inputs and outputs is
Ψ(k) :=
N∑
i=1
‖←→z (k + i|k)− r(k + i|k)‖2Q←→z
+
N∑
i=1
‖←→u (k + i|k)‖2Q←→u (44)
or, in the matrix form,
Ψ(k) =
1
2
(←→
Z −R
)′
Q←→z
(←→
Z −R
)
+
1
2
←→
U ′Q←→u
←→
U . (45)
Q←→z := IN ⊗Q←→z and Q←→u := IN ⊗Q←→u , assuming constant
costs on the filtered inputs Q←→u and on the filetred output Q←→z
along the horizon length.
Combining (37), (43) and (45) leads to the cost function
Ψ(k) ≡1
2
Uˆ ′
(
H←→
Z
(γ) +H←→
U
)
Uˆ + g(γ)′Uˆ (46)
with
g(γ) :=M←→z ,Zm(γ)Zm +M←→z ,x1(γ)x1 +M←→z ,D(γ)Dˆ
+M←→z ,R(γ)R+M←→u ,UmUm (47)
and
H←→
Z
(γ) :=Γ′(γ)∆
←→
Z ′
Zˆ
Q←→z ∆
←→
Z
Zˆ
Γ(γ) (48a)
H←→
U
:=∆
←→ˆ
U ′
Uˆ
Q←→u ∆
←→ˆ
U
Uˆ
(48b)
M←→z ,Zm(γ) :=Γ
′(γ)∆
←→
Z ′
Zˆ
Q←→z ∆
←→
Z
Zm (48c)
M←→z ,x1(γ) :=Γ
′(γ)∆
←→
Z ′
Zˆ
Q←→z ∆
←→
Z
Zˆ
Φ(γ) (48d)
M←→z ,D(γ) :=Γ
′(γ)∆
←→
Z ′
Zˆ
Q←→z ∆
←→
Z
Zˆ
Γd(γ) (48e)
M←→z ,R(γ) :=Γ
′(γ)∆
←→
Z ′
Zˆ
Q←→z (48f)
M←→u ,Um :=∆
←→ˆ
U ′
Uˆ
Q←→u ∆
←→ˆ
U
Um . (48g)
5) Results: Fig. 8 shows the performance of the MPC with
high order filters as described in section VI-B and the MPC
with zero-phase high order filters as described in this section.
The same filters are used in both cases. The introduction of
zero-phase filtering prevents the load increase at 4P which was
seen with the MPC with conventional filters, without reducing
the performance at frequencies 1P, 2P and 3P. The use of zero-
phase filters also reduced the actuation of the flaps at very
low frequencies (below 0.5P), which is important for fatigue
load reduction: keeping the flaps at a 0 degree average gives
them maximum amplitude to reduce the 1P load, at each rotor
rotation.
As a consequence, the fatigue load reduction with zero-
phase filters is of 4.5%, versus 0.8% with conventional filters.
The trailing edge flaps travel distance remains very high (76%
higher than when low-order conventional filters are used).
Increasing the costs on the zero-phase filtered outputs is thus
possible, without leading to a load increase at high frequencies.
This leads to an increase in the 1P load reduction, but also to
an increase in the trailing edge flap travel distance at the 1P
frequency. Trailing edge flaps activity at frequencies above 5P
is also increased slightly.
C. Costs on the amplitude of the Fourrier transform of the
inputs and outputs
1) Motivation: Costs on zero-phase filtered inputs and
outputs allows the use of high-order filters, without being
affected by the large time lags introduced bu those filters.
Having costs on the amplitude of the Fourrier transform of
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Fig. 8. Flapwise blade root moment spectral density (top) and trailing edge
flap angle spectral density (bottom) of a 10 minute simulation. MPC with
costs on high-order filtered inputs and outputs (thick dashed line) and on
zero-phase high-order filtered inputs and outputs (thin grey line) are used to
control the trailing edge flaps.
the inputs and the outputs is an even more flexible way to
distribute weights on the different frequencies.
In order to simplify the equations and the notation, a single
input single output system is considered in this section. But
the method can be extrapolated to multiple inputs multiple
outputs sytems.
2) Matrix form of the Fourier transform: The Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) coefficients of a signal x0, . . . , xN−1
are
Xk :=
N−1∑
n=0
xne
−i2pik nN , k = 0, . . . , N-1. (49)
In a matrix form, X0...
XN−1
 =F
 x0...
xN−1
 (50)
with Fkn := e(−i2pik nN ) being the (k, n) element of the F
matrix.
The cost is distributed on the amplitude of the Fourrier
transforms ‖Xk‖2 = XkXk, where Xk is the complex
conjugate of Xk.
3) Cost on the amplitude of the DFT of the inputs: The
DFT is applied to the vector U =
[
Um
Uˆ
]
, where Um is the
vector of measured inputs in the past, and Uˆ the vector of
predicted inputs. The cost ΨUfft(k) of the amplitudes of the
DFT of the inputs is
ΨUfft(k) =
1
2
(FU)′QU (FU) (51)
=
1
2
U ′F ′QUFU . (52)
Notice that the cost is no longer in the time domain, but in the
frequency domain. QU is the matrix of weights on the different
frequencies of the Fourier transform. QU (f, f) is the cost on
the amplitude of the input with a frequency of (f − 1) fsNU ,
where fs is the sampling frequency of the controller, and NU
is the size of the vector U .
The matrix F ′QUF is complex symmetric with real diag-
onal. So
ΨUfft(k) :=
1
2
U ′<UU (53)
where <U is the real part of F ′QUF .
ΨUfft(k) =
1
2
[
Um
Uˆ
]′ [ <U11 <U12
<′U12 <U22
] [
Um
Uˆ
]
(54)
≡1
2
Uˆ ′<U22Uˆ +
[<′U12Um]′ Uˆ . (55)
4) Cost on the amplitude of the DFT of the outputs: With
the same method and notations, the cost on the amplitude of
the DFT of the outputs is
ΨZfft(k) ≡
1
2
Zˆ ′<Z22Zˆ +
[<′Z12Zm]′ Zˆ. (56)
Combining (15) and (56) yields
ΨZfft(k) ≡
1
2
Zˆ ′<Z22Zˆ +
[<′Z12Zm]′ Zˆ (57)
≡1
2
Uˆ ′HZfftUˆ + g(γ)
′Uˆ (58)
with
g(γ) := MZfft,x1(γ)x1 +MZfft,Dˆ(γ)Dˆ +MZfft,Zm(γ)Zm
(59)
and
MZfft,x1(γ) :=Γ
′(γ)<Z22Φ(γ) (60a)
MZfft,Dˆ(γ) :=Γ
′(γ)<Z22ΓD(γ) (60b)
MZfft,Zm(γ) :=Γ
′(γ)<′Z12 . (60c)
5) Results: The use of costs on the amplitude of the DFT
coefficients of the inputs and the outputs shows interesting
results (Fig. 9). By penalising the trailing edge flap actuation
below 0.5P and above 4P, it is possible to reduce to almost
0 the use of the trailing edge flap at those frequencies,
without altering the overall performance of the controller. As
shown in Table I, this last controller is the best to reduce
blade root fatigue loads (-7.4%) with a minimum use of the
actuators (24% less than for the controller with costs on low-
order filtered inputs and outputs). Please note that these load
reductions are achieved with a 0.7 m long flap on the 13 m
long V27 blade.
However, the good performance of the MPC with costs on
the amplitude of the DFT coefficients of the inputs and the
outputs comes at a cost: a large horizon length is required.
The frequency step in the DFT of the signals is fsNU , which
means that the size of U has to be large enough so that
the frequency step is significantly smaller than the smallest
frequency of interest (the 1P frequency). And, as the costs
are in the frequency domain, and not in the time domain,
it is important that the U vector includes several periods
of the slowest periodic event (the 1P loads). A large U is
thus required. The U vector is the concatenation of measured
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Fig. 9. Flapwise blade root moment spectral density (top) and trailing edge
flap angle spectral density (bottom) of a 10 minute simulation. MPC with
costs on zero-phase filtered inputs and outputs (thin grey line) and on the
amplitude of the coefficients of the DFT of the inputs and outputs (thick grey
line) are used to control the trailing edge flaps.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE BLADE ROOT LOAD REDUCTION, THE TRAILING EDGE
FLAP TRAVEL DISTANCE AND THE MEAN POWER PRODUCTION FOR THE
FOUR MPC USED IN THIS PAPER. THE LOAD REDUCTION AND THE POWER
LOSS ARE EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE BASELINE CASE,
WHEREAS THE TRAVEL DISTANCE IS RELATIVE TO THE LOW-ORDER
FILTER MPC CASE.
Load Reduction Travel Distance Power
Low-order filter -6.2% ref -0.3%
High-order filter -0.8% +78% -0.4%
Zero-phase filter -4.5% +76% -0.4%
DFT -7.4% -24% -0.4%
inputs and predicted inputs. The horizon length N has to
be large enough so that the predicted inputs represent a fair
proportion of the U vector. All those requirements mean that
such a method works well only with either low sampling
frequencies, or long horizon length, which may not suit real-
time applications.
Table I summarises the load reduction, the trailing edge flap
travel distance and the power loss achieved with each of the
model predictive controllers.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Condition of the experiment
Due to several issues with the test turbine, several sensors
and actuators were not working when the tests started. Only
the outer trailing edge flap was working, which limited the
potential load reduction achievable with the trailing edge flaps.
The pitch position sensor had also failed, making the online
estimation of the mean free wind speed γ impossible. It was
instead estimated from the wind speed measurements made on
the met mast, and adjusted manually from time to time. Load
reduction could however be clearly identified during the tests.
The model predictive control was tested during several
hours, splitted in several days with different wind conditions.
The protocol chosen was to run tests alternating 2 minutes with
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Fig. 10. Experimental results. Measured flapwise blade root moment spectral
density (top) and trailing edge flap angle spectral density (bottom), when
trailing edge flaps are actuated by the model predictive control (thick line)
and when trailing edge flaps are fixed (thin line).
active trailing edge flaps, and 2 minutes with trailing edge flaps
fixed in their neutral position. It was estimated that running
2 minute time series was long enough to see the impact of
the trailing edge flaps, and short enough to have similar wind
conditions for consecutive tests, and thus be able to compare
the results when flaps are active or not.
Only the model predictive control with costs on zero-phase
filtered inputs and outputs as described in section VI-B was
tested.
B. Results
Here are presented results from a 38 minute test, consisting
in 10 2-minute tests with active trailing edge flaps, alternating
with 9 2-minute tests with trailing edge flaps fixed in their
neutral position, at a wind speed of 10m.s−1.
Fig. 10 shows the power spectral density of the flapwise
blade root moment and of the trailing edge flap measured
position, for the tests when trailing edge flaps were controlled
and when they were fixed in their neutral position. Each
power spectral density is the average of all the power spectral
densities of each 2-minute time series, when flaps are either
active of fixed. Those power spectral densities show a clear
reduction of the loads at the 1P and 2P frequencies, and an
actuation of the trailing edge flaps at the same frequencies, and
almost only at those frequencies. Fig. 11 shows a short time
series of the blade root flapwise moment, and of the trailing
edge flap target signal. The target signal to the TEF low-level
controller is a smooth signal, without noise or high frequencies
targets which would be unefficient from a load response point
of view, and which would damage the actuators. Such a result
is achieved without adding any low-pass or bandpass filters on
the strain gauge signals or before sending the trailing edge flap
target to the TEF low level controller, but just by the use of
high-order zero-phase filters in the cost function of the model
predictive control, and of the adequately tuned Kalman filter.
The vertical dashed lines in Fig. 11 show points where
the reference input (trailing edge flap target) derivative is
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Fig. 11. Experimental results. Time series of the flapwise blade root moment
(top) and of the trailing edge flap target (bottom) when the trailing edge flap
is controlled by the model predictive control. The vertical dashed lines show
points where the trailing edge flap target derivative is 0.
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Fig. 12. Experimental results. Normalised flapwise blade root equivalent
fatigue loads of the 19 2 minute time series.
0. They show that, most of the time, the trailing edge flap
target reacts ahead of time. For example, the trailing edge
flap target starts decreasing a few time steps before the actual
blade root moment reaches its minimum, making the controller
more efficient. This is due to the prediction of the 1P and 2P
disturbance states in the model predictive control.
In terms of fatigue load, an average reduction of -13.8%
of the flapwise blade root fatigue loads is measured. Blade
equivalent fatigue loads are very sensitive to single events
with high amplitude, like a wind gust or a large wind shear,
which would make the comparison between the time series
difficult. Nevertheless, plotting the equivalent flapwise blade
root fatigue load for each of the 2 minute-time series shows
that the model predictive control consistently reduce the blade
root loads (Fig. 12).
Fig. 13 shows the time series of, from top to bottom, the
blade root flapwise moment, the 1P disturbance state, the 2P
disturbance state, the quasi-steady disturbance state and the
controller input reference. All the data are normalised, except
for the disturbance states. The 1P and 2P disturbance states are
meant to capture the 1P and 2P components of the wind speed
seen by the rotating blade. Fig. 13 shows that the 1P and the 2P
content of the blade root flapwise moment are translated into
respectively the 1P and the 2P disturbance states. Those 1P
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Fig. 13. Experimental results. Time series of, from top to bottom, the
normalised flapwise blade root moment, the 1P and 2P disturbance states,
the quasi-steady disturbance state and the controller input reference. those
time series are recorded when the model predictive control is run on the V27
wind turbine.
and 2P measured disturbance states are signals with a clear 1P
and 2P frequency, and which phase and amplitude is linked to
the measured blade root flapwise moment. The quasi-steady
state purpose is to capture any mismatch between the real
wind turbine, and the model of the blade aggregated with
the 1P and 2P disturbances. Between the third and the fourth
rotation, it can be noticed that the quasi-steady state captures
some 3P signals because there were no 3P disturbance state
in this model. The trailing edge flap target is based on what
is captured by the design model: the blade states and the 1P
and 2P disturbances.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper showed the results from a full-scale test of
trailing edge flaps on the Vestas V27 wind turbine. Even
thought only 5% of the blade span was covered with a working
trailing edge flap, clear load reduction could be observed.
13.8% flapwise blade root fatigue load reduction was achieved
on a 38 minute test. The study of the flapwise blade root
moment spectral densities shows a clear reduction of the 1P
and 2P loads.
The trailing edge flap controller tested on the demonstrator
turbine was a frequency-weighted model predictive control
with costs on zero-phase filtered flapwise blade root moment
and trailing egde flap deflection. Simulations showed that the
use of conventional high-order filters in the cost function could
introduce large time lags in the system, resulting in an increase
of the blade root loads. This loads increase does not happen
when zero-phase filters are used, or when the costs are applied
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to the amplitude of the Fourier coefficients of the system inputs
and outputs.
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Trailing edge flaps impact on fatigue and extreme
loads in power production.
Damien Castaignet, Thomas Buhl, Niels K. Poulsen and Jens Jakob Wedel-Heinen
Abstract— A Model Predictive Control is de-
signed to alleviate fatigue loads with trailing
edge flaps. The controller is run on a generic
multi-megawatt wind turbine, for all the power
production load cases as defined in the IEC
61400-1, ed3 standards. The robustness of the
controller with respect to the first blade eigen-
frequency and the trailing edge flap efficiency
is verified.
Fatigue loads are decreased in the main
components of the turbine. Blade root flapwise
fatigue loads, which are the only ones explicitely
targeted by the controller, are reduced by 22.8%.
The main bearing and the tower also benefit
largely from the trailing edge flaps: 32% fatigue
load reduction in the main bearing tilt and yaw
moments, and 23% at the tower/nacelle inter-
face. Extreme loads during normal production
are also decreased, but in a smaller proportion:
only 7% are reached at the blade root, and be-
tween 5% and 10% at the main bearing. Extreme
loads happening during load cases others than
normal production have not been taken into
account, and would modify those results.
Simulations of the normal production load
cases showed two major drawbacks: the annual
energy production of the turbine is decreased,
and the travel distance of the flaps reach several
billion degrees over 20 years. This is a reliability
challenge for such actuators. Trailing edge flaps
can be economically viable for wind turbine
manufacturers only if those issues are solved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Trailing edge flaps (TEF), microtabs and
other local aerodynamic control surfaces have
been extensively studied in order to achieve
blade fatigue loads reduction [1]–[7]. Depend-
ing on the actuator size, deflection and speed,
up to 60% decrease in blade root flapwise
fatigue loads were achieved on simulations.
Load reduction at the blade root induces
fatigue load reduction in other wind turbine
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components like the tower and the main shaft
[3]. Berg and al. initial studies on a 1.5MW
gearbox model showed that gearbox fatigue
loads could be reduced by the use of ”active
aero load control” [8].
The ultimate goal of using smart rotors is
to be able to reduce the cost of energy. Wind
turbines are now optimised for both fatigue
and extreme loads according to IEC standards
[9]. A significant reduction of the cost of wind
energy can be achieved with smart rotors only
if they are able to tackle both fatigue and
extreme loads.
Lackner and al. [10] started investigating the
use of smart rotors to reduce extreme loads.
The authors use a controller designed for fa-
tigue load reduction, and test it during simple
step function in wind speeds, both locally and
globally.
In this paper, all the power production load
cases of the IEC 61400-1, ed 3 standards
are run with a generic megawatt wind turbine
equipped with trailing edge flaps. The trailing
edge flaps controller is designed explicitly for
blade root flapwise fatigue loads only. But both
fatigue and extreme loads in the blades, the
main bearing and the tower, as well as the
power production, are studied.
II. SYSTEM / SETUP
A. Turbine
Simulations are run with the model of a
generic multi-megawatt turbine. The turbine
is an upwind, pitch controlled, variable-speed,
three bladed, horizontal-axis turbine. One sin-
gle trailing edge flap is mounted on each of
the 3 blades, towards the tip of the blade. The
original pitch controller is unchanged, there
is no communication between the pitch con-
troller and the trailing edge flaps controller. The
only sensors available to the trailing edge flap
controller are the flapwise blade root moment
of each blade, and an estimated mean wind
speed used for gain scheduling of the con-
troller.
TABLE I
Simulated load cases, based on the IEC
61400-1, ed3 standards [9]
1.1 Power production (fatigue analysis)
1.2 Power production (ultimate strength
analysis)
1.3 Power production with extreme turbu-
lence model (ultimate strength analysis)
1.4 Power production with extreme coher-
ent gust with direction change (ultimate
strength analysis)
1.5 Power production with extreme wind
shear (ultimate strength analysis)
2.1 Power production plus occurence of
fault (ultimate strength analysis)2.22.3
B. Load cases
Simulations are run for load cases based on
the IEC 61400, ed3 standards [9]. Load cases
related to idling and parked conditions are not
run as no trailing edge flaps controllers were
designed for this purpose. Table I summarises
the load cases simulated to calculate the fa-
tigue and the extreme loads in this paper.
Fatigue loads over 20 years are calculated
for all relevant components: blades, main bear-
ing and tower (Table II). The rainflow counting
method counts the number of cycles Ni at
a given stress range σi the material is going
throught. The Wo¨hler curve enables to calcu-
late an equivalent stress range σeq which is
representative of the damage of the material
after 20 years:
σeq =
∑
i
σi
(
Ni
Neq
)1/m
(1)
The damage resulting from the Ni cycles at the
stress ranges σi is equivalent to Neq cycles at
a stress range σeq. m is a constant specific to
the material.
Extreme loads over 20 years are calculated
for the same components. A safety factor as
described in the standards is used.
C. Simulation code
Numerical analysis is carried out with the
aeroelastic code Flex5, developed by DTU Me-
chanical Engineering. It is a state-of-the art
Blade Element Momentum code based on the
modal approach. Both blades and tower are
flexible, modeled by as many mode shapes
as required. It has all the usual engineering
models used in the wind turbine simulation
tools, such as Prandtl-Glauert tip correction,
dynamic wake model, turbulent wind, oblique
TABLE II
Investigated loads: fatigue and extreme loads
in the blade, the main bearing and the tower
are investigated.
Mx0, My0 Blade root flapwise (Mx0) and edge-
wise (My0) moment
Mx3/4, My3/4 Blade flapwise (Mx3/4) and edge-
wise (My3/4) moments, at a radius
of 3/4 the blade length
MxMB Main bearing tilt moment
MzMB Main bearing yaw moment
MyMB Main bearing driving moment
MxTT Tilt moment at the tower/nacelle in-
terface
MzTT Yaw moment at the tower/nacelle
interface
MbT Equivalent tower moment at founda-
tion level
inflow model etc. The dynamic stall model
originally coded in Flex5 works only for rigid
blade sections [11]. The implementation of the
trailing edge flaps aerodynamics in Flex5 is
based on the model by Andersen et al. [12].
III. CONTROLLER
A. Design model
The controller used in this paper is a linear
model predictive control. The design model is
based on the non-linear aero-elastic model of
a wind turbine developed at DTU Mechani-
cal Engineering and implemented in the aero-
elastic code Flex [13]. This non-linear model is
simplified and linearised. The number of states
in the design model and the potentiality of
running the controller in real-time on a wind
turbine is an issue.
The blade structure is modeled by its first
flap mode: the flapwise and edgewise deflec-
tions of the blade section x at time t, respec-
tively uz(x, t) and uy(x, t), are
uz(x, t) =g(t)u
1
z(x)
uy(x, t) =g(t)u
1
y(x)
u1z(x) and u1y(x) are respectively the flapwise
and edgewise deflection of the blade section
x under the first flapwise mode shape. g(t) is
the generalised coordinate associated to this
mode shape.
The generalised force and the blade root flap
moment Mf are derived as a linear function
of the states g and g˙, the rotor speed ω, the
pitch angle ϕ, the trailing edge flap angle β
and the mean wind speed V [14]. An input
disturbance state di is added to deal with the
difference between the design model and the
real turbine, and a predictive Kalman filter is
used to estimate the states.
For each of the blades, the design model is
written in the state-space form:
x˙ =Ax+ Bu+Gd
y =Cx (2)
z =Cmx
where the state vector x is
x =
 g˜˙˜g
di
 (3)
the input vector u is
u =β˜ (4)
the disturbance vector d is
d =
(
ϕ˜
) (5)
the output vector y is
y =
(
M˜f
)
(6)
the measurement vector z is
z =
(
M˜f
)
(7)
The upperscript ˜ on a variable indicates the
difference between the given variable and its
steady-state value.
B. Model Predictive Control
The model predictive control designed in this
paper targets only the fatigue loads: σeq (equa-
tion 1) has to be as small as possible. The m
constant of glass fibers is around 10-12. So
the stress range σi has a higher impact on the
damage than the cycles number Ni: the flap
controller should focus on the high amplitude
loads. Loads with a very low frequency, below
1P, should not be targeted: they are the con-
sequence of mean wind speed fluctuation, and
reducing their amplitude would result in high
power loss. Loads with higher frequencies,
above 3P, do not contribute much to the blade
damage because of their low amplitude. They
would moreover be hard to reduce as they are
mainly due to the stochastic turbulence part
of the wind which is very hard to predict, and
because the non steady aerodynamics which
are not modeled in the design model become
more important.
The model predictive controller is then de-
signed to target the loads which have a fre-
quency between 1P and 3P. The cost function
minimised by the model predictive control is
not a function of the blade root flap moment
(Mf ), but a bandpass filtered blade root flap
moment (y˘) [14].
A cost is also added on a high-pass filtered
trailing edge flap angle u˘ in order to penalise
the use of the flaps at high frequencies, where
they will be inefficient and they would be worn
down quickly.
Finally a cost on the trailing edge flap po-
sition ensures that the flap mean position is
close to 0.
The cost function, over Nhor horizon steps,
is:
φ =
Nhor∑
i=1
||y˘i||2Wy˘ +
Nhor∑
i=1
||ui||2Wu +
Nhor∑
i=1
||u˘i||2Wu˘
(8)
where ||y˘i||2Wy˘ = y˘Ti Wy˘ y˘i. Wy˘, Wu and Wu˘ are
the weight factors on respectively the band-
pass filtered blade root flap moment (y˘), the
trailing edge flap deflection (u) and the high
pass filtered trailing edge flap deflection (u˘).
Hard constraints are added on the trailing
edge flap deflection and deflection rate. No
hard or soft constraints are added on the
states: extreme loads and tower clearance are
not targeted by this controller.
IV. RESULTS
Simulations are run to check the perfor-
mance of the controller, its robustness with
respect to the blade eigenfrequencies and the
trailing edge flap efficiency, and the potential
benefits of having trailing edge flaps assuming
that flaps would make the blade 10% heavier.
For this purpose, the following wind turbines
are modeled:
− WT0 the baseline wind turbine
− WT-5 with a blade mass decreased by 5%
− WT+5 with a blade mass increased by
5%
− WT+10 with a blade mass increased by
10%
Three different controller configurations are
tested:
− MPC0 the baseline model predictive con-
troller
− MPC+ where the trailing edge flap effi-
ciency is overestimated by 50%
− MPC- where the trailing edge flap effi-
ciency is underestimated by 50%
The trailing edge flap efficiency is explained in
section IV-B.2.
A. Baseline
Loads on the baseline turbine WT0 without
trailing edge flaps are compared with loads
on the same turbine with the baseline control
MPC0 (Table III).
An overall reduction of 23% on the flapwise
blade root fatigue loads is achieved. They are
the only loads targeted directly by the con-
troller, but other loads also benefit from the
trailing edge flap controller. The extreme flap
moment is reduced by 7%.
Blade root edgewise loads were expected
to increase due to the increase of drag. But
both fatigue and extreme blade root edgewise
loads are actually decreased. Most of the load
reduction happens at a frequency close to the
eigenfrequency of a wind turbine mode which
combines flapwise and edgewise blade modes.
The reduction in flapwise blade mode is high
enough to lead to a reduction in edgewise
blade root moment as well, despite the drag
increase due to the trailing edge flap actuation.
The main bearing also benefits from the
trailing edge flap controller: the yaw and tilt fa-
tigue loads are decreased by more than 30%,
whereas their extreme loads are decreased
by 5 to 10%. This load reduction in the main
bearing transfers to the tower, where fatigue
loads are reduced by 10 to 25%, and extreme
loads by 5 to 15%.
The fatigue load reduction obtained with the
trailing edge flap configuration of this paper is
similar to the one obtained by Larsen and al.
[15] with Individual Pitch Control.
However, two loads are increased: the main
bearing driving moment and the flapwise and
edgewise moments towards the tip of the
blade. The load incease occurs at frequencies
above the 3P frequency. Part of the load in-
crease is due to the excitation of the blade
second flap mode. This mode can not be
targeted by the model predictive control as
it’s not part of the design model. It could be
added to the design model, but an extra strain
gauge would be necessary so that the system
remains observable. Several independent flaps
along the blade would also help damping the
blade second flap mode.
Several studies had shown that trailing edge
flaps efficiently reduce fatigue loads in the
turbine [2]–[4], [16]. Running the load cases
defined in the IEC standards showed that
extreme loads also benefit from the trailing
edge flaps, even if the controller is designed
to reduce blade fatigue loads only. The ex-
treme load reduction is nevertheless signifi-
TABLE III
Baseline test: fatigue and extreme load
reduction due to the trailing edge flaps.
Sensor Fatigue Extreme
[%] [%]
Blade
Mx0 (flap) -22.8 -6.8
My0 (edge) -3.0 -4.0
Mx3/4 (flap) +2.1 -2.8
My3/4 (edge) +6.9 +6.8
Bearing
MxMB (tilt) -32.1 -11.0
MzMB (yaw) -32.2 -4.7
MyMB (driving) +0.7 +2.2
Tower
MxTT (tilt,top) -23.0 -6.9
MzTT (yaw,top) -24.4 -10.2
MbT (bottom) -11.7 -17.5
cantly lower than the fatigue load reduction.
Trailing edge flaps will be implemented by
wind turbine manufacturers only if they allow
a cost of energy reduction. Whether the load
reduction achieved with this controller allows
a potential saving on the component manufac-
turing depends on each turbine specifications,
and on the design criteria for each component:
fatigue and/or extreme loads. Assuming that
the design criteron of the modeled blade is the
extreme loads, then such a controller would not
result in a significant cost of energy reduction.
And the high fatigue load reduction achieved
would not result in significant cost of energy
reduction. Having specific controllers to target
the extreme loads would probably enable a
higher impact of the trailing edge flaps on the
extreme loads.
B. Robustness
The performance of the controller depends
highly on its tuning and on the design model
used. A bad tuning of the Kalman filter for
example may result in very high loads [14]. It is
thus important to check the robustness of the
control, and to make sure that its performance
is not affected by the differences between the
controller design model and the real turbine.
Two important blade parameters which may
be wrongly estimated are the blade first flap-
wise eigenfrequency and the trailing edge flap
efficiency.
1) Blade eigenfrequencies: The eigenfre-
quencies of the real blade may differ from
the ones used in the controller design model.
The robustness of the controller towards this
parameter is checked by running the base-
line controller MPC0 with wind turbine models
where the blade mass has been increased
(WT+5) and decreased (WT-5) by 5%. The
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Fig. 1. Robustness with respect to the blade
mass. Comparison of the fatigue load reduc-
tion when the wind turbine blades have the
same mass as in the design model (red) or
are 5% heavier (green) or 5% lighter (blue).
first flapwise eigenfrequencies of the blade
are respectively 2.4% higher and 2.6% lower
than the eigenfrequency of the baseline tur-
bine. Loads are compared to the loads on
the same turbines with the altered blade mass
(WT-5 and WT+5), but without trailing edge
flaps. Fatigue and extreme loads show the
same trend in those both cases as in the
baseline case (Figures 1 and 2). None of the
loads are significantly increased due to the
eigenfrequency modification. The controller is
robust towards an uncertainty on the blade first
flapwise eigenfrequency up to at least +/-5%.
2) TEF efficiency: In the controller design
model, the lift coefficient CL is modeled as a
linear function of the trailing edge flap angle
β. ∂CL∂β is a constant estimated by means of
2D aerodynamic simulations (XFoil, CFD...) or
wind tunnel measurements. Several aspects
which would influence the gradient ∂CL∂β are
not taken into account either by the 2D aero-
dynamic simulations or the wind tunnel mea-
surements: for example, 3D effects around the
flaps or deformation of the trailing edge flaps
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Fig. 2. Robustness with respect to the blade
mass. Comparison of the extreme load reduc-
tion when the wind turbine blades have the
same mass as in the design model (red) or
are 5% heavier (green) or 5% lighter (blue).
under aerodynamic loads. An extra parameter,
the trailing edge flap efficiency αTEF is added
in the design model in order to simulate the
difference in the gradient ∂CL∂β between the
design model and the real turbine:(
∂CL
∂β
)
design
= αTEF
(
∂CL
∂β
)
2D
(9)
Simulations are run with a controller de-
signed with αTEF = 1.5 and with αTEF = 0.5,
which means that the controller respectively
overestimates and underestimates the influ-
ence of the trailing edge flap angle on the lift
coefficient. Those loads are compared to the
loads on the baseline turbine, without trailing
edge flaps (Figures 3 and 4).
Overestimating the trailing edge flap
efficiency results in the excitation of a turbine
mode which involves the second flap mode of
the blade. As a consequence, main bearing
driving moment loads increase slightly and
blade loads towards the tip of the blade
increase drastically (more than 50%). On the
contrary, underestimating the trailing edge flap
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Fig. 3. Robustness with respect to the trailing
edge flap efficiency. Comparison of the fatigue
load reduction when the trailing edge flaps ef-
ficiency, in the design model, are the same as
in the simulated turbine (red), overestimated by
50% (blue) or underestimated by 50% (green).
efficiency reduces the controller efficiency, but
it does not lead to any significant load increase.
Even if the specific model predictive con-
trol used in these simulations has not been
designed explicitly to be robust, simulations
showed that the controller performance were
robust towards a +/-2.5% blade eigenfre-
quency uncertainty. The controller perfor-
mance are also preserved in spite of a 50%
underestimation of the trailing edge flap effi-
ciency. But on the contrary, a 50% overestima-
tion of the trailing edge flaps efficiency results
in excessive loads.
C. Load reduction considering a 10% blade
mass increase
One of the benefits from having trailing
edge flaps on a blade would be to decrease
the quantity of reinforcement (glass or car-
bon fibers) used in the blades as fatigue and
extreme loads are decreased. On the other
hand, flaps, actuators, sensors and cables add
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Fig. 4. Robustness with respect to the trail-
ing edge flap efficiency. Comparison of the
extreme load reduction when the trailing edge
flaps efficiency, in the design model, are the
same as in the simulated turbine (red), over-
estimated by 50% (blue) or underestimated by
50% (green).
weigth to the blade. What would happen if the
overall blade mass was increased by 10%?
Results show that the benefits of the trailing
edge flaps on most of the loads are decreased
by a few percent, that the blade edgewise
loads are even increased compared to the
baseline test without trailing edge flaps (Fig-
ures 5 and 6).
The increase of the extreme tilt moment at
the tower/nacelle interface is a logical con-
sequence of the increase of the rotor mass.
The nacelle mass distribution is optimised for
the baseline rotor, and should be modified in
order to fit the new rotor mass. The decrease
in fatigue loads at the tower/nacelle interface
proves that even if the blades are heavier, the
trailing edge flaps still helps reducing the loads
at the tower/nacelle interface.
D. Drawbacks
1) Power: The trailing edge flap controller is
designed only for blade root flapwise load re-
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the fatigue load re-
duction due to the trailing edge flaps on the
baseline turbine (red) and on the turbine where
blades are 10% heavier (blue).
duction. The pitch controller is in charge of the
power regulation. The pitch controller has not
been modified for the turbine with trailing edge
flaps, it is optimised for the turbine without trail-
ing edge flaps. As a consequence, the power
production of the turbine with TEF is up to 6%
lower than for the baseline turbine (Figure 7),
which represents a significant reduction in the
annual energy production of the turbine. The
price of the energy loss is not negligible, it is
estimated to be of the order of magnitude of a
few percent of the price of the turbine. This loss
would be even higher if the energy necessary
to actuate the flaps was taken into account.
However, power loss could be reduced by
designing a common controller for the pitch
system and the trailing edge flaps.
2) TEF activity: The tuning of the controller
is a trade-off between load reduction and the
wear and tear of the trailing edge flap actua-
tors. An estimate of the wear of the actuators
is the total travel distance of the flap D, defined
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the extreme load
reduction due to the trailing edge flaps on the
baseline turbine (red) and on the turbine where
blades are 10% heavier (blue).
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Fig. 7. Power loss as a function of the mean
wind speed.
by
D =
∫ 20 years
0
∣∣∣∣∂β∂t
∣∣∣∣ dt (10)
For the baseline controller, the total travel dis-
tance of the flaps is several billion degrees for a
period of 20 years. Reliability of such actuators
is definitely an issue.
V. CONCLUSION
Simulations show that trailing edge flaps are
efficient to reduce most of the loads, both
fatigue and extreme, in the main components
of the turbine. Edgewise loads and driving
moment loads in the main bearing are nev-
ertheless not benefiting from the trailing edge
flaps as much as the other loads, and may
even be increased. Extreme loads in the nor-
mal production load cases are not reduced as
much as the fatigue loads are. If extreme loads
are the design criterion of some turbine com-
ponents, then the benefits from having trailing
edge flaps will not be as high as if only fatigue
loads are taken into account. Some specific
controllers to tackle extreme loads would then
be necessary.
The load reduction is however achieved at
a cost. With the TEF controller presented in
this paper, which is independent of the pitch
controller, the power production is decreased
by up to 6% at low wind speeds. The energy
necessary to actuate the flaps has not been
taken into account, and should be added to
these energy losses. Designing a common
controller for both the blade pitch and the
trailing edge flaps would reduce the energy
loss though.
A major challenge is the design of the trailing
edge flap actuators: they have to be light, to
have a low power comsumption and to be
reliable. The total travel distance of the flaps
is in the order of magnitude of several billions
degrees over 20 years.
Trailing edge flaps will be economically vi-
able only if the turbine cost reduction due to
the load alleviation is high enough to com-
pensate for the energy loss, the price of the
actuators and their maintenance. Simulations
showed that high fatigue load reduction could
be achieved. Controllers should now be devel-
opped in order to limit the power loss and to
decrease the extreme loads.
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ABSTRACT
Simulations of a multi-megawatt wind turbine with distributed trailing edge flaps are run with the aeroelastic code Flex5
and with several model complexities of the aeroelastic code HAWC2. The performance of the frequency-weighted model
predictive control of trailing edge flaps run with the different simulation models is studied, below, around and above rated
power. The introduction of the blade torsion degree of freedom in HAWC2 reduces the efficiency of the trailing edge
flaps: an increased flap activity and a decreased flapwise blade root fatigue load reduction are observed. The multi-body
modeling of the blades is important around rated power, where the blade deflections are the largest. An unstability, which
does not happen with the single body formulation, is observed with the multi-body modeling of the blades. Running the
controller on different simulation models makes it possible to tune the controller in order to increase the business case
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wind turbines rotor size has increased significantly over the
last years, with most wind turbine manufacturers marketing
turbines with rotor diameters over 100 m. Increasing the
blade span is an effective way to increase the power
production of the turbine, but it comes at the cost of higher
loads on all the turbine components. Higher fatigue and
extreme loads means more material or more expensive
material to design the components, increasing the capital
cost of the wind turbine. Reducing the cyclic loads is one
of the options to keep reducing the cost of wind energy.
Loads in a wind turbine have different sources: wind
conditions, such as wind turbulence or wind shear,
tower shadow, resonance of wind turbine modes, yaw
misalignment of the turbine, emergency shutdowns, grid
loss etc [15]. Some modern wind turbines use cyclic pitch
or individual pitch in order to alleviate some of the loads.
Cyclic pitch, which originates from helicopter control,
consists in pitching the three blades with a 120 degrees
phase shift. It is used to alleviate tilt and yaw loads on the
rotor. In individual pitch control (IPC), each blade can pitch
independently of the two other blades. IPC is the one of the
most advanced active control to alleviate loads in today’s
turbines [12, 13, 27, 34, 24], but its performance is limited
by the relatively slow pitch actuators and by the necessity to
limit pitch actuation in order to preserve the actuators and
the blade bearings. Some passive load controls, like prebent
blades, swept blades [5, 22] or bending/twist-coupled blades
[33, 16], show also promising load reductions.
In order to reduce even further and in a more efficient
way the loads on the rotor, several concepts of “smart”
rotors have been investigated. A “smart” rotor consists
in distributed sensors (accelerometers, strain gauges, Pitot
tubes, pressure tabs etc.) and actuators (trailing edge flaps,
microtabs, boundary layer suction or blowing jets, plasma
actuators etc.) along the blades. A detailed overview of
different “smart” rotor concepts is given in [7].
Trailing edge flaps on turbine blades have been
investigated for several years. CFD simulations [9] and 2D
[8, 14, 10] and 3D [4, 18] aeroelastic simulations confirmed
the high potential of trailing edge flaps to reduce blade root
Copyright c© 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 1
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fatigue loads. Wind tunnel tests on a blade section [6, 38, 2]
as well as on a scaled turbine [37] corroborated the ability
of the trailing edge flaps to reduce loads. At last, a full scale
test was carried out on a Vestas V27 turbine at Risø DTU
[20, 17].
Whereas large loads reductions were achieved with aero-
servo-elastic simulations, there is still a large uncertainty
on the accuracy of the simulation tools and thus on
the load reduction which could be achieved on a real
wind turbine. This is an issue especially for model-
based controls, where the performance of the controller
is directly linked to the accuracy of the design model.
Tuning a controller on a real wind turbine is not an easy
task either, especially when the number of sensors and
actuators increases. It is thus important to test the sensitivity
and the robustness of the trailing edge flaps model-based
controller (frequency-weighted model predictive control)
with respect to alternative simulation models. Simulations
are run with Flex5 and HAWC2, which are two aero-servo-
elastic simulation tools whose aerodynamics and structural
modeling differ considerably.
In the first section of this paper, we briefly describe
the structural and the aerodynamics models implemented
in the simulation tools. In section 3, we compare the
loads calculated by the different simulation models on
the baseline multi-megawatt turbine, without running the
trailing edge flaps controller. In the last section, we study
the sensitivity and the robustness of the trailing edge flaps
controller.
2. FLEX5 AND HAWC2 MODELS
Flex5 and HAWC2 are two aero-servo-elastic codes
for simulation of wind turbines. Flex5 is developed at
the Mechanical department of the Technical University
of Denmark DTU-MEK, Lyngby, Denmark; HAWC2 is
developed at the Wind Energy department of Risø DTU,
National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy, Roskilde,
Denmark.
2.1. Structural models
The structural modeling of the wind turbine components
in HAWC2 and in Flex5 differs: a modal model is used in
Flex5 whereas HAWC2 is based on a nonlinear multibody
finite element model.
2.1.1. Flex5 structural model
In Flex5, a beam is parameterised by its mode shapes.
Assuming a non-uniform Euler-Bernoulli beam along the x
axis, the deflection of the beam section x at time t in the y
and z directions are:
uy(x, t) =
N∑
i=1
gi(t)u
y
i (x), (1)
uz(x, t) =
N∑
i=1
gi(t)u
z
i (x), (2)
where gi(t) is the generalised coordinate associated to the
ith beam eigenmode, uyi (x) and uzi (x) the ith eigenmode
deflection of the beam section x respectively in the y and z
direction, and N is the number of mode shapes taken into
account in the structural model.
The generalised coordinates gi are derived by solving
Newton’s second law Mig¨i + Cig˙i +Kigi = Fi, where
Mi is the generalised mass, Ci the generalised damping,
Ki the generalised stiffness and Fi the generalised force
associated to the ith eigenmode:
Fi(t) =
∫
py(x, t)uyi (x) dx+
∫
pz(x, t)uzi (x) dx.
py(x, t) and pz(x, t) are the loads (aerodynamic, inertial,
gravity etc.) acting on the beam section x, respectively in
the y and z direction.
The tower, the drive train and the blades are modeled
with this modal approach. Figure 1 shows the four first
eigenmodes of a small-size blade. uz is the flapwise
deflection, and uy the edgewise deflection. The first and
third eigenmodes are dominated by flapwise deflections.
Taking into account the first 2 to 6 mode shapes of the tower,
the shaft and the blades is usualy sufficient to represent
accurately the wind turbine dynamic response. The other
eigenmodes have high eigenfrequencies which are hardly
excited, and are thus not required in the wind turbine model.
The Flex5 structural model has the advantage of being fast
to compute because the beams deflections are parameterised
by only a few states. A whole wind turbine simulation
runs around 10 times faster than real-time on a personal
computer.
However, this modeling has known drawbacks: the
absence of a blade torsion degree of freedom, and the
linearity of the beam delfections. The modal modeling does
not include any torsion of the beam. The torsion degree of
freedom of the blades is generaly thought to be important
when simulating wind turbines with trailing edge flaps
because the flaps increase significantly the aerodynamic
moment coefficient of the airfoil, leading to a twist of the
loaded blade. The modal formulation of Flex5 is linear,
so non-linear effects, as for instance couplings of different
modes due to large deflections are not taken into account.
2.1.2. HAWC2 structural model
The structural model in HAWC2 is based on a multi-body
finite element formulation [26].
The wind turbine structure is described by a number of
bodies. Following a floating frame of reference formulation
[35], each body is defined in its local coordinate reference
system, which can translate and rotate with respect to
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Figure 1. Four first eigenmodes of a wind turbine blade, in
flapwise and edgewise directions.
the inertial reference frame. Physical constraints among
the wind turbine components are modeled by algebraic
equations limiting the motion of the corresponding bodies.
Structural deformations are computed inside each body,
with respect to the local reference frame. Deformations are
solved using a finite element approach, where the body
is modeled as a sequence of Timoshenko beam elements,
accounting also for beam shear and torsion effects.
Inside each body, the structural deformations are
computed using a linear formulation, and small deflections
and rotations are assumed. Non-linear effects are modeled
by representing a structural component, e.g. a blade, as a
series of bodies. The (linear) deformation state of the last
element of a body is then passed to the following body by
translating and rotating its local reference frame. The multi-
body formulation allows thus to capture non-linear effects,
as, for instance, the effects of large blade deflections and
coupling of torsion to blade bending.
Three different set-ups of the HAWC2 structural model
are investigated, with an increasing degree of complexity of
the structural model:
1. HAWC2-ST (Stiff in Torsion). The HAWC2 model
is set-up in order to return a structural response that
resembles the most the Flex5 response. Each structural
component is modeled as a single body, thus giving
a linear formulation. The beam properties of the
structure are modified to make blades and tower stiff
in torsion; large Timoshenko shear coefficients are
applied to make the beam elements more similar to
Euler-Bernoulli elements.
2. HAWC2-1B (1 Body). The torsion and shear properties
of the beams are modeled; a linear formulation is
maintained by using one body for each structural
component. The torsion degree of freedom is thought
to be particularly relevant in the modeling of a blade
with flap, as the flap deflection introduces a significant
variation in the aerodynamic pitching moment.
3. HAWC2-MB (Multiple Bodies). The wind turbine
blades are now described by multiple (nine) bodies,
thus accounting for non-linear effects in the structural
response. Torsion and shear properties are also
modeled.
2.2. Aerodynamic models
The aeroelastic simulation tools HAWC2 and Flex5 follow
a Blade Element Momentum (BEM) method to model the
aerodynamic response of the rotor.
Each of the two BEM models is organized on
two interdependent levels. The first level, blade section
aerodynamic, consists of a 2D aerodynamic model that
returns the unsteady forces and the aerodynamic moment
for each blade element section. On the second level, the
rotor induction dynamics are determined under the BEM
assumption of independent annular rotor elements, and a
dynamic inflow model is used to compute the induced
velocities over the rotor area.
2.2.1. Blade section aerodynamics
The blade section aerodynamics are based, both in
HAWC2 and Flex5, on the ATEFlap aerodynamic model
[11]. The model takes as input the steady aerodynamic
coefficients for the airfoil section and the flap, and it returns
lift, drag, and moment responses to flap deflections and
changes in the section oncoming flow.
The aerodynamic response from the model includes
dynamic effects of three types:
Added mass or non-circulatory effects describe the forces
that arise as a reaction to the fluid accelerated by the airfoil
or the flap motions; they have no memory effect and only
depend on the instantaneous motion of the blade section or
flap.
Shed vorticity or potential flow effects, account for the
response dynamics induced by the vorticity shed in the
airfoil wake following a change of the airfoil circulation.
Dynamic stall effects represent the dynamics of flow
separation on the airfoil.
The potential flow part of the model is based on Gaunaa’s
[21] thin airfoil model, where the effects of the vorticity
shed into the wake on the circulatory lift are represented
through a superposition of indicial lift responses of the
Wagner-type. The same indicial response function describes
the circulatory response to changes either in the airfoil
flow conditions, or flap deflection angle; the function
is formulated in exponential terms, thus allowing for a
computationally efficient integration of the superposition
integral.
In the ATEFlap model, the potential flow part is
coupled with the Beddoes-Leishmann dynamic stall model
described by Hansen et al. [23]. The circulatory lift is
computed as a weighted sum of a fully attached (potential
flow) contribution, and a fully separated contribution. The
weight factor in the sum accounts for the dynamics of flow
separation.
A more detailed description of the ATEFlap model,
and its implementation in the aeroelastic tool HAWC2 is
available in Bergami and Gaunaa [11].
2.2.2. Rotor induction
Both aeroleastic codes apply BEM theory with Glauert
and Prandtl corrections to determine the induced velocities
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over the rotor area [36, 32, 25]. The dynamics of the
rotor induction are described by a dynamic inflow model,
which accounts for the delay in the response of the induced
velocities to changes in the rotor loading conditions; in
Flex5 and HAWC2, the dynamic inflow is modeled as a
series of two first order low-pass filters [36].
Although based on the same theory, the two aeroelastic
simulation tools differ in the way the induced velocity
models are implemented. In Flex5 [32], the classic strip-
theory approach is adopted, and the induced velocities are
assumed constant over a radial annular element, for every
azimuthal position. On the contrary, in the HAWC2 model,
the rotor area is discretized into a polar grid, and the
induced velocity are computed for each point of the grid
using equivalent local thrust and torque coefficients [29];
the resulting induced velocities depend on both radial and
azimuthal positions.
In case of non-uniform wind field, as for instance due
to wind shear, the two aeroelastic codes return slightly
different aerodynamic responses.
A limitation of the described rotor aerodynamic models,
both in HAWC2 and Flex5, lies in the assumption of the
BEM theory that each annular element on the rotor area
is independent from the others, and, therefore, the flow
conditions at one radial position have no effect on adjacent
radial elements. The assumption is violated whenever strong
variations of aerodynamic loading occurs along the blade
span, and such is the case at the extremities of blade sections
with flaps. Abrupt loading variation in the radial direction
generates trailed vorticity, which directly affects the induced
velocities on the blade. The effects of trailed vorticity
are not captured by the BEM method, and represents a
limitation of the employed aeroelastic simulation tools; a
vortex wake model would be required to overcome this
limitation [28, 3].
2.3. Wind
In both Flex5 and HAWC2, the wind field is a combination
of a wind turbulence box, turbulence intensity, wind shear
and wind direction. The wind turbulence boxes, based on
the Mann’s model [30], are generated by a program external
to Flex5 and HAWC2. The same 600 seconds turbulence
boxes are used in Flex5 and HAWC2 simulations.
Simulations are run at three different wind speeds: below
rated power, at rated power and above rated power. At each
wind speed, twelve different turbulent boxes are generated
and simulations are run with two different wind directions
as recommended in the IEC standards [1] for normal
production load cases. HAWC2 and Flex5 simulations are
then run with exactly the same turbulent boxes and wind
conditions.
2.4. Controllers
Controllers are not part of the aeroelastic simulation codes
but are implemented in Dynamic-Link Libraries (DLL)
which are interfaced with the simulation codes Flex5 and
Figure 2. Illustration of a blade equipped with trailing edge flaps,
inactive transition pieces and Pitot tubes.
HAWC2. The same controllers can then be sued with both
aeroelastic codes.
2.5. Fatigue loads
The equivalent fatigue damage for the turbine components
is determined using a rainflow counting algorithm, and
Miner’s damage accumulation rule [31]. The fatigue
damage of a material going throught Ni cycles of stress
range σi is assumed equivalent to the fatigue damage of the
same material going throughtNeq cycles with a stress range
σeq , where
σeq =
∑
i
σi
(
Ni
Neq
)1/m
. (3)
An approximation of the Wo¨hler curve is used to calculate
σeq . In this paper, m, which is a constant specific to the
material, is assumed to be 12 for the blades, 3 for the tower
and 8 for the main bearing.
3. TEST TURBINE
3.1. Wind turbine description
The modeled wind turbine is a conventional multi
megawatt, 3 blade, upwind, variable speed, pitch regulated
turbine. The three blades are equipped with trailing edge
flaps located towards the blade tip, covering 25% of the
blade span. Figure 2 represents an illustration of a blade
equipped with three trailing edge flaps and tested within the
ATEF project [20].
Different structural and aerodynamics inputs are required
in HAWC2 and in Flex5, which leads to small differences
between the wind turbine models. On the other hand, the
generator, the pitch and the trailing edge flap controllers are
compiled into dynamic-link libraries (DLL), which ensures
that the same controllers are used in Flex5 and in HAWC2.
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They are run at the same sampling frequency, and they use
sensors located at the same positions.
A wind turbine model is accurate and fits field
measurements only after the wind turbine model has been
tuned based on some field and test measurements. This
tuning depends on the simulation tool used, and different
tunings should thus be made for each of the Flex5 or
HAWC2-based simulation models. This tuning is a long and
difficult task which is out of the scope of this paper. The
purpose of this paper is however not to compare the different
simulation models to real data, but to study the influence
of those discrepancies in eigenfrequencies or in steady-
state or dynamic loads on the trailing edge flap controller
performance. Some baseline tests are run in order to assess
those differences.
3.2. Trailing edge flaps controller
The objective of the trailing edge flaps controller is to
reduce the flapwise blade root fatigue loads. Loads which
account the most for the flapwise blade root fatigue have
frequencies between the 1P and the 3P frequencies, where
the 1P frequency corresponds to one event per rotor
revolution, and 3P to 3 events per revolution. A frequency-
weighted model predictive control [19] is designed to focus
on those specific loads. The cost of this model predictive
control is on the zero-phase bandpass filtered flapwise blade
root moment and on the zero-phase bandstopped filtered
trailing edge flaps angles. The bandwidth of the bandpass
filter on the flapwise blade root moments includes the
frequencies of the targeted loads, ie frequencies between
the 1P and the 3P frequencies. The bandstop filter on
the controller inputs is designed in order to prevent the
actuation of the trailing edge flaps at frequencies lower than
the 1P frequency and above the 3P frequency, in order to
avoid inefficient high frequencies actuation of the trailing
edge flaps and excitation of some unwanted wind turbine
eigenmodes.
This trailing edge flap controller was originally
developed in order to be tested on a Vestas V27 turbine
which is equipped with three trailing edge flaps on one of
its blades [20, 17]. In order to match the experimental setup,
the trailing edge flap controller is made independent of the
pitch controller, and the sensors available to the controller
are limited to the flapwise blade root moment, the pitch
position, and the local wind speeds measured by some Pitot
tubes on the leading edge of the blades. Three independent
identical model predictive controls run in parrallel, one for
each blade.
The design model is an analytical linear model of a
single blade, where the blade deflection is parameterised
by its mode shapes in a way similar to Flex5. Only the
first blade eigenmode is taken into account. The dynamics
of the induced velocities, which are significantly slower
than the lowest frequency of interest for the trailing
edge flap controller (the 1P frequency) are neglected. The
aerodynamics of the trailing edge flaps are also neglected,
because they are significantly faster than the highest
frequency of interest for the controller: the 3P frequency.
The steady-state lift and drag coefficients of an airfoil with
a trailing edge flap are considered in the design model.
Those simplifications lead to a simple linear model with
only two states: the generalised coordinate g1 associated
to the first blade eigenmode, and its derivative g˙1. Figure
3 shows the Bode plots, from trailing edge flap angle to
flapwise blade root moment of the Vestas V27 turbine.
The Bode plots are simulated with Flex5, with maximum
trailing edge flap stroke, with two wind turbine models: a
turbine modeled as a stiff turbine except for the first blade
eigenmode (Flex - Stiff turbine) and a turbine with flexible
tower, shaft and blades (Flex - Flexible turbine). The Bode
plot of the analytical linear blade model is very similar to
the Bode plots simulated with the flexible turbine model
in Flex5. The small differences around 1P and 5P, in this
specific example, are due to some eigenmodes involving the
tower fore-aft deflection and the blade second eigenmode
which are not modeled in the design model.
The linear blade model is agregated with some
disturbance states which model the 1P, 2P and 3P content
of the wind speed seen by the spinning blade. The design
model states are estimated by a predictive Kalman filter.
The controller and the Kalman filter are fine-tuned by
running Flex5 simulations only, until a good performance
of the controller is reached. No further tuning is made with
HAWC2 simulations.
4. BASELINE TESTS
The baseline tests are run with the generic multi-megawatt
turbine described in Section 3. Efforts were made to have
similar wind turbines models in Flex5 and HAWC2, but
there are still significant differences between the results of
the different simulations models, partly due to differences
in the structural and aerodynamic inputs to the model,
and partly due to the difference in the simulation models
(structural and aerodynamic modeling). Some baseline tests
are carried out by simulating the aeroelastic response of the
wind turbine models with the Flex5 and HAWC2 codes.
The differences in the simulated responses are quantified,
and their main sources are located. In this way, we obtain a
term of comparison for the following active load reduction
cases; the comparison will be useful in identifying which
differences in the simulated responses are related to the flap
control system or to the aeroelastic modeling.
4.1. Wind turbine eigenfrequencies
First, the eigenfrequencies of the wind turbine in
standstill, without any aerodynamic or centrifugal loads,
are compared. They indicate differences between the
underlying structural models. Eigenfrequencies in HAWC2
can only be calculated for the single body models.
The most important eigenfrequencies are summarised
in Table I, where the difference with respect to the
eigenfrequencies as calculated by Flex5 are given.
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Figure 3. Bode plot for the SISO system trailing edge flap
angle to flapwise blade root moment. The x markers refer to
simulations run in Flex, with a stiff turbine where only the first
blade eigenmode is flexible. The star markers refer to simulations
run in Flex with the model of a turbine where all the main turbine
components are modeled as flexible structures. The thick line
refers to the analytical linear model as described in this paper.
The frequencies are normalised with the 1P frequency.
Eigenfrequencies of the HAWC2-ST model are relatively
close to the eigenfrequencies of the Flex5 model, and
are within the range of eigenfrequency drift that can be
expected on real turbines.
The modeling of the blade shear and torsion increases
significantly the frequency of the flapwise-yaw eigenmode.
4.2. Steady-state conditions
Comparing the steady-state loads gives indication on the
steady behavior of the aerodynamic modeling. All four
models are run with a constant uniform wind, a constant
rotor speed and a constant pitch angle in order to check
the quasi-steady mean flapwise blade root moment and
aerodynamic power.
Table I. Wind turbine eigenfrequencies comparison. Eigenfre-
quencies are expressed in percentage of difference with the
eigenfrequencies of the Flex5 model. Only the most important
eigenfrequencies are given.
HAWC2-ST HAWC2-1B
Tower side-side +0.6% +0.9%
Tower fore-aft -0.3% -0.0%
Flapwise - Yaw +2.9% +11.2%
Flapwise - Tilt +3.9% +4.1%
Flapwise - collective +6.1% +6.3%
Asym. Edge - Up Down -9.3% -8.6%
Asym. Edge - Side +0.3% +1.0%
The quasi-steady flapwise blade root moment of the
HAWC2 models differ by less than 8% to the Flex5 result,
and the aerodynamic power, below rated power, by less than
4%.
4.3. Turbulent wind field, trailing edge flaps fixed
This baseline test consists in running Flex5 and HAWC2
simulations, with the trailing edge flaps fixed in their neutral
position, below rated power, around rated power and above
rated power. The purpose of this test is to compare the servo-
aero-elastic models without the influence of the trailing
edge flaps dynamics and the trailing edge flaps controller.
The simulations are run with the twelve different wind
turbulence boxes and for two wind directions.
The averaged spectral densities of the flapwise blade
root moment do not show any major difference between
the simulation models, except for a peak around 7.5P,
below rated power, with the HAWC2-MB simulation model
only (Figure 4). The 7.5P frequency corresponds to an
eigenmode of the turbine which involves mainly the blade
edgewise eigenmode. The multibody modeling of the blades
accounts for the coupling between flapwise and edgewise
deformation modes caused by the blade deflection. These
non-linear coupling effects lead to a higher excitation of the
blade edgewise mode, at frequencies close to 7.5P, in this
example.
The largest differences in flapwise blade root fatigue
loads, between the Flex5 and the HAWC2 simulation
models, are reported around rated power (Table II), when
the blade deflection is the highest and thus the structural
modeling of the blade has a high influence on the flapwise
blade root moment.
Above rated power, the angles of attack at the blade
sections are lower, attached flow condition prevails, and the
blade deflection is lower: the differences in fatigue flapwise
blade root loads between the simulation models are no
longer significant (below 4.3%).
Fatigue loads in the tower and the main bearing also
differ significantly from a simulation model to another
(Table II). Results from the HAWC2-ST simulation model,
which was created to resemble the Flex5 model as close as
possible, are not closer to the Flex5 results than the other
HAWC2 simulation models.
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Figure 4. Spectral densities of the flapwise blade root moment, below rated power (top), around rated power (middle) and above rated
power (bottom). Results are showed for the following simulation models: Flex5 (thick dashed grey), HAWC2-ST (thick dashed black),
HAWC2-1B (thin black) and HAWC2-MB (thin grey). Frequencies are normalised with the 1P frequency.
4.4. Trailing edge flap step function
The Flex5 and HAWC2 simulation models are run at a
constant wind speed below rated power, at a constant rotor
speed and a constant pitch angle. A step function is applied
to the trailing edge flaps at time t = 0, from their neutral
position to their maximum lift position (Figure 5).
In the first instants following the step in trailing edge
flap deflection, the lift coefficients computed by Flex5 and
by HAWC2-ST match, thus confirming that the 2D blade
section aerodynamics and the related inputs are the same
in both simulation codes. As the time passes, the two lift
coefficient curves drift slightly away, mainly as an effect of
the differences in the induced velocities modeling. Notice
that the differences right after the trailing edge flap step are
due to a larger time step used in Flex5 than in HAWC2 when
solving the differential equations.
The differences in angle of attack between the simulation
models are larger, which confirms the difference in the
structural responses predicted by Flex5 and HAWC2.
Comparing the results from the HAWC2-ST and the
HAWC2-1B simulation models shows the importance of the
torsion degree of freedom in the blade model, when trailing
edge flaps are used. At a given blade section, a trailing egde
flap in its maximum lift position increases significantly the
local moment coefficient, leading to a twist of the blade
and a relative decrease of the local angles of attack. In
steady conditions, in this example, this leads to a lower lift
coefficient, and a 6% loss in flapwise blade root moment.
The flapwise blade root moment reflects the differences
already seen in the time series of the angle of attack and
lift coefficient. The four simulation models show the same
behavior of the flapwise blade root moment right after the
trailing edge flap step: the flapwise moment first decreases
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Figure 5. Local lift coefficient (top) and local angle of attack (middle) of a blade section, and flapwise blade root moment (bottom)
when the trailing edge flap angle is increased at time t = 0, according to a step function. Time is normalised to the time the wind
needs to travel one rotor diameter. The right hand side plot is a zoom around t = 0 of the left hand side plot.
for a very short time, and then increases (non minimum
phase zero).
Those baseline tests showed that the aeroleastic codes
return slightly different responses. None of those simulation
models, as complex as they are, calculate the structural
and aerodynamic responses that is observed on a real wind
turbine. However, those differences are large enough to
be able to test the sensitivity and the robustness of the
trailing edge flap controller, but small enough to consider
that they model the same wind turbine. Running simulations
with all those simulation models gives an indication of the
differences that can be expected by testing trailing edge
flaps on a real wind turbine.
5. SENSITIVITY OF THE TRAILING EDGE
FLAPS CONTROLLER TO THE
SIMULATION MODELS
5.1. Simulation setup
Simulations of the generic multi-megawatt trubine
described in Section 3 are run, for each simulation model
(Flex5, HAWC2-ST, HAWC2-1B, HAWC2-MB) with and
without the trailing edge flap controller. Fatigue load
reductions are always calculated as the difference in fatigue
loads between the simulations with the trailing edge flaps
active and with the trailing edge flaps fixed in their neutral
positions, with the same simulation model. Results of the
12 simulations at each wind speed are averaged.
The trailing edge flap activity is estimated by calculating
the trailing edge flap travel distance d, defined as
d =
∫ ∣∣∣∣∂β∂t
∣∣∣∣ dt, (4)
where β is the trailing edge flap angle.
5.2. Results
Results of flapwise blade root fatigue load reduction and
trailing edge flap travel distance are summarised in Table
III. The flapwise blade root fatigue load reduction achieved
with the frequency-weighted model predictive control of
the trailing edge flaps differ a few percent depending on
the simulation model used. The differences are however
small compared to the difference in equivalent fatigue loads
seen when the trailing edge flaps are fixed in their neutral
position (Table II). The HAWC2-ST simulations, which have
returned higher fatigue loads than the Flex5 simulations
when the trailing edge flaps were fixed, also return higher
active load alleviation. The same results are observed for
the main bearing loads and the tower bottom loads.
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Table II. Difference in fatigue loads between the Flex5 simulation
model and respectively, from top to bottom, the HAWC2-ST,
HAWC2-1B and HAWC2-MB simulation models. Fatigue loads
are calculated for the flapwise blade root moment (Flapw. BRM),
the yaw and tilt moment in the main bearing (Br. Yaw and Br. Tilt)
and the tower bottom (Tower), below, around and above rated
power.
% HAWC2-ST below around above
Flapw. BRM +7.4% +15.0% +1.5%
Br. Yaw -6.6% -6.3% -13.9%
Br. Tilt +4.4% +10.9% +7.1%
Tower +0.1% -4.1% +1.1%
% HAWC2-1B below around above
Flapw. BRM +10.0% +18.0% +4.3%
Br. Yaw -5.7% -5.7% -11.2%
Br. Tilt +8.2% +15.6% +11.1%
Tower +3.1% +4.2% +8.5%
% HAWC2-MB below around above
Flapw. BRM +4.3% +9.0% +1.2%
Br. Yaw -3.1% -8.3% -8.8%
Br. Tilt +14.1% +14.3% +13.9%
Tower +7.2% +1.5% +10.8%
The trailing edge flap travel distance varies significantly
from a simulation model to another: the more the simulation
model differs from the Flex5 model, the higher the trailing
edge flap travel distance is. This extra trailing edge flap
travel distance could be partly the consequence of the
unappropriate tuning of the controller for the specific
simulation model and partly inherent to the simulation
models (torsion degree of freedom, multi-body modeling of
the blades). The comparison of the fatigue load reduction
and the trailing edge flap travel distance achieved with the
HAWC2-ST and the HAWC2-1B simulation models shows
that, at each wind speed, a lower flapwise blade root fatigue
load reduction is achieved at the cost of a higher trailing
edge flap travel distance when the torsion of the blade is
taken into account. This is in agreement with the results of
the trailing edge flap step simulations: taking into account
the torsion degree of freedom of the blade reduces the
efficiency of the trailing edge flap on the flapwise blade root
moment.
The non-linear effects that are introduced in the model
by using a multibody formulation (from HAWC2-1B to
HAWC2-MB) have a small effect on the load reduction
capabilities below and above rated power; a decreased load
reduction is however observed around rated power, where
the non-linear effects due to large blade deflections are more
significant. Introducing the multibody formulation yields to
a significant increase of the flap deflection activity (+125%).
The spectral densities of the flapwise blade root moment
and the trailing edge flap angle show an unstability at a
frequency around 12P (Figure 6). When the turbine reaches
rated power, the pitch controller and the trailing edge flap
Table III. Flapwise blade root fatigue loads reduction (Flapw.
BRM) and trailing edge flap travel distance (d) calculated for the
fours simulation models. The trailing edge flap travel distance
is expressed in percentage w.r.t. the trailing edge flap travel
distance calculated for the Flex5 simulations.
Flapw. BRM below around above
Flex5 -14.4% -26.9% -22.7%
HAWC2-ST -16.3% -32.7% -21.6%
HAWC2-1B -15.1% -28.1% -20.4%
HAWC2-MB -15.1% -24.4% -20.9%
d below around above
HAWC2-ST +5.2% +12.0% +5.3%
HAWC2-1B +9.3% +18.2% +10.4%
HAWC2-MB +15.5% +124.9% +16.2%
controller work against each other, and generate periodic
actuation of both the pitch actuator and the trailing edge
flaps at this frequency. Such a problem would not raise if
a single controller was used for both the pitch actuator and
the trailing edge flaps. However, by increasing the cost on
the filtered inputs in the trailing edge flap model predictive
control, results similar to the other simulation models are
achieved: 25.1% flapwise fatigue load reduction achieved
with 8% trailing edge flap travel distance lower than for the
flex5 simulations.
Except for this unstability observed with the HAWC2-
MB simulation model, around rated power, no major issue
with the trailing edge flap controller could be observed.
Despite some rather large differences in the wind turbine
eigenfrequencies and in the simulation models (torsion
degree of freedom, multi-body), the trailing edge flap
controller performs well at the frequencies of interest. It is
however noticed that the trailing edge flaps travel distance
increases significantly when simulations are run with a
simulation model more complex than the Flex5 model.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a multi-megawatt wind turbine with trailing
edge flaps was simulated in Flex5 and in HAWC2, with
different model complexities. Some baseline tests, without
active trailing edge flaps, highlighted the differences
between the simulation models. The introduction of the
torsion degree of freedom in the modeling of the blades
reduces the trailing edge flap efficiency to change the
flapwise blade root moment. The multi-body modeling of
the blades increase the coupling between their flapwise and
their edgewise modes due large blade deflections.
The trailing edge flap model predictive control, which
was not explicitely designed to be robust, performs well
with all the simulation models. The flapwise blade root
fatigue load reduction differ only a few percent from each
other. However, it is noticed that the trailing edge flap
activity increases significantly as the simulation model gets
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Figure 6. Spectral densities of the flapwise blade root moment and the trailing edge flap angle, below rated power (top), around rated
power (middle) and above rated power (bottom). Results with active trailing edge flaps are showed for the following simulation models:
Flex5 (thick dashed grey), HAWC2-ST (thick dashed black), HAWC2-1B (thin black) and HAWC2-MB (thin grey). Results of the Flex5
simulations with fixed trailing edge flaps are also plotted for comparison with the active flaps simulations (dotted line). Frequencies
are normalised with the 1P frequency.
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more complex than the design model. This is an important
issue for the wind turbine manufacturer when it comes to
the design of the actuator.
The multi-body formulation of the blade model
emphasises an unstability due to the pitch controller and
the trailing edge flap controller working against each
other. Such an unstability could not be seen with any of
the other simulation models. Running the controller with
different simulation models is a way to reduce the number
of potential problems before going on the field, and to
increase the business case certainty for the wind turbine
manufacturer.
This paper only dealt with sensitivity and robustness of
the trailing edge flap controller w.r.t. some of the structural
and aerodynamics simulation models. Other models could
also be tested, regarding for example the wake model (near-
wake model [3]) or the wind model (extreme wind shear,
extreme wind direction change etc.).
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Results from the first full scale wind turbine equipped
with trailing edge flaps
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The following paper describes a part of an experimental work carried out in the re-
search project ATEF. This project is a collaboration between Vestas Wind Systems A/S,
Risø DTU and DTU - Technical University of Denmark. The aim of the project is to test
and validate trailing edge flap systems for load alleviation for wind turbines. The present
work covers the first measurements of a trailing edge system ever to be carried out on a full
scale turbine. The measurements and the potential load reduction are compared to sim-
ulations using aeroelastic tools. These aeroelastic models are tuned to the measurements
without flaps. The results show a good agreement between measurements and simulations.
Nomenclature
α Angle of attack [rad]
β Trailing edge flap angle [rad]
∆Cl(α, β) Extra lift coefficient of the airfoil due to the trailing edge flap
∆Cm(α, β) Extra moment coefficient of the airfoil due to the trailing edge flap
ω rotor speed [rad/s]
M ix(t) Blade i root flap moment [kNm]
BEM Blade Element Momentum
HAWC2 Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine Code
TEF Trailing Edge Flaps
VTS Vestas Turbine Simulator
I. Introduction
A wind turbine is subject to fluctuating loads in both normal operation and during extreme events due to
turbulence, wind shear, tower shadow, wind gust, emergency shutdown etc. These fatigue and extreme loads
increase significantly as the rotor size increases. A large part of modern wind turbines is Multi-Megawatt
and has a rotor diameter larger than 90 meters. All the turbine components, such as blades, tower, shaft or
gearbox are designed in order to sustain these loads for many years. Their costs are then highly dependent
on the magnitude of the loads they face.
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Some modern Megawatt size wind turbines use cyclic pitch or individual pitch control in order to alleviate
loads from wind shear or yaw error.1, 2 Blade flap fatigue loads can be reduced by 28% according to Larsen et
al.1 Since 2003 trailing edge flap systems have been studied as a possible way to alleviate even more loads.3, 4
The pitch system is a device which controls the flow around the whole blade. This system can be too slow
to react to flow disturbances because of the size of the blades and their inertia. However, trailing edge flaps
control the flow locally, where wind turbulence has the most impact. It is also possible to alleviate other
loads using trailing edge flaps because they can act at a higher frequency than the pitch system. Several
studies show that up to 60% of load reduction could be achieved by using flaps.5 Wind tunnel experiments
have been made with a 2D section of a blade equipped with active trailing edge flaps. They confirmed the
potential benefit from such devices.6
For the first time, flaps are mounted on a full scale turbine. The Vestas V27 wind turbine with trailing
edge flaps is used to test the possibility for load alleviation for wind turbines and to compare results between
experiment and numerical analysis. It is the first attempt to compare analytical results with a full scale
turbine equipped with trailing edge flaps.
II. Prototype wind turbine: Vestas V27
The test wind turbine is a Vestas V27, located at Risø DTU, National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy.
The turbine design was developed in the eighties. It is a pitch controlled horizontal axis wind turbine, with
a nominal power of 225kW, and 13 meter long blades.
Only one of its 3 blades is equipped with trailing edge flaps. Blade 1 refers to the blade with trailing
edge flaps, while blades 2 and 3 are the original blades. There are 3 independent flexible flaps on blade 1,
their total length is 15% of the blade length (Figure 1). Several sensors have been added on the turbine for
the purpose of the experiment: strain gauges and accelerometers on the blades, the shaft, the nacelle and on
the tower. Pitot tubes, which are able to measure the local relative wind speed and the local angle of attack,
are available for each flap. A meteorological mast is located 70m west of the Vestas V27. It measures the
wind speeds and directions at different heights. The test site is located on the seaside: the sea is west of the
wind turbine, some fields are east of the turbine, some buildings and a small village are north and south of
the turbine. This gives very different wind conditions depending on the wind direction. A bigger turbine is
located 100m south of the Vestas V27: the V27 can also be tested in wake conditions.
The tests reported in this paper do not involve any controller on the trailing edge flaps. The flaps are
actuated either at a fixed position, or at a fixed frequency. A low level control ensures the actual flap angle
matches the requested angle, independent of the aerodynamic loads on the flap. The flap actuator test
described in this paper is limited to a few degrees.
The Vestas V27 turbine is a fixed speed turbine equipped. It has two generator modes resulting in two
rotor speed: the rotor speed is 33rpm at low wind speeds and 43rpm at higher wind speeds.
III. Numerical Analysis
In this paper, numerical analysis is carried out with two different aeroelastic tools: the Vestas Turbine
Simulator (VTS) and the Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine Code (HAWC2). VTS is a Vestas version of Flex5,
developed by DTU Mechanical Engineering. It is a state-of-the art Blade Element Momentum (BEM) code
based on the modal approach. Both blades and tower are flexible, modeled by as many mode shapes as
required. It has all the usual engineering models used in the wind turbine simulation tools, such as Prandtl-
Glauert tip correction, dynamic wake model, turbulent wind, oblique inflow model etc. HAWC2 also includes
the mentioned models but is a nonlinear multibody finite element code.7
The dynamic stall model originally coded in Flex5 works only for rigid blade sections.8 The implemen-
tation of the trailing edge flaps in VTS is based on the code written by P. B. Andersen and M. Gaunaa.9, 10
It is an extension of Theodorsen’s work11 which includes a Beddoes-Leishmann type dynamic stall model.12
The model uses lookup tables of the static lift and moment coefficients of an airfoil with a trailing edge flap
at different angles of attack and flap angles. The model has been validated by comparison to wind tunnel
measurements.9
In the traditional BEM code, a trailing edge flap disturbs the flow only at the section where the trailing
edge flap is actuated. A near wake model is implemented in HAWC213 in order to model the radial interaction
between the sections of the blade. These 3D effects are particularly important to model the flow around the
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the Vestas V27 blade equipped with trailing edge flaps and Pitot tubes. Red: Pitot tubes,
Blue: active trailing edge flaps, Green: dummy flaps. (b) The rotor with TEF is being installed on the Vestas V27.
tips of a trailing edge flap.
IV. Results
The purpose of the measurements described in this paper is to validate the models used in the simulations
and to confirm the potential of the flaps in alleviating loads on different components of the turbine. Three
types of measurements were run:
Measurements A The trailing edge flaps are fixed in their neutral positions.
Measurements B The trailing edge flaps are fixed alternating in a low lift and a high lift configuration.
Measurements C The trailing edge flaps are actuated at a given frequency.
Measurements from the sensors on the meteorological mast and on the turbines are saved in 10 minute
series. Simulations of the V27 turbine are run with winds which have the same mean speed, turbulence in-
tensity, direction and shear as observed during the 10 minute measurements. Spectral densities and averaged
values of the measurements and the simulations with the same wind properties can be compared.
The efficiency of the trailing edge flaps can be estimated by two different ways: by comparing the root
moments of the blade with the active TEF with the two other blades, or by comparing the root moments of
the blades when TEF are active and when they are not active. Both methods have been used.
IV.A. Measurements A: Flaps fixed in their neutral configuration: 0 degrees
The structural response of blade 1 differs from the 2 other blades because of the structural modifications
made to fit the TEF: the weight and the edgewise stiffness of blade 1 were altered. Running measurements
and simulations with TEF fixed at their neutral position is then useful to check the tuning of the model for
the 3 blades, and to check that the eigenfrequencies of blade 1 has not been altered too much.
Spectral densities of the measured flap and edge blade root moments of the three blades in Figure 2 show
clearly the 1P, 2P and 3P frequencies. The 1P frequency corresponds to one event per rotor revolution, the
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2P and 3P frequencies are the double and the triple of the 1P frequency. These frequencies are excited by
events which depend on the azimuth angle of the rotor such as wind shear, tower shadow, or yaw error.
Two more peaks are observed: one has a frequency close to 4P, the other one close to 5P. They correspond
respectively to the flapwise and the edgewise eigenfrequencies of the blades.
TEF on blade 1 made the blade heavier and less stiff edgewise than the two other blades. Its edgewise
eigenfrequency is then expected to be lower than for the two other blades, which is observed by the measure-
ments in Figure 2. Both VTS and HAWC2 models are tuned for the prototype turbine, and this difference
in edgewise eigenfrequencies is modeled in the VTS and the HAWC2 model of the V27 (Figures 3 and 4).
Figure 4 shows that the spectral densities of the blade root flap and edge moments are well reproduced in
the simulations. Minor differences remain. The first edgewise eigenfrequency of blade 1 is a bit higher in the
simulations than in the measurements. The peak in the blade root edge moment at the 2P frequency does not
show as sharp in the HAWC2 simulations than in the VTS simulations and the test turbine measurements.
These VTS and HAWC2 models are used to simulate the V27 turbine with active flaps in the next sections.
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Figure 2. Measurements. Spectral density of the measured blade root bending moments for the 3 blades when the TEF
are fixed in their neutral position. Frequencies are normalized with respect to the 1P frequency. The power spectral
densities are also normalized.
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Figure 3. VTS simulations. Spectral density of the simulated (VTS) blade root bending moments for the 3 blades
when the TEF are fixed in their neutral position. Frequencies are normalized with respect to the 1P frequency. The
power spectral densities are also normalized.
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Figure 4. Measurements, HAWC2 and VTS simulations. Comparison of the spectral densities of the simulated (VTS and
HAWC2) and the measured blade root bending moments for blade 1 when the TEF are fixed in their neutral position.
Frequencies are normalized with respect to the 1P frequency. The power spectral densities are also normalized.
IV.B. Measurement B: Flaps fixed alternating in a low lift and a high lift configuration
Blade root flap moment varies depending on both time and azimuth angle because of:
• slow and periodic phenomena like wind shear, tower shadow or yaw error
• fast and stochastic phenomena like wind turbulence
• actuation of TEF.
Due to the limited capacity of the prototype system, the effect of TEF on the blade root flap moment is
lower than the effect of wind shear, yaw error or wind turbulence. It makes the detection of the effect of the
TEF on the blade root flap moment difficult. It can nevertheless be clearly seen when the blade root flap
moment of blade 1 is compared to the blade root flap moments of the two other blades (Figure 5). These
signals are shifted and filtered in order to highlight the change in average blade root bending moment.
The difference of flap moments is calculated as
△1,2(t) = M1x(t)−M2x
(
t+
2pi
3ω
)
(1)
△1,3(t) = M1x(t)−M3x
(
t− 2pi
3ω
)
(2)
where M ix is the root flap moment of blade i and ω is the rotor speed.
2pi
3ω corresponds to the time for a
blade to rotate 2/3 of a rotation. The difference △1,2(t) is the difference of flap moment between blade 1
and blade 2 when the blades have the same azimuth angle. The impact of azimuth dependent phenomena
on this difference is then lowered, and the impact of TEF is highlighted. The signals △1,2(t) and △1,3(t)
are filtered with a low pass zero-phase digital filter above 0.1 Hz in order to filter the high frequencies which
are the consequences of the wind turbulence, the wind shear and the tower shadow. These filtered signals
△˜1,2(t) and △˜1,3(t) are divided by the mean flap root moment in order to normalize them and are plotted
in Figure 5.
A negative TEF angle decreases the lift coefficient over the airfoil (low lift configuration), resulting in a
decrease of the blade root flap moment. In average, when TEF are fixed in their low lift configuration, the
blade 1 flap root moment is lower than both the two other blade root moments. The opposite behavior is
observed when the TEF are in their high lift configuration. Figure 5 (b) clearly shows that actuating the
TEF from their low lift to high lift configuration has an influence on the average blade root flap moment.
The tests described in this paper includes flap motions that alter the blade root flap moment by 1 to 2% of
the mean flap moment.
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Simulations are run in VTS and HAWC2 with the same wind conditions and TEF actuation as in the
measurements. The same postprocessing is applied to the simulated blade root flap moments. As expected,
the same trend of the difference in blade root flap moments is observed (Figure 5 (a)). Both aeroelastic
codes show the same efficiency of the TEF in the blade root flap moments: the TEF are able to alter the
flap blade root moment by approximately 2 to 3% of the mean flap blade root moment. This is more than
what is measured on the prototype turbine.
The aerodynamic model used in both VTS and HAWC2 is based on lookup tables for the static lift
and moment changes due to the TEF at a given angle of attack αand a given TEF angle β (∆Cl(α, β) and
∆Cm(α, β)). There is an uncertainty on these values because wind tunnel tests with the same profile and the
same trailing edge flaps as on the prototype turbine have not yet been carried out. Values used come from
CFD simulations on a Risø profile. Having a flexible flap increases the uncertainty because it is not possible
to control the shape of the whole TEF under various loads: the TEF may deform under high pressure loads,
and lose their efficiency.
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Figure 5. (a) Simulations. (b) Measurements. Difference in flapwise blade root moment between blade 1 and 2 (red
plot) and blade 1 and 3 (green plot). The differences △˜1,2(t) and △˜1,3(t) are calculated according to 1 and filtered with
a low-pass zero-phase filter above 0.1 Hz. The dashed lines are averaged values of the differences over the 50s where
the flaps are in low or high lift position.
IV.C. Measurements C: Flaps active at a fixed frequency
Another set of measurements consist in actuating the TEF at a given frequency, close to the first flapwise
eigenfrequency of the blade (around 3.7 times the 1P frequency). When the measurements were taken, the
meteorological mast was in the wake of the turbine: measurements of the wind made by the mast were thus
disturbed by the turbine. It was not possible to get accurate values of the wind characteristics (mean wind
speed, wind shear, turbulence intensity), which explains why measured and simulated spectral densities differ
(Figure 8).
As expected, both measurements (Figure 6) and simulations (Figure 7) show a response in the flap
bending root moment of blade 1 at the same frequency as the flap was activated. The response is also seen
in blade 2 and 3, with a much lower amplitude, because of the coupling between the three blades through
the hub. In both measurements and simulations, the amplitude of the peak in the PSD of the blade root flap
moment at the TEF frequency is similar to the peaks at 2P and 3P frequencies. It seems that the HAWC2
and VTS models are more accurate when TEF are actuated at this frequency than when TEF are static.
More measurements are nevertheless needed in order to confirm this conclusion.
Measurements also show that actuating the TEF of blade 1 at 3.7 times the 1P frequency results in the
excitation of blades 2 and 3 at close to 5 times the 1P frequency (Figure 6). Figure 9 shows that these
excitations correspond mainly to edgewise vibrations of blade 2 and 3, and their frequency is the edgewise
eigenfrequency of the blade. They were not predicted at such a high amplitude by neither HAWC2 nor VTS
(Figures 7 and 8). The flapwise mode of the blades has a high aerodynamic damping, whereas the edgewise
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mode is lightly damped. That’s why the flapwise excitation of blade 1 couples to an edgewise excitation of
blades 2 and 3, at the edgewise eigenfrequencies of the blades. What is called the blade edgewise mode is not
a pure vibration of the blade in the edgewise direction. It couples with the modes of the other components
of the turbine, including the blade flapwise mode. That’s why these vibrations are also clearly monitored by
the strain gauges which measure the flapwise bending moments of the blade.
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Figure 6. Measurements. Spectral density of the measured blade root bending moments for the 3 blades when the TEF
are actuated at a fixed frequency. Frequencies are normalized with respect to the 1P frequency. The power spectral
densities are also normalized. (b) is a zoom over the dashed square in figure (a).
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Figure 7. VTS simulations. Spectral density of the simulated (VTS) flap blade root bending moments for the 3 blades
when the TEF are actuated at a fixed frequency. Frequencies are normalized with respect to the 1P frequency. The
power spectral densities are also normalized. (b) is a zoom over the dashed square in figure (a).
V. Conclusion
A Vestas V27 wind turbine has been equipped with trailing edge flaps on one blade. Measurements were
run with different flap actuation and results from aeroelastic simulations with both VTS and HAWC2 were
compared with these measurements.
First the trailing edge flaps were fixed in their neutral position in order to confirm that the eigenfrequencies
of the altered blade are similar to those of the two other blades. These measurements also helped tuning the
VTS and the HAWC2 models. Then the effect of the trailing edge flaps on the blade root moments have been
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Figure 8. Measurements, VTS and HAWC2 simulations. Comparison of the spectral densities of the measured and
simulated (VTS and HAWC2) flap blade root bending moments for the blades 1 (a) and 2 (b) when the TEF are actuated
at a fixed frequency. Frequencies are normalized with respect to the 1P frequency. The power spectral densities are
also normalized.
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Figure 9. Measurements. Spectral density of the measured edge blade root bending moments for the 3 blades when
the TEF are actuated at a fixed frequency. Frequencies are normalized with respect to the 1P frequency. The power
spectral densities are also normalized. (b) is a zoom over the dashed square in figure (a).
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studied. The trailing edge flaps were fixed alternating in their high lift and in their low lift configuration, by
sequence of 50 seconds. Measurements show that the average blade root flap moment of blade 1 is clearly
lower than the average blade root flap moment of the 2 other blades when the trailing edge flaps are in their
low lift configuration. The measured average blade 1 root flap moment is less than 1% higher or lower than
the measured flap moment of blades 2 and 3 depending on the position of the trailing edge flaps. Simulations
with both HAWC2 and VTS predict a slightly higher impact of the trailing edge flaps on the blade root
flap moment. The last set of measurements covered actuation of the trailing edge flaps at a fixed frequency.
Simulations predict well the increase in the power spectral density of the blade root flap moment of blade
1 at this frequency. But measurements show that actuating the trailing edge flaps on blade 1 results in
edgewise vibrations in the 2 other blades, at a higher frequency than the flaps frequency. This coupling can
not be seen in the simulated results.
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ABSTRACT
A full-scale test was performed on a Vestas V27 wind turbine equipped with one active 70 cm long trailing edge flap on
one of its 13m long blades. Active load reduction could be observed in spite of the limited spanwise coverage of the single
active trailing edge flap. Two proportional controllers based respectively on the flapwise blade root moment and on the
local angle of attack, as well as a frequency-weighted model predictive control were tested succesfully on this demonstrator
turbine. An average flapwise blade root load reduction of 14% was achieved with the model predictive control during a
38 minute test, and a reduction of 20% of the amplitude of the 1P loads was measured. A system identification test was
also performed and an identified linear model, from trailing edge flap angle to flapwise blade root moment was derived
and compared to the linear analytical model used in the model predictive control design model. Flex5 simulations run with
the same model predictive control showed a good correlation between the simulations and the measurements in terms of
flapwise blade root moment spectral densities, in spite of significant differences between the identified linear model and
the model predictive control design model. Copyright c© 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wind turbines rotor size has increased significantly over
the last years, with the leading wind turbine manufacturers
marketing turbines with rotor diameters over 100 m.
Increasing the rotor diameter is an effective way to increase
the power production of the turbine, but it comes at the
cost of higher fatigue and extreme loads on all the turbine
components. Reducing those loads are necessary in order to
keep reducing the cost of wind energy.
Loads in a wind turbine have different sources: wind
conditions, such as wind turbulence or wind shear,
tower shadow, resonance of wind turbine modes, yaw
misalignment of the turbine, emergency shutdowns, grid
loss etc [13]. Some modern wind turbines use cyclic pitch
or individual pitch in order to alleviate some of the loads.
Cyclic pitch, which originates from helicopter control,
consists in pitching the three blades with a 120 degrees
phase shift. It is used to alleviate tilt and yaw loads on the
rotor. In individual pitch control (IPC), each blade can pitch
independently of the two other blades. IPC is one of the
most advanced active control to alleviate loads in today’s
turbines [10, 11, 23, 29, 21], but its performance is limited
by the relatively slow pitch actuators and by the necessity to
limit pitch actuation in order to preserve the actuators and
the blade bearings. Some passive load controls, like prebent
blades, swept blades [4, 20] or bending/twist-coupled blades
[28, 14], show also promising load reductions.
In order to reduce even further and in a more efficient
way the loads on the rotor, several concepts of “smart”
rotors have been investigated. A “smart” rotor consists
in distributed sensors (accelerometers, strain gauges, Pitot
tubes, pressure tabs etc.) and actuators (trailing edge flaps,
microtabs, boundary layer suction or blowing jets, plasma
actuators etc.) along the blades. A detailed overview of
different “smart” rotor concepts is given in [6].
Trailing edge flaps on turbine blades have been
investigated for several years, as part of this “smart” rotor
Copyright c© 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 1
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concept. CFD simulations [9], 2D aeroelastic simulations
[7, 12] and 3D aeroelastic simulations [15, 2, 16] confirmed
the high potential of trailing edge flaps to reduce flapwise
blade root fatigue loads. Wind tunnel tests on a blade section
[5, 33, 1] as well as on a scaled turbine [32] corroborated the
ability of the trailing edge flaps to reduce loads. At last, in
2010, a full scale test was carried out on the Vestas V27
turbine located at Risø DTU. Only open loop controls were
tested at that time, and no active fatigue load reduction was
performed [18].
This paper shows the results from the latest tests made
in 2011 on the same Vestas V27 demonstrator turbine.
Those tests include active load reduction achieved with
proportional controllers and with a frequency weighted
model predictive control [17], and derivation of a time
invariant linear model, from trailing edge flap angle
to flapwise blade root moment, derived with a system
identification method [22, 31].
The first section of this paper describes the demonstrator
wind turbine. The tests performed during this test campaign
are developed in the second section, and the results from the
field test are presented in Section 4. Finally, the field results
are compared with some Flex5 simulations in Section 5.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1. V27 wind turbine
The demonstrator turbine for the ATEF (Adaptive Trailing
Edge Flaps) project is the Vestas V27 wind turbine located
at Risø DTU, National Laboratory for Renewable Energy
(Figure 1). The V27 turbine is an horizontal axis wind
turbine, with a nominal power of 225kW, and a rotor
diameter of 27 m.
The collective pitch of the turbine is used for regulating
the power production and limit the thrust. No modern
variable speed loads control is implemented in the V27
turbine.
Designed in the eighties, the Vestas V27 is however
similar to modern multi-megawatt wind turbines on some
aspects: it is a pitch controlled wind turbine and its blade
tip speed is similar to the one of a modern turbine at rated
power.
On the other hand, compared to modern turbines, the
V27 rotor speed is higher and its structure, especially its
blades, are much stiffer. The frequencies of interest (the 1P
frequency, corresponding to one event per rotor revolution,
and the lowest turbine eigenfrequencies) are thus all larger
than for bigger turbines. As a consequence, the trailing edge
flaps are actuated at higher frequencies on the V27 wind
turbine than they would be on a multimegawatt turbine.
Another important difference: the V27 turbine works at two
constant rotor speeds, 32 rpm at wind speeds lower than
4 to 5 m.s−1 and 43 rpm at higher wind speeds. Modern
turbines run at variable speed and keep a more constant tip
speed ratio.
Figure 1. Photo of the V27 wind turbine demonstratror while the
rotor with trailing edge flaps is being mounted.
2.2. Instrumentation
Three trailing edge flaps, with a spanwise length of 70cm
each and a chord ratio between 13 and 18%, are mounted on
one of the V27 original blades, but the tests presented in this
paper were run with only one of them, the outer one. So only
5% of the blade span was covered with a working flap. The
trailing edge flaps are stiff hinged flaps. The whole actuator
system is mounted inside the blade in order not to disturb
the flow around the aerofoil. The trailing edge flaps were
strong enough to be actuated at the 1P frequency (between
0.5 and 0.7 Hz), at full amplitude, with a negligible time lag.
They could also be actuated at frequencies up to 4P, but at a
reduced amplitude and with a reduced accuracy.
The demonstrator turbine is equipped with several extra
sensors. The sensors available to the trailing edge flap
controller include strain gauges at the root of the modified
blade, flapwise and edgewise, two 3D accelerometers at the
tip of the blade, three 5-hole Pitot tubes and three pairs
of pressure tabs at the leading edge of the three trailing
edge flaps, position sensors on the three trailing edge
flaps, and a pitch position sensor. The pitch position sensor
was unfortunately not functional during the tests. Other
sensors, not available to the trailing edge flaps controller
but logged for postprocessing, include strain gauges at
the root of the two other blades, flapwise and edgewise,
a 3D accelerometer in the nacelle, strain gauges at the
tower bottom and a nacelle cup anenometer. Data from
a meteorological mast, located 70 m west of the wind
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Figure 2. Illustration of the Vestas V27 blade equipped with
trailing edge flaps (blue), Pitot tubes (red), and transition
elements (green).
turbine, are also logged. They include wind speeds and wind
directions (tilt and yaw) at three heights corresponding to
the V27 hub height and the lowest and the highest point of
the V27 rotor.
Unfortunately, the trailing edge flap command signal,
output from the trailing edge flap controller, was not logged.
The trailing edge flap position sensor was however logged.
2.3. Control system and data acquisition
The trailing edge flaps controller runs real-time on
a NI cRio 9024 real-time controller from National
InstrumentsTM. The controller runs at 800 MHz and has
512 MB DRAM. The NI cRio 9024 sits in the spinner
of the turbine. A low-level controller for the trailing edge
flaps actuators run on a separate NI cRio 9024. A graphical
Labview interface runs on a separate computer.
Logging from the sensors is carried out with several
NI cDAQ 9172, sitting in the spinner, the nacelle and next
to the met mast.
3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
3.1. Open-loop control: sine actuation
The first tests run on the demonstrator turbine consist in
actuating the trailing edge flap as a sine function at the
following frequencies: 1 Hz, 1.2 Hz, 1.6 Hz and 1.8 Hz.
Each test is run during 2 minutes. The first three tests,
at 1 Hz, 1.2 Hz and 1.6 Hz are run at the full trailing
edge flap stroke, while the last test, at 1.8 Hz, close to the
blade eigenfrequency, is run at a reduced trailing edge flap
deflection to avoid a too high excitation of the turbine.
Those tests are meant to assess the dynamics perfor-
mance of the trailing edge flap, and its effect on the flapwise
blade root moment.
3.2. Close-loop control
3.2.1. Trailing edge flap controller target
The close-loop trailing edge flap controller objective is
to reduce flapwise blade root fatigue loads. The equivalent
fatigue damage for the blade root is calculated using a
rainflow counting algorithm and Miner’s linear damage rule
[25]. The fatigue damage of a material going through Ni
cycles of stress range σi is assumed equivalent to the fatigue
damage of the same material going throught Neq cycles
with a stress range σeq , where
σeq =
∑
i
σi
(
Ni
Neq
)1/m
. (1)
An approximation of the Wo¨hler curve is used to calculate
σeq . In this paper, m, which is a constant specific to the
material, is assumed to be 12 for the blade root.
Figure 3 shows the spectral density of the flapwise
blade root moment measured on the V27 demonstrator
turbine running at its high rotor speed mode. The 1P,
2P, 3P and 4P frequency loads, corresponding respectively
to one, two, three and four events per rotor revolution,
are clearly observed, resulting from rotational sampling of
turbulence, wind shear etc. Some flapwise loads are also
seen at the edgewise eigenfrequency of the blade, because
of the coupling of the blade flapwise and edgewise modes.
The flapwise eigenfrequency of the modified blade is very
close to the 3P frequency and thus does not show on the
spectral density plot as an extra peak. The 1P loads are
clearly the cyclic loads with the highest amplitude. They
account for a large part of the flapwise blade root fatigue
loads. In the example of Figure 3, a flapwise blade root
fatigue load reduction of 30 to 50% could be achieved by
alleviating most of the 1P loads. Because of the low control
authority of the trailing edge flap, the 1P loads can not be
reduced enough to the point where the 2P and 3P loads have
a significant part in the flapwise blade root damage. The
trailing edge flap controller has then to focus on those 1P
loads first and foremost.
3.2.2. Measurement methodology
Evaluating load reduction on a real wind turbine and
comparing measurements to simulations is a complex task
because of the stochastic nature of the wind, and the
lack of information to reproduce the same wind field in
simulations. Months of data are usually necessary in order
to validate a model. Only few days of measurements, with
very different wind conditions, were available within this
project. Therefore, it was decided to run the controllers in a
burst mode, where 2-minute runs with active trailing edge
flap were alternated with 2-minute runs with the trailing
edge flap fixed in its neutral position. Two minutes were
assumed to be long enough to be able to observe the reponse
from the trailing edge flap actuation, and short enough
to have similar wind conditions in two consecutive runs.
Between 60 and 80 rotor revolutions are observed during
two minutes.
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Figure 3. Normalised spectral density of the flapwise blade root
moment measured on the V27 test blade. The turbine is in its high
rotor speed mode. The 1P to 4P loads, corresponding to 1 to 4
events per rotor revolution are clearly identified, as well as loads
at the blade edgewise eigenfrequency. The test blade flapwise
eigenfrequency is close to the 3P frequency.
3.2.3. PID controller
The most basic and natural way to reduce the flapwise
blade root fatigue loads is to apply a Proportional-Integral-
Derivate controller (PID) to the bandpass filtered flapwise
blade root moment. The purpose of the bandpass filter is to
highlight the frequency content of the flapwise blade root
moment which has to be targeted by the trailing edge flap
controller, ie the 1P to 3P frequencies. The control law is
then
β = KP M˜f +KD
∂M˜f
∂t
+KI
∫
M˜f dt,
where β is the trailing edge flap angle target and M˜f is the
bandpass filtered flapwise blade root moment. KP , KD and
KI are respectively the proportional, derivative and integral
gains.
Another PID controller is tested, where the controller
input is no longer the bandpass filtered flapwise blade
root moment but the bandpass filtered pressure difference
measured by the leading edge Pitot tube located in front of
the trailing edge flap. This pressure difference is correlated
to the local angle of attack. The idea behind this controller
is to keep the aerodynamic loading constant at the different
blade sections equipped with a trailing edge flap, in order
to reduce the overall aerodynamic loading variations on the
blade, and thus the flapwise blade root fatigue loads.
3.2.4. Model Predictive Control
The model predictive control (MPC) tested on the
V27 demonstrator turbine is a single input single
output frequency-weighted MPC with costs on zero-phase
bandpass filtered flapwise blade root moment and on
zero-phase bandstop filtered trailing edge flap angle. The
bandpass and bandstop filters are tuned in order to alleviate
the 1P and 2P flapwise blade root loads, and to avoid the
trailing edge flap actuation at very low frequencies, and at
frequencies higher than the 2P frequency.
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Figure 4. System identification. Trailing edge flap command
signal, comprising a Gaussian Binary Noise (GBN) signal.
The design model is a 2-state linear model of a rotating
blade, aggregated with disturbance states which model the
1P and 2P content of the wind speed seen by the rotating
blade, as well as a quasi-steady state which models a plant-
model mismatch. The states are estimated, online, by a
predictive Kalman filter. More details on the controller can
be found in [17].
Gain scheduling on the mean free wind speed was
not possible because of the lack of sensors available to
the trailing edge flap controller which could give a good
estimate, online, of the mean free wind speed.
3.3. System identification
A system identification experiment was performed on the
V27 setup using only the outboard flap. A Gaussian Binary
Noise (GBN) signal is generated with a sampling frequency
of 200 Hz, using a white noise signal sampled with a
frequency of 20 Hz, in order to increase the low frequency
excitation in expense of the high frequency excitation.
The signal comprises in general of random steps at the
minimum and the maximum trailing edge flap deflection.
The command signal can be seen in Figure 4. This excitation
signal is tested during several hours, while the voltage signal
from the strain gauge measuring the flapwise blade root
strain is simultaneously captured. Tests are run alternating
6 minutes with GBN excitation and 6 minutes without any
flap activation. A period of 6 minutes is chosen in order to
have enough captured samples of the lower frequencies of
interest, and similar wind conditions for consecutive tests.
Then, the input/output data from the GBN excitation
cases are used in a subspace system identification algorithm
[22] in order to construct a linear state-space model which
represents the transfer function between the actual trailing
edge flap position and the flapwise blade root moment.
Additional periodic inputs at 1P and 2P frequencies are
added to the input data in order to cope with the periodic
dynamics of the system [31]. All the data from the 6
minute cases with flap excitation are tested with the system
identification algorithm, using an order number of 20 for the
linear models, based on the calculated singular values. The
performance of the identification experiment is quantified
by looking at the variance-accounted-for (VAF) values. The
VAF is defined as:
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VAF =max
{
1− var(y − yˆ)
var(y)
, 0
}
· 100%, (2)
where yˆ is the simulated system output of the identified
linear model, and y is the measured system output.
4. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS
Note that measurement results are based on a limited
number of tests. Fatigue load reduction is highly dependent
on the wind conditions. The load reductions presented
in this paper are based on a limited time series and
should thus not be considered as the turbines total life
fatigue load reduction. Therefore, comparisons between
the performance of the controllers have to be made with
caution, as the wind conditions changed during the tests of
the different controllers.
4.1. Open-loop control: sine actuation
The sine actuation tests presented in this section were run
when the turbine is in its high rotor speed mode. Tests were
run for 2 minutes, for each actuation frequency. The first
10 seconds of each test are removed before postprocessing
them, in order to remove any transient.
A clear response in the flapwise blade root moment
is seen at the four actuation frequencies (Figure 5). The
response in the the flapwise blade root moment is higher
if the actuation frequency is close to the first blade
eigenfrequency (between 2 and 2.5 Hz).
Running these tests gives an estimate of the load
alleviation capacity of the trailing edge flap: under those
specific wind conditions, the trailing edge flap is able to
reduce the amplitude of the 1P flapwise blade root loads by
a bit less than 20%.
The spectral densities of the trailing edge flap angle do
not show any noise. The actuator is able to produce a clean
sine function at the requested frequencies. Only a very
small deflection is observed at the 1P frequency. The same
deflection is observed when the trailing edge flap command
tries to hold its neutral position.
4.2. Close-loop control: PID controller
Tuning a controller in a turbulent wind, when wind
conditions change constantly, is a task which requires at
least a couple of days. Due to limited time available, only
proportional controllers (from now called P controller) have
been tested, with only a rough tuning of the proportional
gain and the bandpass filter. The gain tuning was done such
that maximum flap angles were reached at the observed
range of flapwise blade root moments, while preventing
saturation of the flap actuation limits. Those controllers run
at a sampling frequency of 200 Hz.
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Figure 5. Measurements, sine actuation. Flapwise blade root
moment (top) and trailing edge flap angle (bottom) spectral
densities when the trailing edge flap is actuated as a sine function
at frequencies of 1Hz (thin black line), 1.2Hz (thin grey line),
1.6Hz (thick black line) and 1.8Hz (thick grey line).
4.2.1. Control based on measurement of flapwise
blade root moment
Results showed in Figures 6 and 7 were achieved by
running 10 2-minute time series with active trailing edge
flap alternating with 10 2-minute time series with a trailing
edge flap fixed in its neutral position. Those tests were run
with the turbine working in its high rotor speed mode.
Figure 6 shows the spectral densities of the flapwise
blade root moment and of the actual trailing edge flap angle
averaged over the time series where the trailing edge flap is
active or fixed. The trailing edge flap proportional controller
reduces slightly the amplitude of the 1P and 2P flapwise
blade root loads: the 1P load amplitude is decreased by
around 10% and the 2P load amplitude by around 20%.
However, the P controller increases the 3P loads as well.
In average, the flapwise blade root fatigue damage is
reduced by 4.8%. Figure 7 shows that the trailing edge flap
controller decreases the fatigue damage in most of the 2
minute tests, except for the tests number 5, 7 and 17. It is not
possible to conclude whether this fatigue damage increase
is due to the P controller increasing the blade root damage,
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Figure 7. Measurements, proportional controller on flapwise
blade root moment. Normalised flapwise blade root equivalent
fatigue load for the 20 consecutive 2-minute tests. Tests with
fixed trailing edge flaps are marked with crosses, tests with active
traiing edge flap are marked with circles.
or to different wind conditions during those 2-minute time
series which made the fatigue damage higher than for the
previous and the next time series.
The increase of the 3P loads is responsible for an increase
of the flapwise blade root damage. Such an increase could
have been avoided by tuning the bandpass filter in order
to filter out the flapwise blade root moment frequencies
over 1.8Hz. This tuning was not performed during the tests.
However, a post processing of the data shows that a flapwise
blade root fatigue damage reduction of 6 to 7% could have
been achieved if the trailing edge flap controller had not
increased the 3P loads.
4.2.2. Control based on measurement of the local
angle of attack
Only 5 2-minute time series with active trailing edge,
alternating with 4 2-minute time series with fixed trailing
edge flaps were run with the proportional controller with
input from the leading edge pressure difference (Figures 8
and 9). Those tests were run with the turbine running in its
high rotor speed mode as well.
The study of the spectral densities of the flapwise blade
root moment shows a reduction of the 1P, 2P and 3P loads
(Figure 8). An average fatigue load reduction of 6% is
achieved. However, the fatigue load damage of each of the
9 time series do not show a clear trend of the trailing edge
flap reducing the blade root fatigue loads (Figure 9).
The limited number of tests run with this controller
makes it hard to draw any conclusions on its performance.
The good results seen in the spectral density of the flapwise
blade root moment need to be confirmed by running the
controller for a longer period of time.
4.3. Model Predictive Control
The model predictive control was tested on 10 2-minute
time series, alternated with 9 2-minute times series with the
trailing edge flap fixed in its neutral position. The turbine
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Figure 9. Measurements, proportional controller on the local
angle of attack. Normalised flapwise blade root equivalent fatigue
load for the 9 consecutive 2-minute tests. Tests with fixed trailing
edge flaps are marked with crosses, tests with active traiing edge
flap are marked with circles.
was running in its high rotor speed. The controller run at
50 Hz, and was tuned to alleviate the 1P and 2P loads only.
Both the 1P and 2P loads are reduced, while the 3P
loads are unchanged (Figure 10). The amplitude of the 1P
flapwise blade root moment is decreased by 20%. As a
comparison, the P controller with input from the flapwise
blade root moment reduced the amplitude of the 1P loads
by 10% (Section 4.2.1).
The study of the equivalent fatigue load of each of the
19 consecutive 2-minute time series shows that the model
predictive control consistently reduces the flapwise blade
root damage (Figure 11). An average of 14% load reduction
is achieved.
Figure 10 shows that the frequency-weighted model
predictive control managed successfully to limit the
actuation of the trailing edge flap to frequencies between
0.5 and 2 Hz. There is almost no actuation at frequencies
higher than 2.5Hz, which makes the target signal to the
actuator very smooth and thus limits the wear and tear of
the actuator, without using any filters on the measurements
or on the controller input reference (Figure 12).
4.4. System identification
The system identification tests were run while the turbine
was in its low rotor speed mode, contrary to the active load
reduction tests which were run at high rotor speed.
Because of the dynamics of the actuator the GBN
command signal is not perfectly followed by the flap,
showing a resulting flap signal as seen in Figure 13. Despite
the distorted nature of the GBN signal, it can still provide
enough excitation to the system. The captured strain signals
for all cases with GBN flap excitation are compared to the
ones without flap activation in terms of spectral content, but
no conclusive effect of the flap excitation is visible.
VAF values of 37% to 65% were obtained on the various
data sets, which were in this case the same as the ones used
for determining the model. For the best case with the highest
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Figure 6. Measurements, proportional controller on flapwise blade root moment. Flapwise blade root moment (top) and trailing edge
flap angle (bottom) spectral densities when the trailing edge flaps are fixed in their neutral position (thick black line) and when they
are controlled with a proportional controller on the flapwise blade root moment (thin black line).
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Figure 11. Measurements, model predictive control. Normalised
flapwise blade root equivalent fatigue load for the 19 consecutive
2-minute tests. Tests with fixed trailing edge flaps are marked with
crosses, tests with active traiing edge flap are marked with circles.
match, the output of the simulation of the identified linear
model to the measured input is compared to the measured
system output. The de-trended output signals are shown in
Figure 14. The frequency response plot of the amplitude of
the input-output behavior is also compared to the measured
spectrum in Figure 15. It is seen that the linear model
captures the global low frequency behavior, but also the
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Figure 12. Measurements, model predictive control. Normalised
flapwise blade root moment (top) and controller input reference
(trailing edge flap target angle) measured when the model
predictive control is running on the V27.
natural frequency peaks of the system. The 1P and 2P peaks
are intentionally not captured, due to additional periodic
inputs in the algorithm, in order to capture a linear time
invariant model [31].
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Figure 8. Measurements, proportional controller on the local angle of attack. Flapwise blade root moment (top) and trailing edge flap
angle (bottom) spectral densities when the trailing edge flaps are fixed in their neutral position (thick black line) and when they are
controlled with a proportional controller on the local angle of attack (thin black line).
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Figure 13. System identification. Actual flap angle response to
the GBN command signal.
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Figure 14. System identification. Time series of blade root strain
signal for flap-wise bending. The output of the linear simulation
of the identified model (thin line) is compared to the measured
signal (thick line).
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Figure 15. System identification. Frequency response from
actual flap signal to blade root strain. The identified model (thick
line) is compared to the spectral estimate of the measured signal
(thin line)
5. COMPARISON WITH SIMULATIONS
Simulations with the sine actuation of the trailing edge flap
and with the model predictive control are run and compared
to the measurements.
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Figure 10. Measurements, model predictive control. Flapwise blade root moment (top) and trailing edge flap angle (bottom) spectral
densities when the trailing edge flaps are fixed in their neutral position (thick black line) and when they are controlled with a model
predictive control (thin black line).
5.1. Simulation models
5.1.1. Aero-servo-elastic code
Simulations are run with the Flex5 aero-servo-elastic
code [27]. Flex5 is developed at the Mechanical department
of the Technical University of Denmark DTU-MEK. It is
a state-of-the art Blade Element Momentum (BEM) code
based on the modal approach. The blades, the shaft and
the tower are modeled as flexible non uniform beams. The
code has all the usual engineering models used in the
wind turbine simulation tools, such as Prandtl-Glauert tip
correction, dynamic wake model, turbulent wind, oblique
inflow model etc.
The dynamic stall model originally coded in Flex5 works
only for rigid blade sections [26]. The implementation of
the trailing edge flaps in Flex5 is based on the code written
by P. B. Andersen and M. Gaunaa [19]. It is an extension
of Theodorsen’s work [30] which includes a Beddoes-
Leishmann type dynamic stall model [24]. The model uses
lookup tables of the static lift, drag and moment coefficients
of an aerofoil with a trailing edge flap at different angles of
attack and trailing edge flap angles. The model has been
validated with comparison to wind tunnel measurements
[3].
5.1.2. Wind turbine model
The Flex5 wind turbine model was derived from
a previously existing Flex4 model and from technical
documents. This model was partly tuned based on the
measurements made during the first test campaign of the
ATEF project, on the same V27 wind turbine [18]. However,
this Flex5 model has never been validated and differences
between the measurements and the simulations can be
observed.
An important part of the model of the V27 wind turbine
with trailing edge flaps is the steady-state lift coefficient
change due to the trailing edge flap ∆CstL(α, β) defined as
∆CstL(α, β) =C
st
L(α, β)− CstL(α, β = 0), (3)
where CstL(α, β) is the steady lift coefficient of the aerofoil,
at an angle of attack α and a trailing edge flap angle β. An
array of ∆CstL(α, β) values, for different angles of attack
and trailing edge flap angles, was filled in based on CFD
simulations with a similar aerofoil and trailing edge flap.
5.2. Sine actuation
Some Flex5 simulations are run with the outer trailing
edge flap being actuated as a sine function with the same
frequencies and amplitudes as the ones used during the
experiment. Figure 16 shows a zoom on the four actuation
frequencies of the spectral densities of the flapwise blade
root moment and of the trailing edge flap angle.
The simulations (Figure 16, dashed lines) show a higher
response on the blade root moment than what is seen in the
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measurements (Figure 16, solid lines, no markers), at the
four actuation frequencies. The amplitudes of the simulated
flapwise blade root moments, at the actuation frequencies,
are around 30% higher than in the measurements. This
significant difference can be explained by an overestimate of
the steady lift coefficient change due to a fixed trailing edge
flap angle∆CstL(α, β), by 3D effects at the trailing edge flap
edges which could decrease the trailing edge flap efficiency
[8], or, most probably, by a combination of both reasons.
The uncertainty on the steady lift coefficient change could
be reduced by performing wind tunnel tests with the same
aerofoil profile and the same trailing edge flap.
Another set of simulations were run with a trailing edge
flap efficiency reduced by 20% (Figure 16, solid lines with
cross markers). The blade root response in those simulations
is closer to the measurements. It is still a bit too high for
the 1 and 1.2 Hz actuation cases, but matches well the
measurements for the two highest actuation frequencies.
An overestimate of the blade damping, either structural or
aerodynamic damping, could explain why the simulations
match the measurements at higher frequencies but they
overestimate the flapwise blade root response at lower
frequencies.
5.3. Model Predictive Control
Exactly the same model predictive controller, with the
same tuning, the same sampling frequency and the same
sensors as the one used in the experiment is run in Flex5
simulations. In order to reproduce the test conditions in
the simulations, the pitch position sensor is assumed not
to work, and gain scheduling is not used. When the field
tests were run, the flapwise blade root strain gauge had been
only roughly calibrated. Calibration after the tests showed
a small error in the strain gauge calibration gain. The same
error was modeled in the simulations.
An average wind speed, wind turbulence intensity,
wind shear and yaw error were calculated from the
measurements, and Flex5 simulations with the same wind
conditions and yaw error were run with six different wind
turbulence boxes. However, those simulations resulted in
1P flapwise blade root moments with a significantly lower
amplitude than in the measurements. The wind shear and
yaw error have then been increased until the 1P peak in the
spectral density of the flapwise blade root moment in the
simulations and the measurements match (Figure 17). The
3P, 4P and 5P peaks are higher in the simulations than in
the measurements. However, the load reduction happens at
the 1P and 2P frequencies, so it is more important than the
loads at those freuqencies match.
A large difference in the simulated and measured
equivalent fatigue loads, with fixed trailing edge flaps, is
observed: the blade root fatigue loads simulated in Flex5
are 14.5% lower than in the measurements. If only the 1P
and 2P loads are taken into account, the difference raises to
24%. It is thought that such a difference is due to difference
in the simulated wind: the wind shear, within a 2-minute
test, varies significantly more in the measuremetns than in
the simulations.
Figure 18 shows the spectral density of the flapwise
blade root moment and of the trailing edge flap angle of
Flex5 simulations and measurements, with active trailing
edge flaps. The simulated spectral densities with fixed
trailing edge flaps are also plotted as a reference. Figure
19 shows a zoom of the previous plots around the 1P and
the 2P frequencies. Results from Flex5 simulations run with
a trailing edge flap efficiency reduced by 20% are also
plotted (dashed lines with triangle markers). Those plots
show a general good agreement between the simulations
and the measurements. The trailing edge flap actuation is
similar in measurements and in simulations. Note that the
difference in the 1P peak of the trailing edge flap angle
spectral density is not due to different amplitudes, but to
slightly different shapes of the trailing edge flap angle time
track. The reduction of the 1P peak in the flapwise blade
root moment spectral density is higher in the simulations
made with a trailing edge flap efficiency of 100% than in
the measurements. But the results for a trailing edge flap
efficiency of 80% match very well (Figure 19).
The difference in terms of flapwise blade root fatigue
load reduction between measurements and simulations are
higher. Measurements showed a load reduction of 14%,
whereas simulations show a load reduction of 5.9% with
a trailing edge flap efficiency of 100% and of only 4.7%
with a trailing edge flap efficiency of 80%. However, the
difference is lower if only the 1P and 2P loads are taken into
account: 20% load reduction in measurements, and 12.4%
load reduction in Flex5 simulations with a trailing edge flap
efficiency of 80%.
5.4. System identification
The linear model from trailing edge flap angle to flapwise
blade root moment estimated with the system identification
described in Section 4.4 is compared to the analytical linear
model derived in [17] and part of the MPC design model.
Figure 20 shows the Bode plots of the 20-state linear model
derived with system identification, of the 2-state analytical
linear model part of the MPC design model and of the
same model tuned in order to match the conclusions of
the experiment: the trailing edge flap efficiency is reduced
by 20%, and the blade stiffness is reduced until the blade
first eigenfrequency match the measured eigenfrequency
(around the 3P frequency). The response from the trailing
edge flap sine actuation, at both low and high rotor speeds,
is also plotted.
Figure 20 shows a significant difference in the first
blade eigenfrequency between the identified model and
the analytical model. The mass distribution and the
stiffness distribution of the modified blade were only
roughly estimated, which explains this large difference.
The analytical tuned model still differs largely from the
identified model at the frequencies of interest for the model
predictive control (0.3 to 2 Hz), partly because a VAF value
of only 65% was reached when performing the system
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Figure 16. Measurements and simulations, sine actuation. Zooms on the flapwise blade root moment (top) and trailing edge flap
angle (bottom) spectral densities when the trailing edge flap is actuated as a sine function at frequencies of 1Hz (thin black line),
1.2Hz (thin grey line), 1.6Hz (thick black line) and 1.8Hz (thick grey line). Results from measurements (solid lines), from simulations
with a trailing edge flap efficiency of 100% (dashed lines) and from simulations with a reduced trailing edge flap efficiency (solid lines
with crosses).
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Figure 17. Measurements and simulations, model predictive control. Measured (black line with crosses) and simulated (grey line with
+) flapwise blade root moment spectral densities when the trailing edge flaps are fixed in their neutral position.
identification, and partly because the analytical model
probably overestimates the trailing edge flap efficiency
when the turbine runs in its low rotor speed mode.
6. CONCLUSIONS
A full-scale test of trailing edge flaps on the Vestas V27
wind turbine was performed. Even though only 5% of the
blade span was covered with a working trailing edge flap,
clear load reduction could be observed.
Three active load reduction controllers were tested. The
two proportional controllers, respectively on the flapwise
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Figure 18. Measurements and simulations, model predictive control. Measured (black line with crosses) and simulated (grey line with
+) flapwise blade root moment (top) and trailing edge flap angle (bottom) spectral densities when the trailing edge flaps are controlled
with a frequency-weighted model predictive control. Spectral densities for the simulated baseline case with fixed trailing edge flaps is
plotted for comparison (dashed line).
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Figure 19. Measurements and simulations, model predictive control. Zooms on the 1P and 2P frequencies. Measured and simulated
flapwise blade root moment (top) and trailing edge flap angle (bottom) spectral densities when the trailing edge flaps are controlled
with a frequency-weighted model predictive control and when they are fixed. Thick black line: measurements, baseline. Thick grey
line: simulations, baseline. Thin black line with crosses: measurements, MPC. Thin grey line with +: simulations, MPC. Dashed grey
line with triangles: simulations with reduced trailing edge flap efficiency, MPC.
blade root moment and on the local angle of attack at the
trailing edge flap section, reduced slightly the amplitude of
the 1P and 2P flapwise blade root loads. A flapwise blade
root load reduction between 4 and 6% was measured. More
tests would be necessary to confirm those results, and it is
thought that higher load reduction would be achieved with
a better tuning of the controllers. A frequency-weighted
model predictive control tested during 38 minutes showed
12 Wind Energ. 2010; 00:1–14 c© 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 20. Bode plots from actual trailing edge flap angle position
to flapwise blade root moment, for the identified model (thick
black line), the analytical model used in the design of the model
predictive control (thick grey line), and for a tuned analytical
model where the trailing edge flap efficiency has been reduced
by 20% and the blade mass and stiffness distribution have
been modified in order to decrease the blade first flapwise
eigenfrequency (thin grey line). The responses from a sine
actuation of the trailing edge flap, at different frequencies, at the
high rotor speed (circles) and at the low rotor speed (crosses) are
also plotted.
consistent flapwise blade root load reduction with the
trailing edge flap. An average of 14% load reduction was
measured, and a 20% reduction of the amplitude of the 1P
loads was observed.
System identification was also tested on the demonstrator
turbine. A 20 state time invariant linear model was derived
with a variance-accounted-for value of 65%.
Finally, Flex5 simulations were run to compare the
simulation models to the measurements. A reduction of
20% of the trailing edge flap efficiency was necessary to
match the simulation results with the measurements. It
was however not possible to conclude whether the reduced
efficiency was due to 3D effects at the trailing edge
flap edges, or to overestimated steady-state lift coefficient
changes due to the trailing edge flap. The simulations
and the measurements carried out with exactly the same
model predictive control showed very good correlation in
their spectral densities. A 14% flapwise blade root load
reduction was measured, whereas only a 5% load reduction
was simulated. The difference is explained partly by the
difference in the fatigue loads with fixed trailing edge flaps.
This new full-scale test on the Vestas V27 wind turbine
equipped with trailing edge flaps proved the load alleviation
capability of the trailing edge flaps. They also showed a
good accuracy of the simulations. However, more tests, with
different wind conditions, would be necessary to conclude
on the amount of load reduction achievable with this trailing
edge flap configuration.
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